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Summary of core recommendations
Issue

Recommendation

Timeframe1

Addressing macro-financial headwinds
Current levels of government borrowing
lead to the crowding out of banks’ credit
provision to the local private sector

Government to undertake fiscal consolidation
and reduce reliance on the issuance of domestic
securities to fund its fiscal deficit

Short term/
Medium term

Strengthening the availability of long-term finance for SMEs
The legal and judicial basis for contract
enforcement and secured transactions is
inadequate

Repeal and replace the Borrowers and Lenders
Act, 2008, expeditiously replacing the current
framework, building on the bill recently submitted
to Parliament

Instead of competing in providing, such
as credit scoring services, credit bureaus
compete in assembling information about
those borrowing from financial intermediaries

Increase timeliness, reliability, coverage, and scope
of data available to credit bureaus

With recurring government arrears and
existing SOBs suffering from poor governance and undercapitalization, launching,
and maintaining a financially sustainable,
wholesale bank devoted to supporting
SMEs will be extremely challenging

Adhere to international good practices in establishing
the Development Bank of Ghana to achieve financial
self-sustainability and maximum impact

The PE instrument supported by the Venture Capital Trust Fund has not proven to
be well-suited to investing in SMEs

Redirect the efforts undertaken by the Venture
Capital Trust Fund to focus on specific financing
barriers encountered by SMEs

Medium term

Short term

Government/BoG to provide seed capital to establish
a common database that is accessible to all credit
bureaus and that is co-owned and managed by
private financial institutions
Short term

Implement a clearly defined mandate as a fully
self-sustaining professionally managed wholesale
institution
with
non-governmental
owners
represented on the bank’s board. Catalytic financing
products to support banks to augment the credit
they provide to SMEs
Medium term

Mitigate the additional costs associated with
providing PE finance to SMEs (as compared to larger
enterprises)
Explore opportunities for providing long-term
subordinated debt rather than just equity finance
Deepening the market for housing finance
The high cost and limited availability of
Establish a land bank to allocate and manage statetitled land constrains housing development owned land for housing projects and ensure wellestablished land titles
Current supply-side subsidies to housing
developers are fiscally costly and fail to
address the main bottleneck: the dearth of
effective demand for housing

1

Remove supply-side subsidies offered by the
National Housing and Mortgage Fund

ST = short term. MT = medium term
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Medium term

Short term

Demand-side subsidies to improve affordability of housing for households are
ill-targeted

Strengthen targeting of demand-side subsidies by
focusing on the first few years of mortgages when
household liquidity is most constrained (mortgage
payments decrease over time)

Medium term

Banks charge high risk-premiums on
mortgage loans due to costs and uncertainties in registering and foreclosing on
real estate

Institute faster, cheaper, and more efficient
foreclosure processes that bypass court procedures
to enable banks to foreclose within a matter of
months (instead of years) in the case of default

Medium term

Strengthening the institutional foundation for infrastructure finance
Current PPP policy framework is incomplete Replace PPP bill with new legislation that enhances
and inadequate in terms of identifying accountability and efficiency in the use of resources
responsibilities and capacity development. and engenders confidence in the PPP process.
• Create an independent, strengthened PPP
body, support simplification of the stages in the
approval process, and to spin the Public Investment Division out of the Ministry of Finance as
an independent body
• Establish a competitive and transparent procurement process to create confidence and
achieve value for money
• Establish an independent PPP regulator with
responsibility for setting tariffs according to
accepted methodologies through a consultative
process

Medium term

Trust in the procurement process has been
repeatedly undermined by sole-sourced
and negotiated deals

Develop a framework for dealing with unsolicited
proposals building on the guiding principles of value
for money, fair market pricing, and transparency and
accountability

Medium term

Lack of private sector investment due Create strong sector regulations and institutions
to weak implementation of PPPs and that empower utilities to deliver services efficiently
ineffective oversight of utilities
and to charge cost-reflective tariffs

Medium term

Electricity sector does not charge cost- Eliminate subsidies to electricity tariffs and introduce
reflective tariffs
tariff indexation with annual/periodic increases

Medium term

Establish a debt restructuring program to clear
outstanding debts of Electricity Company of Ghana
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Shortage of bankable projects resulting
from limited capacity in terms of human and
financial resources to prepare and bring
projects to financial close

Authorities to champion the establishment of a
private sector led project development facility (PDF).
PDF to assemble expertise and provide funding for
those activities required to move privately sponsored
project from early-stage development to financial
close. Initially first-loss capital to be provided by
public or quasi-public sources

Support investment in infrastructure Establish infrastructure guarantee fund to provide
projects by local institutional investors
tenor elongation and/or credit (first loss) guarantees
to local lenders

Short term

Medium term

A sequenced approach to capital market development
Limited market liquidity for government
debt leads to refinancing risks for the
government.

Strengthen liquidity and reduce government’s refinancing risk:
• Extend maturity of government debt issuances
• Create benchmark series by consolidating
issuances
• Operationalize primary dealer participation in
repo market
• Extend commitments of primary dealers

Short term

SEC regulation and oversight are not
conducive to deepening of the corporate
bond market

SEC to build stronger foundations and incentives
to help stimulate the development of the corporate
bond market
• Create a local credit rating agency
• Where appropriate waive requirement that potential issuers must provide audited statements
for at least the past 3 years
• Review specific regulatory framework applied
to establishing SPVs, to securitizations, and
to the issuance of project bonds and by other
non-corporate issuers
• Rather than taking responsibility for approving
the quality of underlying assets for a securitization SEC to place greater reliance on market
players to certify compliance with SEC requirements

Medium term

Weak institutional investor base

Take measures to strengthen the institutional investor base:
• The NPRA to require pension funds to undertake uniform reporting to facilitate comparison
of investment returns, strengthen risk-management and enable stress-testing
• The SNITT to be brought fully under the oversight of the NPRA to increase governance,
transparency, and accountability
• The SNITT to outsource management of its
investments to enhance oversight and create
benchmarks
• Provide (tax) incentives for beneficiaries of
pension savings to reinvest tier two assets
(mandatory pensions) in annuities or similar
savings instruments rather than withdraw
lumpsums
• Review limit of foreign investments by pension
funds (currently 5 percent of assets) to facilitate risk diversification
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Introduction
This document summarizes the outcomes of the Ghana
long-term finance country-diagnostic undertaken under
the auspices of the Long-Term Finance Initiative hosted by
the African Development Bank (AfDB), which is supported
by funding contributions from Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit GmbH (GIZ), Financial
Sector Deepening Africa (FSD Africa) and the Centre for
Affordable Housing Finance (CAHF). The diagnostic was
carried out by a team of experts between June 2019 and
March 2020.

•
•
•
•

Macro, banking and capital markets
Enterprise finance
Infrastructure finance
Housing finance

This summary report is organized into five sections. The
first section sets the stage by explaining the importance of
both long-term finance to economic development and of
applying a sequenced approach to market development.
The second section highlights the macroeconomic
circumstances in Ghana, which set core parameters
for potential market development. The following three
sections focus on reforms designed to deepen domestic
provision of long-term finance in the enterprise, housing,
and infrastructure sectors. The final section proposes
sequenced reforms designed to strengthen domestic
capital market development.

This report summarizes the main findings and
recommendations emanating from four chapters prepared
by the team. The chapters focus on four key areas:

What do we mean by long-term finance and why does it
matter ?
Long-term finance matters because it funds economic
growth. Whereas the emphasis of policy-makers and in
the donor community in recent decades has predominantly
been on enhancing financial inclusion, a growing realization
is that inclusion is only one side of the coin. As much as
inclusion is important in reaching the marginalized or
informal economy and in providing short-term loans as
working capital for firms, long-term financing is needed to
support the growth of productive activities in key economic
sectors. Longer-term investments support growth by
reducing costs (such as for transport and communication)
2
, thus increasing productivity and competitiveness and
creating jobs. Ghana needs to accelerate investment to
generate employment for the growing number of young
people joining the labour force every year3.

Long-term finance (LTF) relates to funding to
support medium-term and long-term investments
by enterprises, households, and governments in a
country’s real economy. Long-term finance is typically
defined according to a specific threshold maturity. In
practice however, the notion of long-term finance has
different meanings for different markets. As in many
countries in Africa, most investments in Ghana can attract
funding only of much shorter maturity than the assets
being financed. Banks in Ghana may be willing to finance
infrastructure investments with loans of up to 7 years in
maturity and may well only be willing to fund enterprise
investments with loans of 3 to 12 months’ maturity. To
put this in perspective, the minimum threshold for longterm financing as applied to the enterprise sector could
be one year, whereas for investments in the housing and
infrastructure sector the relevant thresholds could be 15
years. However, even within sectors, different types of
assets require different loan tenors. Therefore, this report
adopts a flexible definition of LTF based on the underlying
asset: financing is considered long-term if funding tenors
match the lifetime of the productive assets being financed.
In any event, the ambition is to lengthen maturities to
achieve congruence between financing and asset life.

Long-term finance also matters because it reduces
risks and improves the affordability of investments. It is
desirable that the maturity of financing approximates the
economic life of the underlying asset. Where this is not
the case, investors, firms and projects are exposed to both
liquidity and interest rate risks that may severely constrain
investment. Providing long-term financing for investment
projects is also essential to achieving affordability—
whether in providing infrastructure services to consumers

2

The current lack of or poor quality of infrastructure drives up the cost of doing business and poses a severe impediment to economic diversification
and growth. According to the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, the continent’s infrastructure deficit lowers Africa’s per capita economic growth by 2 percent a year and firm productivity by 40 percent. UNECA (United Nations Economic Commission for Africa), Economic Report on
Africa 2012: Unleashing Africa’s Potential as a Pole of Global Growth (Addis Abba, Ethiopia: UNECA, 2012).

3

AfDB, Economic Outlook for Africa 2019 (Abidjan: AfDB, 2019) https://www.afdb.org/fileadmin/uploads/afdb/Documents/Publications/2019AEO/
AEO_2019-EN.pdf; ,
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This progression towards greater reliance on domestic
markets in financing infrastructure is illustrated by the
funding escalator in Figure 1, which shows that reliance
on government financing gradually declines in line with
the deepening and diversification of local financial
markets. Governments can support the development of
local sources of long-term finance for infrastructure by
strengthening the local legal, regulatory, and institutional
environment. Governments and donors alike may also
need to revisit their role in development finance to ensure
that scarce public resources are used as effectively as
possible in catalysing private funding rather than being
used to directly fill financing gaps. Prudence in using fiscal
resources is also crucial in supporting government efforts
to keep public debt levels manageable. Because of risk
aversion, banks prefer to invest in “risk-free” government
securities rather than lend to the private sector. And
where governments’ domestic borrowing is excessive, it
tends to crowd out bank lending to the private sector—
thus stalling the process of financial sector deepening and
of establishing sustainable domestic solutions in the long
term.

or in facilitating enterprise finance and mortgage finance.
Long tenors reduce annual debt service and allow projects
to have a development or “ramp up” period before starting
debt repayment. Loans to finance hydroelectric projects
or toll roads, for example, require 15 years or longer so
that the amortization of the loan to pay the capital cost
of the project covers a long-enough period to result in an
affordable tariff to end-consumers. In the housing sector,
a common practice is for developers to offer rent-forsale contracts instead of mortgage finance. In a rent-forsale scheme, the developer retains the ownership of the
property until the renter has paid for the full value of the
property, rather similar to a leasing arrangement. However,
given the short maturity of such transactions—typically
years in Ghana—the monthly payments are prohibitively
high for average-income Ghanaians, effectively excluding
most of the population from using this type of product.
The focus of this report is primarily on deepening
the domestic market for long-term finance. Although
deepening domestic markets is a medium- to longterm endeavour, it is fundamental both to enhancing
domestic saving and the efficient deployment of scarce
domestic resources, and to reducing exposure to potential
foreign exchange risks. Developing economies such as
Ghana will continue to rely on foreign capital resources
as an important source of investment financing for the
foreseeable future. However, strengthening the domestic
financial system—particularly the enabling environment
and institutional infrastructure, will be important in two
main ways: in gradually increasing the depth of local
markets and reliance on domestic funding sources, and in
attracting foreign sources of capital, such as foreign direct
investment and portfolio investments.

Eventually, in moving up the escalator, lenders will
be able to place greater reliance on capital markets
as a funding source. However, in the short to medium
term, recourse to capital markets will be associated with
considerable challenges relating to: (a) high preparatory
costs arising from the need to corporatize the issuing entity
and prepare relevant disclosures to potential investors (such
as audited financial statements); (b) regulatory reforms (for
example, sanctioning the adjustment of tariffs to ensure
cost recovery); (c) the small size of the investor base; and
(d) significant issuance costs (in terms of preparing a
prospectus, paying fees to the exchange, arranging for a
bank, and so on). In addition, the advantages of issuing on
the quoted market may be compromised because of the
absence of market liquidity, which is important.

Currently, long-term funding for infrastructure in
Ghana is predominantly provided by circumventing
the domestic intermediation process altogether—
using long-term financing provided by governments or
donors, or obtained in the form of foreign borrowing
or direct investment. Little reliance is placed on funds
intermediated by local financial markets, whether in
the form of private placements, syndicated loans, or the
public issuance of securities4. The recent emphasis on
deepening local markets has arisen due to the need to
undertake fiscal consolidation, to be reliant on donors,
and to diversify the sources of long-term funding. The
availability of concessionary donor funding is constrained,
and foreign borrowing entails foreign exchange risks that
cannot easily be passed on to local users of infrastructure
services. Thus, government efforts have gradually shifted
towards catalysing domestic private investment.

4

Small and medium-sized enterprises face serious
challenges in accessing adequate long-term financing.
Because the vast majority of Ghanaian SMEs do not
produce audited financial statements that yield credible
financial information, asymmetric information is a serious
problem for SMEs—more so than for larger firms.
Furthermore, the line of demarcation between the finances
of the owner(s) and those of the business is often blurred
in smaller firms. Also, the ability of lenders to assess the
business prospects of the activities undertaken by their
borrowers (the principal-agent problem inherent in all
financing operations) is particularly acute in the case of
SMEs, which may undertake projects that lenders deem
to be excessively risky. Against this backdrop, the lack of

The dominant share of infrastructure investment in Africa (42 percent) continues to be financed by national governments (using tax and non-tax
revenues as well as domestic and international borrowing) with bilateral and multilateral development banks (35 percent) and Chinese funding (10
percent) coming in second and third place, See ICA (Infrastructure Consortium for Africa), Infrastructure Financing Trends in Africa—2016 (Abidjan:
Infrastructure Consortium for Africa Secretariat, 2017),
https://www.icafrica.org/fileadmin/documents/IFT_2016/Infrastructure_Financing_Trends_2016.pdf.
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Figure 1: The infrastructure funding escalator
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leading to information
asymmetry and high
agency costs

Source: Author’s illustration.Note: LT = long term.

A more diversified set of options for SME financing
is required to support long-term investment. Any
progress in filling the gap in long-term financing is unlikely
to take place on listed, public markets. Rather, financing
is likely to be generated through unlisted instruments
and alternative sources of finance—for example, project
bonds for infrastructure projects or, given the right
incentives, through private equity or subordinated debt
for SMEs. Figure 2 shows how various sources of finance
progressively become more available at different stages
of market development. The evolution ranges from funds
provided by family and friends, angel investors and venture
capital at one end of the spectrum, to private equity and
listed instruments at the other.

credit histories and collateral often results in severe credit
constraints for SMEs. Due to limits to the enforceability of
contracts, collateral requirements often exceed the value
of the loan. When a loan cannot be repaid, the lender
invariably encounters problems liquidating the collateral
and lengthy procedures for the resolution of disputes.
In analogy to the funding of infrastructure, a
progression of the long-term finance market can be
observed in enterprise finance. Rather than seeking
funding from formal markets, SMEs may need to rely on
funding provided by family and friends, although this
is unlikely to be sufficient in size and maturity to satisfy
their investment needs. Nonetheless, the tendency among
policy-makers has been to focus on the establishment of
formal banking markets. When it comes to capital markets,
policy implementation has often been focused on formal
markets, and officials have not actively sought to promote
the provision of a continuum of informal and formal, private,
and public financing vehicles. A comprehensive review of
the World Bank’s approach to capital market development
in 2016 found that equity market interventions, particularly
when targeted at listing local SMEs on the stock exchange,
had only limited success5.

5

Government interventions in the market for SME
finance take a different form from the infrastructure
sectors. Experience suggests that providing direct funding
to SMEs is unlikely to be a sustainable approach, mostly
because public institutions have difficulty assessing credit
risks and implementing commercially sustainable lending
practices. In recent years, governments have used more
catalytic approaches designed to support private banks
in developing their capacity to lend to SMEs, such as

World Bank Group, The World Bank Group’s Support to Capital Market Development (Washington, DC: World Bank, 2016), 120. The report finds
that the “costs of the traditional model of being a ‘public, listed company’ are inherently too high for most small businesses”.
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credit lines and partial credit guarantees6. In addition,
the authorities have a major role to play in improving the
legal and regulatory environment for SME lending. It is
important for strengthening the registration of movable and
immovable property, improving the process for foreclosure
on collateral in the case of default by the borrower,
and establishing the enabling environment for credit
bureaus to provide access to reliable and comprehensive
information about borrowers’ current and past repayment

performance.
Moving up each step on the funding escalator is
predicated on a reduction in information asymmetry
and in agency costs. As formality in the provision of capital
rises, financial markets can intermediate larger amounts of
capital. Thus, there is a correlation between the steps on
the escalator and the progression from market opacity to
greater transparency.

Figure 2: The enterprise funding escalator
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Data kept private,
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agency costs

Source: Author’s illustration.Note: VC = venture capital; IPO = initial public offering.

escalators and enabling larger levels of capital to
be intermediated on financial markets. There is a
logical relationship between moving up the steps on
the escalator and progression from market opacity to
greater transparency. At earlier stages of development
with little private sector involvement in infrastructure
finance—when enterprises largely rely on informal
sources of finance (family or friends) and banks and
homeowners predominantly rely on building their
homes incrementally from current savings—little information is available to those agents who might arrange for third-party funding. Overcoming information asymmetries and reducing the agency costs are
challenges that cut to the core of the effort to develop
markets that can better serve the long-term funding
needs of developing African economies.

For the purposes of the assessment provided in this report, there are two crucial takeaways:
• First, the public capital markets are at the highest
level on the escalators. At early stages of market development, capital markets with publicly listed companies represent only a small fraction of the long-term
finance being intermediated in the economy. Such
markets may well be able to function without the remaining components being active. However, it is unlikely that they will be able to flourish, as financiers
(whether they are governments or private sponsors)
will gradually work their way up the escalators in generating “deal-flow”. Leapfrogging is likely to be the
exception rather than the rule.
• Second, reducing information asymmetry and
agency costs is crucial to moving up the funding

6

Partial credit guarantee schemes can play an important catalytic role only if they are financially sustainable. The success of partial credit guarantees is highly dependent on their design; factors such as guarantee coverage, adequacy of fees charged, reliability and speed of payout in the
case of borrower default; and utilization, in particular, banks’ capacity to deploy the guarantee.
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Addressing significant macro-financial headwinds in the
Ghanaian economy
Macroeconomic challenges, recently accentuated by the
Covid-19 crisis, will determine the scope for deepening
of markets for long-term finance in Ghana. The extent to
which these challenges are addressed by systematic and
consistent policy actions will be crucial to financial market
deepening.

countries (see Figure 3). Over recent years, the deepening
of the financial sector has been hindered by the build-up
of contingent fiscal liabilities—both in the form of arrears
on government payments (primarily in the energy sector7)
and in the banking system. While a concerted effort has
been made to address these arrears, they continue to be
a concern. As a result of the banking sector clean-up, the
extent of non-performing loans (NPLs) fell from 24 percent
of bank loans in April 2018 to 14 percent in December
2019. However, due to loan repayment difficulties
associated with the Covid-19 crisis, NPLs have again
begun to increase, reaching 15.7 percent in June 2020,
despite the loan forbearance measures introduced by the
Bank of Ghana (BoG)8,9.

The Ghanaian financial system is small, with a history
of financial fragility. Financial system assets are
concentrated in the banking system, which accounts for
68 percent of the financial system’s assets—the equivalent
of 37 percent of GDP. Credit by banks to the private sector
(as a proportion of GDP)—a key indicator for financial
sector development—underperforms compared to peer

7

Partial restructuring of energy sector arrears took place through the Energy Sector Levy Act (2015). which resulted in the securitizing of these receivables,
where it was possible to rely on income generated from a specific tax that the government set up to fund this scheme.

8

In response to Covid-19, the BoG and the Ministry of Finance (MoF) announced a series of measures to support banks’ liquidity and lending to the
private sector. The BoG’s measures included a reduction of the provisioning rate for loans in the “Other Loans Especially Mentioned” category from 10
to 5 percent; and a declaration that loans up to 30 days past due would be considered/classified as current. The BoG also requested banks to grant a
3–12-month moratorium on principal payments on loans granted to customers in the sectors worst hit by the pandemic.

9

While data show that the private sector accounts for no less than 97.3 percent of NPLs (Bank of Ghana, Banking Sector Report, March 2020), the World
Bank cites anecdotal evidence from banks suggesting that a significant share of bank NPLs emanate, directly or indirectly, from government arrears
(Project Appraisal Document for the Development Bank of Ghana, October 2020).
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Figure 3: Bank lending to the private sector as a percent of GDP
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Government borrowing is a threat to the deepening of markets for long-term finance. When compared to peer countries, Ghana has a history of running relatively high fiscal deficits and for accumulating high levels of government debt,
as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4: Fiscal deficit
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Figure 4 shows pre-Covid-19 estimates. The Covid-19
crisis led to significant additional deterioration in 2020, of
both the fiscal deficit (estimated at 16.4 percent of GDP,
compared to 7.3 percent in 2019) and the government’s

Long-Term Finance

debt (estimated at 76.7 percent of GDP, compared to 62.8
percent in 2019). It is noteworthy that the increase in the
Ghanaian fiscal deficit in 2020 was among the highest in
Africa, and indeed globally (see Figure 5).
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Figure 6: Government deficit increase in 2020
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Increasing government borrowing has resulted in high
real yields attracting increased holdings, particularly
by domestic banks. In recent years the gradual reduction
in holdings of government securities by foreign portfolio
investors, dropping from 37 percent of outstanding issues
in 2017 to 20 percent in 2020, has increased pressure
to sell government securities in the domestic market.
This has inevitably led to upward pressure on the yield
on government securities. Already before the Covid-19
crisis, banks had been absorbing an increasing share of
the government debt stock, gradually crowding out their
lending to the private sector, and resulting in a falling
proportion of banks’ assets being devoted to such lending
(see Figure 6). To lessen this pressure the government
took recourse to the issuance of sovereign bonds in
foreign currency (“eurobonds”), and as of end-2019, 42
percent of the government’s debt was financed through
eurobond issuances. In response to the Covid-19 crisis,
the cost of issuance on the euro-market rose sharply, and
new sovereign issuances dried up, thereby putting further
pressure on the government to fund its deficit on the
domestic market
10

The proportion of loans (net of loan loss provisions) to
bank assets fell to just 29.4 percent in March 202010 ,
while banks invested increasingly in bills and securities.
This was predominantly government securities (38.9
percent of their assets in March 2020) with cash balances
accounting for the larger part of the banks’ remaining
assets. Returns on banks’ investments in securities
accounted for 43.8 percent of bank income, while loans
accounted for only 37.3 percent of bank income. This
confirmed banks’ heavy reliance on income from their
holding of government securities.

The proportion of loans, net of loan loss provisions, to bank assets stood at 43 percent in June 2016. Data from the Bank of Ghana, Monetary Policy
Report, September 2020.
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February 2020 bank lending consitutes 31.5percent of bank assets.

Unless the authorities address the pressures brought to
bear on domestic savings by the need to fund the fiscal
deficit, which have led banks to increase their holdings
of government bonds, private sector resources will not
be available to deepen domestic provision of long-term
finance to the private sector. Lessening Ghana’s dependence on the foreign capital provided predominantly by
multilateral lenders and donors depends crucially on fiscal consolidation. On the one hand, loosening the shackles
of aid dependency depends on fiscal consolidation. On
the other hand, the impact of moving towards sustained
fiscal prudence would be self-reinforcing and pervasive.
This virtuous cycle would result in greater availability of
domestic resources to fund long-term investments, and
in augmented confidence, leading in turn to significantly
enhanced volumes of foreign direct and portfolio investments.
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Strengthening the availability of long-term finance for the
SME sector in Ghana
While larger enterprises in Ghana are relatively well
served by banks, micro, small and medium-sized
enterprises (MSMEs) face major challenges in accessing
finance. This section focuses on measures designed to
lessen constraints to MSME finance by strengthening
financial infrastructure, introducing innovations in
development finance, and adopting new financial
instruments.

of the macroeconomic imbalances described in Section
2 above. This is the case despite recent monetary policy
easing11 and the rise in inflation since the onset of the
Covid crisis12. As a result of the high level of real interest
rates, there is a considerable incentive for MSMEs to remain
self-financing. Conversely, the difficulties experienced by
those MSMEs that borrow from banks in meeting their
payment obligations make banks even more reluctant
to lend to MSMEs13. Despite MSMEs’ ongoing financing
needs, demand and supply do not meet effectively, and
this leads to a persistent finance gap in the MSME sector.

Despite recent bank restructuring efforts, loan
performance remains a problem and real lending rates
remain high, at around 10 percent. As Figure 8 shows,
the high level of interest rates is reflective in large measure
Figure 9: Real interest rates
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MSMEs in Ghana are highly credit constrained. According
to the Covid-19 Business Tracker Survey, only 16.5 percent
of the respondent firms (mainly MSMEs) had a loan or a
line of credit from a financial institution. And firms in Ghana
also have difficulties securing working capital, given the
late payment practices of private and public sector buyers.
The International Finance Corporation (IFC) estimated that
the MSME financing gap in Ghana was equivalent to 13
percent of GDP (about US$6.1 billion) in 2017, and about
74 percent of MSMEs were estimated to be partially or
fully credit constrained14.

The following paragraphs suggest several possible
remedies to the situation described above. However, as
discussed in Section 2, their effectiveness will depend
on fiscal consolidation measures required to reduce the
government’s reliance on domestic borrowing.
There is an urgent need to strengthen the legal/judicial
basis for contract enforcement and secured transactions
through the envisaged repeal and replacement of the
Borrowers and Lenders Act, 2008. There are serious
gaps in the legal/regulatory framework relating to the
registration of security interests and foreclosure on

11

Among the measures taken by the BoG in response to the Covid crisis were a cut its policy interest rate by 150 bps to 14.5 percent, and a reduction
of the mandatory reserve requirement ratio from 10 to 8 percent for banks and microfinance companies.

12

Inflation rose from 7.8 percent in March, 2020, to over 11 percent in the second quarter before moderating to 9.8 percent in November, 2020.

13

According to the World Bank’s Enterprise Survey (2013) only 8 percent of small and 15 percent of medium-sized enterprises borrow from banks.

14

AInternational Finance Corporation. 2017. MSME Finance Gap: Assessment of the Shortfalls and Opportunities in Financing Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises in Emerging Markets.
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collateral, which are highly detrimental to lending to the
enterprise sector. As things stand, the collateral registry
is used predominantly by non-bank financial institutions
(NBFIs) (rather than banks) to gain security over assets
owned by individuals. Little use of the registry is made
when it comes to lending to the enterprise sector. There
are lengthy delays in establishing priority among creditors’
ownership rights and registering titles to immovable
assets; difficulties arise due to the low capacity of the
law enforcement agencies and the wider judicial system;
lengthy court procedures and high legal fees are required
to realize collateral in the event of default by the borrower;
and asset disposal is cumbersome due to the absence of a
well-organized secondary market. It is understood that the
anticipated repeal and replacement of the Borrowers and
Lenders Act will address these challenges. There will also
be a need to enhance the BoG’s supervisory role and the
enforcement of compliance, and for public education on
the implications of buying assets that have lien over them

competition for data rather than competition among the
bureaus in providing the best services to their customers,
such as data analytics, credit-scoring methodologies, and
so on
Several measures can be taken by the authorities to
harness the public-good value of credit information
sharing. The authorities can encourage the establishment
of a credit-reporting institution that is commonly owned
and managed to report on the FIs with a mandate for
collecting data, cleansing data/quality control, providing
regular updates and making data available to all bureaus.
Given the public-good value of assembling such a database,
a case can be made for the public sector (BoG and/or the
government) to inject initial capital into this institution.
The commitment of resources and capacity to assembling
commonly available data resources will allow private
credit bureaus to focus their efforts on data processing
and analysis rather than competing on assembling data.
Parallel efforts will be needed to introduce a unique
borrower ID system and to provide funding to defray the
costs associated with credit reporting by smaller FIs.

Credit reporting in Ghana is underdeveloped: a glass
half-full. Reliable and readily available credit information
stimulates MSMEs’ access to finance by providing
banks with information relevant to managing their credit
risk. It also provides enterprises with information they
can use in achieving more attractive borrowing terms
and in migrating to other intermediaries, and thereby
strengthening the basis for competition. Currently, the
information assembled by the credit bureaus is sorely
underutilized: it is predominantly only used as a basis for
assessing risk on salary-based loans to individuals. There
are two main reasons for this: first, the data reported by
financial intermediaries is provided in a partial, unreliable,
and untimely basis. In part this reflects the costs associated
with filing credit reports that discourage particularly small
financial intermediaries (FIs), such as MFIs and rural and
community banks, from reporting due to the relatively
large number of their very small borrowers. This derails
one of the core purposes of credit reporting, which is to
build credit histories for smaller borrowers, so they can
migrate as they grow from having access to credit provided
by smaller to larger FIs. And second, difficulties are also
associated with establishing the identity of borrowers due
to the lack of unique borrower IDs that may lead to fraud. So
far, the scope of data assembled by the bureaus is limited
and focuses on delinquencies in payments to FIs. So there
is a need to expand the data sources to include positive
information (for example, on payments made to utilities)
and data available to fintechs, such as on high-frequency
smaller payment transactions, and so on. Poor integration
of data sources among the three credit bureaus leads to

The Ghanaian authorities are in the process of
establishing a new development bank—the Development
Bank of Ghana (DBG)—with a view to lessening the highly
constrained access to finance experienced by MSMEs15
. Experience suggests that adherence to the following
principles is crucial to the success of development banks:
(a) development banks need to adhere to a specific
mandate and, rather than competing or replacing private
sector activities, they need to act as catalysts to the private
sector. This speaks for establishing development banks
as wholesale-only institutions, leaving retail functions
to private FIs, and for insisting that development banks
perform their function on a financially sustainable basis; (b)
retaining a specific sector focus is important for assembling
the necessary technical expertise and measuring impact/
outcomes; and (c) strong corporate governance is crucial to
performing these functions. Strong governance depends
on the introduction of non-governmental equity owners,
insisting that the board and management are selected
according to professional qualifications; and that the
development bank falls under the oversight of the central
bank. While the Ghanaian authorities have every intention
of following these principles, it would seem that the DBG
may face challenges in distinguishing its mandate from that
of other, already existing Ghanaian development finance
initiatives, and that these institutions may distort the
market, as they are not run according to these principles16.

15

The establishment of the Development Bank of Ghana is being supported by the World Bank, the European Investment Bank (EIB) and Kreditanstalt
für Wiederaufbau (KfW).

16

In January 2019, the government recapitalized the Agricultural Development Bank. The government also aims to recapitalize the National Investment Bank. The EXIM Bank will continue to directly finance production for export. The Ghana Incentive-based Risk Sharing System for Agriculture
Lending (GIRSAL) is a risk-sharing facility for agriculture and agribusinesses.
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The products to be funded by the DBG have the
potential to ease financing constraints faced by MSMEs.
It is envisaged that the DBG will: (a) provide credit lines
with longer tenors that allow FIs to extend term finance to
MSMEs, thereby providing SMEs with liquidity relief and
funding that matches the economic life of underlying assets
being financed; (b) establish a factoring platform to ease
MSME access to working capital finance by participating
with the private sector in establishing a platform on
which invoices issued to well-reputed buyers can be
refinanced on significantly more advantageous terms than
invoice discounting with banks; and (c) fund partial credit
guarantees that share credit risk with participating FIs
with parameters (such as coverage, triggers and timing
of compensation) calibrated so as to be fully financiallysustainable.

interest rate paid on securities issued by the DBG (its cost
of funding in the longer term) determines the benchmark
interest rate charged by the DBG on its on-lending. Finally,
there is the risk that government participation among the
equity-holders in the DBG will give rise to moral hazard
and be misinterpreted, making it difficult to implement the
principle of financial self-sustainability.
Experience in supporting SMEs with private equity
(PE) finance has proven problematic due to multiple
challenges. The Venture Capital Trust Fund (VCTF) was
established in 2004 to support the growth of the Ghanaian
PE industry’s investment in SMEs. Several lessons can
be learnt from the challenges faced by the VCTF. The
PE instrument has not proven to be that well suited to
investing in SMEs, as PE is not that attractive to SME
owners, because it requires them to cede/dilute control
and income upside on their “sweat equity”. The costs
associated with evaluating, preparing and monitoring
many small investments incentivizes PE fund managers
to “migrate” to fund larger enterprises, so even those
PE funds that do initially target SMEs tend with time to
graduate towards investment in larger enterprises. To
mitigate this risk, it becomes important to find a mechanism
to compensate general partners for the additional costs
associated with investments in smaller enterprises, if the
objective of supporting finance of smaller enterprises is to
be achieved. Finally, exit from PE at the close of the PE
fund’s investment period is problematic, as the local capital
market is underdeveloped.

While these are well-founded business lines for the
DBG, challenges are likely to occur in rolling out these
products and fulfilling the principles outlined above.
The DBG may, for example, have difficulty providing credit
at affordable interest rates to MSMEs while preserving
financial self-sustainability, given the high interest rates
on domestic wholesale funding, which it will come to rely
on over time17. Other important hurdles may derail the
establishment of a factoring platform to provide MSMEs
with greater access to working capital: as a precursor, it
will be necessary to strengthen contract enforcement
and clarify regulations on the assignment of receivables
(measures to be addressed in the pending revision of the
Borrowers and Lenders Act), and to establish a mechanism
for clearing government arrears, given the role played by
government as the largest buyer in the economy.

Reorienting the VCTF to support the provision of
long-term subordinated debt would seem appropriate.
Rather than traditional PE, SMEs would be better served
if they were able to access subordinated debt provided
by permanent capital vehicles. These permanent
capital vehicles support SMEs by providing longer-term
investments in the form of subordinated debt. This has
the advantage of allowing SME owners to retain their
equity (they are not required to surrender potential income
upside), and exit is predetermined by terms of repayment
on the subordinated debt. In addition, it may be easier to
raise domestic funding for subordinate debt vehicles than
PE, as subordinated debt provides a regular income to
investors and is better suited than PE to the risk profile
sought by institutional investors.

Already at its conception the DBG faces risks. Given
the political pressure to also increase finance in the
industry and agricultural sectors, the DBG faces the risk
of mandate creep to expand lending beyond MSMEs, or
the possibility that the DBG may be obliged to administer
subsidy schemes contrary to its financial sustainability
mandate. This would be the case if the DBG were to
offer credit to MSMEs at below the rates at which it is
able to borrow. An important risk relates to the possible
misconception among market-players about the DBG’s
financial sustainability: due to the DBG’s access to donor
and impact investor funding in its initial set-up phase,
it will be difficult for market-players to accept that the

17

Initially the DBG will have access to donor funding at concessional interest rates, but such funding will be of limited magnitude, and the DBG will
need to prepare for recourse to issuing securities on the local capital market.
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Deepening the market for housing finance
The Ghanaian market for housing finance is severely
underserved. It is estimated that Ghana’s housing deficit
is around 2 million units, mostly in urban areas. One in
three households do not have access to adequate housing.
Around 90 percent of the housing stock is informally built.
Just to meet current demand, 200,000 units would need
to be built every year for the next ten years. In order to
meet this target, major interventions would have to be
implemented on both the demand and supply side of the
housing value chain.

state-owned land for housing projects with a view to
making available for development government-owned
land with well-established titles that could be made
accessible at concessional rates to developers through
open procurement.
On the demand side, only 10 percent of households
in urban areas and less than 5 percent of households
in rural areas are estimated to be able to afford the
cheapest home currently available on the market18 . The
penetration of mortgage finance is low and there are only
about 4,000 residential mortgages outstanding in Ghana.
Housing finance represents the smallest bank-lending
sector, accounting for less than one percent of banks’
loans. Most (about 90 percent) households rely on their
savings and choose to build their homes incrementally.

On the supply side, the reliability of land titles and
their transfer remains a major issue. The World Bank
ranks Ghana 118th in terms of the ease of registering a
property. Nearly 80 percent of land is under customary
tenure and thus often not officially recorded. Procedures
for registering land title are both lengthy and costly. The
lack of reliable land records generates land disputes, as
almost 70 percent of (civil) court cases are land related.
Most developers face several lawsuits before they
can begin to develop a newly acquired lot. A new fully
electronic system is being piloted, but it will not resolve
the issues relating to the reliability of the data in the land
registry or underlying land disputes. The housing market
cannot thrive without a properly functioning, digitized and
accessible land title registry. Land tenure must be ensured
for all property owners, including those owners who hold
titles on a customary basis. Another factor inhibiting
the availability of land is that planning regulations in
urban areas are largely disregarded. Despite efforts to
strengthen land administration, implementation has been
very slow, existing local government plans are often not
respected, and there are high levels of unauthorized land
use conversions.

Housing development is mainly constrained by limited
off-take, i.e. the low number of households with capacity
to buy houses at current prices and mortgage rates.
High prices of available land force developers to build
homes that are only accessible to a minority of higherincome Ghanaian households. In addition to limited access
to land, developers lack access to short-term finance
(construction finance) in local currency. The insecurity of
land tenure and property titles in Ghana increases the
risk of lending to private developers. Banks are reluctant
to provide mortgage loans for housing development due
to the risk of non-enforcement of foreclosure (collateral
insecurity). The cost of construction finance is also linked
to the banks’ perception of a project’s risks and capacity to
quickly sell units (off-take risk).
The efficient targeting of fiscally costly benefits is
paramount: even though the constraint to housing
development lies on the demand-side, developers
currently benefit from a number of rather ineffective
tax incentives. Such tax incentives include a 5-year
tax exemption for new private developers, stamp duty
exemptions, a reduction in corporate tax from 25 to one
per cent for the first 5 years on income derived from
renting low-cost affordable residential units, and tax
benefits for those who invest part of their profits in real
estate development. While these incentives may work to
encourage engagement by developers, whether they are
effective in addressing the housing gap is questionable.
This is because the bottleneck appears to lie in off-take
rather than in the construction sector, and it is quite

The government owns a great deal of land that could
be used to stimulate the development of affordable
housing. Government-owned land is usually free of
litigations and thus a sought-after resource by private
sector developers. Currently the Ministry of Housing and
Works provides free land and infrastructure (up to the site)
to developers engaging in sponsored affordable housing
programmes. However, due to the lack of transparency
in the procurement process and the poor planning of
projects, many of these developments have failed to take
off. To expand affordability, efforts should be made to
lower the cost of land by establishing a land bank. This
would be a government entity that manages and allocates

18

Center for Affordable Housing Finance in Africa, Yearbook, 2020.
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uncertain whether such benefits are passed on to homeowners.

form of collateral that might be provided in connection
with their lending to SMEs. As the cost to repossess is high
and the risk of repossession failure is difficult to quantify,
banks increase the risk-premiums on their mortgage
lending. Currently, foreclosures can take up to seven years
to complete due to the slow judicial process and lack of
clarity of the Borrowers and Lenders Act (see discussion
in Section 3 above). The Ghana Real Estate Association
(GREDA) is currently lobbying for new foreclosure
legislation specific to the housing sector to enable banks
to bypass courts and foreclose on property. Enforcing
efficient foreclosure procedures is critical to the growth
of the mortgage market. Without such enforcement
actions, mortgages will continue to be perceived as poor
collateral and loans will be subject to high risk- premiums,
partially explaining the high interest rates on mortgages.
Introducing more efficient foreclosure practices—faster,
cheaper, and more efficient foreclosure processes to
enable banks to foreclose within a matter of months
(instead of years) in the case of default—will reduce the
risk associated with default and thereby the risk premiums
on mortgage lending.

The government would be well-advised to remove the
supply-side subsidies offered by the National Housing
and Mortgage Fund. In its first phase, the National Housing
and Mortgage Fund has allocated subsidies inefficiently.
Rather than stretch affordability on the demand side,
subsidies are offered to be on-lent to developers at highly
concessional interest rates (2 percent). There is therefore
the risk that available funding will be quickly depleted, and
that the benefits associated with the concessional financing
terms will not be passed on to the final homeowner. By
allocating subsidized funds through the banks, it is likely
that the Housing Fund will end up subsidizing developers
rather than homeowners, as banks are ill-equipped to
monitor the costs of construction and ensure that the
subsidy is transmitted to the final homeowners. This is
unfortunate, as the bottleneck to housing development
appears to lie in off-take rather than in the construction
sector.
In addition, the efficient targeting of interest rate
subsidies is crucial to contain their fiscal cost and
calls for phasing them out over the lifecycle of each
mortgage. Given fiscal constraints, it is important that
subsidies are targeted and used judiciously. Indeed,
providing interest subsidies for a mortgage is often both
expensive and inefficient. As household incomes tend to
rise over time while debt service is a constant payment,
the burden associated with regular monthly debt service
payments is heaviest to the borrower in the early years
of the life of the mortgage. Thus, it is worth exploring
whether subsidies could be provided only for the first few
years of a mortgage when household liquidity constraints
are most pressing.

By issuing ostensibly cheaper US$-denominated
mortgages, mortgage-providers pass on significant
currency risk to their borrowers. Rather than
encouraging deepening of the domestic financial
market, US$-denominated mortgages curtail domestic
market development. Several Ghanaian banks, including
the Republic Bank of Ghana and Home Finance Bank, have
issued US$-denominated bonds to fund the issuance of
US$-denominated mortgages, thereby addressing the
maturity mismatch associated with funding longer-term
mortgage lending from short-term deposits.19,20 Ghana
Home Loans, the largest supplier of mortgages, relies
on funding provided by development finance institutions
(DFIs) in US$, even though only 30 percent of its clients earn
foreign-currency denominated incomes. The significant
difference between US$ interest rates (12 percent) and
Cedi interest rates (24 percent) charged on mortgages
may make US$ loans appear less costly, although over time
lower interest rates on US$ mortgages are quite unlikely to
compensate borrowers for the currency risk they assume.

Introducing more efficient foreclosure practices
will reduce the high risk-premiums associated with
mortgage lending. Based on limited available market
rate information, risk spreads on residential loans appear
to range between 700 basis points on mortgages
denominated in US$ and 1300 basis points on Cedidenominated mortgages. Such high spreads suggest that
banks regard mortgage collateral as being of negligible
value: they treat mortgages as consumer loans predicated
on the borrower’s ability to repay from income with
little regard for the value of the security provided by the
underlying asset. In effect, banks regard security in the
form of real estate as being of similar quality to any other

As the real bottleneck lies on the demand side, the
government should consider re-deploying funding
allocated to the Housing Fund, so support is provided
solely to the benefit of mortgagees. Care needs to be
taken in expanding access to the mechanisms introduced
in 2019 as pilots under the government’s Housing Fund.

19

The BoG adopted Basel III’s Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR) in 2018. The NSFR is a prudential liquidity rule aimed at limiting excess maturity transformation risk. The adoption of the NSFR is likely to limit banks’ capacity to use short-term deposits to fund long-term mortgages.

20

In 2018 in moving towards Basel II the BoG introduced risk-weightings for various asset-classes as part its capital adequacy framework. The differentiation as between government securities which are zero weighted and the 35 percent risk-weighting applied to qualifying mortgages introduces
an added cost to bank lending for mortgages.
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These loans are for up to 80 percent loan-to-value (LTV) and are priced at cost of funds (91 day T-bills) + 300 bps of spread, currently for a
blended rate of 12 percent, with tenors up to 20 years. Loan covering up to the full price of the property can be provided if (i) borrowers provide
access to their Tier 2 pension savings as a guarantee for their loan, or (ii) pay an additional 300 basis points (15 percent instead of 12 percent)
over the first three years of their ownership.
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Under the homeowner model, household eligibility for
Housing Fund loans is currently available only to public
servants, who have stable formal income and where the
government is in an unusually good position to evaluate
their creditworthiness21. The government plans to modify
and expand the Housing Fund after its pilot phase. Income
and underwriting criteria are being defined, and the
intention is to use a credit-rating system using a pay slipbased rating to improve access to finance of those who
are formally employed. By basing ratings on prospective
borrowers’ payment histories, the system could eventually
be expanded into informal markets. The government is also
considering introducing tax incentives (exemption of 5–10
percent of income from taxes) to encourage employees to
contribute towards house ownership or rental payments
under rent-to-own schemes. On the construction side, the
intention is to provide loans on similar terms as on loans
to households22 . While these initiatives directed at the
demand side seem appropriate, it is much more difficult
to justify support to the supply side. As argued above,
subsidies allocated to construction finance are harder to
track and it is difficult to ensure that they are passed on
through the sales price to the final homeowner. Support to
the supply side will tend to benefit developers rather than
households, while bottlenecks to housing development
stem from the demand side23.

22

Construction loans are to be priced at the cost of funds (91 day T-bills) with an additional 200 bps spread (altogether 300bps + 200bps, i.e. 500
bps) to compensate for the risk/underwriting complexity of assessing a development project for a blended rate of 14 percent, with tenors up to
20 years.
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Consideration was given to the possible contribution of a mortgage refinance facility to increasing the availability of long-term finance of
mortgages. While appropriate in the medium term, establishing such a facility at the current time was found to be premature due to (a) the
limited depth and liquidity of the long-term cedi bond market and (b) the small supply of mortgages being generated.
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Strengthening the institutional foundation for infrastructure
finance
Access to long-term private sector funding will be
critical to closing Ghana’s annual infrastructure funding
gap of US$7.3 billion24. The need to leverage private
sector financing has been accentuated by the Covid-19
crisis. Even before the pandemic, Ghana’s debt-to-GDP
ratio was relatively high, at 63 percent of GDP (end-2019)
compared to peer countries (see the discussion in Section 2
above). As a result of the Covid-19 crisis, the debt-to-GDP
ratio is now expected to reach 77 percent at end-2020.
There is scope to place greater reliance on private sector
investment in infrastructure investment in Ghana. A recent
assessment found that Ghana can reasonably expect,
on average, $1.1 billion per year in investment from the
private sector until 2026. However, if the authorities were
to successfully undertake improvements to the enabling
environment for private investment in infrastructure, the
country could expect on average US$2.7 billion per year in
private investment until 202625.

PPP unit are absent. This has led to costly, unnecessarily
convoluted, and prolonged decision-making as well as
lengthy procurement delays. Consequently, private sector
confidence has been eroded and public support for PPPs
has been altogether undermined. Of 32 prospective
pipeline PPP projects identified by the PID in 2011, only
2 projects are in operation, and these are in the IT sector
which typically provides relatively attractive investment
returns to the private sector.
The PPP framework as implemented in Ghana has
not achieved the important objectives of improving
accountability and efficiency in the use of resources.
By bundling together project preparation, construction
and service delivery, PPPs can also serve to strengthen
innovation and foster long-term efficiencies. However,
the implementation of the PPP framework in Ghana has
not fostered the achievement of these goals. In 2018 the
World Bank rated the PPP framework’s ability to meet key
performance indicators as “unsatisfactory” due to multiple
challenges to the PPP model27, including (i) the tendency
to call for expressions of interest in projects before the
relevant due diligence is carried out; (ii) failure to resolve
key issues until after a private partner is appointed; and (iii)
cancellation of the competitive tender procedures and their
replacement with sole-sourced concession agreements
deemed problematic both in terms of transparency and
public value. While funds have been successfully raised
to execute sole-sourced projects in Ghana, this has been
at the cost of long-term challenges: discouraging other
investors, achieving less value for money, and extensive
controversies associated with the implementation of solesourced contracts.

Confidence in public-private partnerships (PPPs) as a
financing vehicle in Ghana is low and concerted efforts
will be required to “turn the tide”. Discussion about
involving the private sector in the financing of infrastructure
projects in Ghana goes back to the early 2000s26 . Only
in 2011 did the authorities publish PPP policy framework
and establish the Public Investment Division (PID) within
the Ministry of Finance (MoF) as the central PPP unit.
However, efforts to enact enabling PPP legislation stalled
and the PID has met challenges in coordinating across
ministries, departments and agencies (MDAs) due to
the absence of an empowering legal and institutional
framework. The PID is institutionally weak and struggles
to drive the PPP process and ensure adherence to the PPP
policy. Similarly, delays in the implementation of funding in
support of MDAs’ capacity in project preparation suggest
weak commitment to PPPs.

The consequences of the inadequacies of the PPP
framework have had a major detrimental impact on
the efficiency of infrastructure investment. For example,
in the case of the Accra Kumasi Highway PPP, rather
than commit funding to undertake the required project
preparation activities and conducting a competitive
procurement process, the government has twice taken
the route of pursuing unsolicited proposals. This has led to
lengthy and inconclusive procedures, and the wasteful use
of government resources, and there has been no progress

The outcome has been to rely on the PPP policy
framework as the basis for undertaking PPPs without
the reinforcement that could be provided by PPP
legislation and regulations in determining how PPPs are
to be prepared, procured and approved. As a result, the
MDAs have considerable room to chart their own course,
and the quality controls typically provided by a central
24

The BoG adopted Basel III’s Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR) in 2018. The NSFR is a prudential liquidity rule aimed at limiting excess maturity transformation risk. The adoption of the NSFR is likely to limit banks’ capacity to use short-term deposits to fund long-term mortgages.
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In 2018 in moving towards Basel II the BoG introduced risk-weightings for various asset-classes as part its capital adequacy framework. The differentiation as between government securities which are zero weighted and the 35 percent risk-weighting applied to qualifying mortgages introduces
an added cost to bank lending for mortgages.
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These loans are for up to 80 percent loan-to-value (LTV) and are priced at cost of funds (91 day T-bills) + 300 bps of spread, currently for a blended
rate of 12 percent, with tenors up to 20 years. Loan covering up to the full price of the property can be provided if (i) borrowers provide access to
their Tier 2 pension savings as a guarantee for their loan, or (ii) pay an additional 300 basis points (15 percent instead of 12 percent) over the first
three years of their ownership.
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World Bank, Implementation Completion Report for Ghana PPP project, June 2018.
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in constructing the highway. The negative impacts of
inadequate project preparation and bypassing a competitive
procurement process are also evident in the electricity
sector. Inadequate project preparation and sole-sourced
independent power plants (IPPs) led to overcapacity,
high tariffs and sizeable government contingent liabilities,
reflective in part of foreign-currency denominated power
purchase agreements (PPAs) backstopped by guarantees
from the government. The sustainable way to manage the
process of attracting private sector investment would have
been to create an enabling environment with sector laws,
strong institutions with responsibility for regulation of the
sector, efficient utilities empowered to deliver electricity
and to charge cost-reflective tariffs28.

Approval Committee and Parliament, leaving the Cabinet
to approve the procurement process and award of contract
based on advice from the PPP unit. As PPP projects
involve tariffs that have to be paid by the consumer,
consumers need to feel confident that the tolls/tariffs that
they are paying are just and equitable. To avoid situations
where PPP projects face rejection by the public, it may
be expedient as part of the revised PPP framework, to
establish an independent PPP regulator with responsibility
for setting tariffs according to accepted methodologies
and through a consultative process.
As part of the reformed PPP framework, it will be
important that the authorities establish a competitive
and transparent procurement process to create
confidence and achieve value for money. Trust in the
procurement process has been repeatedly undermined
by sole-sourced and negotiated deals across the ports,
railways, highways, water, and energy sectors. This has
occurred even though the current PPP policy states that
all PPP projects are to be subject to a competitive process
to obtain value for money and increase efficiency, and that
unsolicited proposals should be subject to a competitive
process. With the support of a revised PPP framework
and the enactment of PPP legislation it is imperative that
the authorities develop a framework for dealing with
unsolicited proposals, building on the guiding principles
of value for money, fair market pricing, and transparency
and accountability. The authorities should develop a set
of pre-specified evaluation criteria used to determine the
acceptability of proposals and implement government
oversight and control of the project preparation process
building on an agreed upon set of procurement methods
and incentives, including a clear process and protocol for
direct negotiations, if these are to take place.

In the electricity sector the government needs to act to
eliminate subsidies to electricity tariffs and introduce
tariff indexation with annual/periodic increases.
Electricity sector revenues from tariff collection do not cover
operational costs, and to continue in operation, the sector
entities have had to resort to expensive external debt.
The Energy Sector Levies Act (ESLA) Bond Programme
is addressing the sector’s net debt, but intra-sectoral
debt remains a burden. ESLA Plc was set up as a special
purpose vehicle in 2017, sponsored by the government,
to issue debt securities to refinance and repay the energy
sector’s debt and payables. As some debts are not covered
by ESLA (e.g. ECG’s debt to Ghana Grid Company Limited
of about US$200 million) there is still a lot to be done to
address the debt problem. The government will need to
conduct a detailed assessment of the cost of proceeding
with current PPAs against cancelling them and replacing
the needed power in the future. Tariffs need to be raised
to become cost-reflective to prevent the accumulation of
new debt, and a clear tariff policy will need to be adopted
to ensure periodic tariff adjustments going forward. A debt
restructuring programme will also need to be established
to clear the outstanding debts.

Financing of infrastructure during the past two
decades—predominantly
in
the
energy
and
transportation sectors—has largely been provided
by international lenders and investors, thus exposing
infrastructure projects to significant currency risk. The
contribution of local sources of funding has been limited.
Historically, the principal source of long-term debt for
infrastructure projects has been funding provided by the
multilateral and bilateral DFIs. Some progress has been
made to encourage participation by a limited number of
international commercial banks, willing to participate
as lenders in a few of the infrastructure projects when
supported by the appropriate risk mitigation instruments.
Multilateral and bilateral DFIs have provided most, if
not all, of the debt financing required by these projects.
These institutions offer long-term financing in foreign
currency and are willing to take on the political risks

The authorities should move to reform the framework
for PPPs and enact a PPP law to strengthen the
implementation of PPPs. The PPP bill under preparation
needs to create an independent, strengthened PPP body,
support the simplification of the stages in the approval
process, and to spin the Public Investment Division (PID)
out of the Ministry of Finance as an independent body. It
is important that the PPP process is simplified to shorten
the time taken to prepare projects. Possible areas for
simplification include reducing the number of stages,
such as: eliminating pre-feasibility studies in projects
below US$100 million; assigning approval authority for all
stages until full feasibility to the strengthened PPP unit;
and eliminating the need to seek approval from the PPP
28

The government established a Steering Committee in October 2019 under the Energy Sector Recovery Task Force to rationalize commercial agreements in the energy sector and put steps in place to avoid a repetition of past mistakes.
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associated with infrastructure investments due to their
development mandate and mission. The apparent “costsavings” associated with finance in foreign currency
come at the cost of significant risk in terms of exposure
to currency devaluation, reflective of the relatively high
level of Ghanaian inflation. Over time, the cost of foreign
currency borrowing has historically been similar to local
currency borrowing when taking currency depreciation
into consideration29. On the other hand, if funding takes
place in local currency, consumers will not experience
the same volatility in tariffs as they would if they have to
service project debt denominated in foreign currency.

project development stage, both the adequacy of the
available funds and access to the funds are constrained.
MDAs also suffer from limited access to funding that can
draw on to recruit the expertise they need in preparing
PPP projects, and there is also a need to earmark budgetfunding for this purpose.
To support bringing projects to financial close it
is recommended that the authorities champion
the establishment of a private sector led project
development facility (PDF). Project development costs—
the costs associated with structuring a project to secure
the required equity and debt to finance the private sector’s
contribution—are largely borne by private sector partners.
The proposed PDF would work alongside local developers
as a co-developer. The PDF would assemble expertise
and provide funding for those activities required to move
privately sponsored projects from early-stage development
(including project feasibility studies), through the project
preparation process, and up until the time of financial
close. Over time, the PDF would become financially selfsustainable: it would invest alongside private sponsors and
earn a multiple of the capital it invests at exit. Exit would
take place when a project reaches financial close, or when
a project has been constructed and becomes operational:
exiting once projects become operational is likely to provide
the PDF with greater upside on its investment. The PDF
could focus on the smaller projects that have largely been
stagnant in the PPP pipeline. While it would be desirable
for the PDF to be capitalized with commercial capital from
the outset, attracting private sponsors is unlikely to be
possible until after initial implementation, i.e. after there
is proof of concept. Therefore, reliance would need to be
placed on first-loss capital provided by public or quasipublic sources, i.e. from donors and development finance
partners, in the early stages of the PDF’s existence.

The authorities should step up efforts to mobilize
and leverage private domestic sources of finance and
local capital market instruments to finance Ghana’s
infrastructure needs. Financing infrastructure projects
domestically contributes to the deepening of local financial
markets. The participation of domestic financial institutions
is restricted due to their inability to offer long-term loans
because of their own limited sources of long-term funding,
and a lack of experience and capacity in transactions.
Consequently, there is very little domestic capacity for
lending to infrastructure projects. Other reasons for the
limited involvement in long-term lending by domestic
commercial banks include the lack of a long-term yield
curve in local currency and the inability to appropriately
price long-term commitments; the lack of expertise in
project and structured finance both in underwriting and
monitoring/oversight of transactions; and small obligor
limits due to the relatively small asset-base of Ghanaian
banks. If properly structured, corporate debt issued to
finance infrastructure investments will be attractive to
local institutional investors, as it matches the structure
of their longer-term liabilities and creates attractive risk
diversification opportunities that well-suited to their
risk-return preferences. (See further discussion of this in
Section 7 below.)

Establishing an infrastructure guarantee fund can
support investment in infrastructure projects by local
institutional investors. It is likely to be easier for private
sector investors to refinance brownfield projects rather
than to invest in greenfield projects, i.e. in projects before
they are constructed and are operational. The purpose
of an infrastructure guarantee facility is to provide tenor
elongation and/or credit (first loss) guarantees to local
lenders30 . Once projects become operational and have
an established capacity to generate a reliable income
stream, the guarantee facility will support the process of
refinancing project debt through the issuance of longerterm corporate bonds supported by the guarantee
facility’s first-loss guarantee. The risk-return profile of the
bonds guaranteed by the facility can be tailored to meet
the requirements of local institutional investors. As this

Funding available for PPP project preparation needs to
be increased. There is a shortage of bankable projects
resulting from limited capacity—human and financial
resources to prepare and bring projects to financial
close—both on the public and private sector sides of the
transactions. Project preparation and development costs
together represent a large investment by the government as
well as the private sector, and together they can range from
3–¬¬5 percent of total project costs. Project preparation
includes feasibility assessments to determine if a project
is bankable, and the implementation of a procurement
process that ensures the competitive selection of private
partners. While there are project development facilities
that private sector sponsors can draw upon in the early
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This statement is based on calculations comparing the actual cost of borrowing in US$ with the cost of taking a loan in Ghana Cedi over the
period 2009 to 2019. For details, see the chapter on infrastructure.
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The concept described here is modelled on InfraCredit, a “AAA” rated infrastructure credit enhancement facility established by the Nigeria Sovereign Investment Authority in collaboration with GuarantCo, a Private Infrastructure Development Group company.
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facility will only be able to provide long-term refinancing
of projects once they become operational, and given local
banks’ limited familiarity with project finance, it may well be

desirable that in addition to financing the costs of project
development the PDF extend its support to encompass
the financing of project construction.

Next steps in a sequenced approach to capital market
development
There are several ways in which the government can
strengthen the liquidity of the market for government
debt and reduce its refinancing risks.

A well-functioning market for government securities is
essential to financing the government’s debt, but also
to building the foundations for longer-term domestic
financial intermediation. Reflective of the government’s
reliance on borrowing, the deepest segment of the local
capital market is the market for government securities.
Currently, the government’s debt is financed predominantly
with short-term securities and in recent years the average
term to maturity of government debt has been falling (see
figures 10 and 11).

•

•

Figure 10: Tenor of government debt
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Figure 11: Maturity of government debt
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Steps can also be taken to build stronger foundations
and incentives to help stimulate the development
of the corporate bond market. This market is as yet
quite underdeveloped with very few issues31, but could
come to play a significant role, for example, in financing
of infrastructure projects. The following measures will
encourage greater issuance of corporate bonds:
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By extending the maturity of government debt
issuances, the government will be able to reduce its
refinancing risk and provide instruments more suitable
to the long-term investment horizons of institutional
investors.
By continuing to consolidate issuances, the government
will support the creation of benchmark bond series,
thereby strengthening secondary market liquidity and
creating the basis for pricing other instruments, such
as corporate bonds.
By strengthening the primary dealer programme,
the authorities will be able to operationalize their
participation in repurchase agreements, allowing
market participants to take short positions and
facilitating leveraged purchases of bonds during
auctions, thereby improving secondary market
liquidity.
By extending commitments made by primary dealers,
the authorities will strengthen liquidity on the market
for government securities. Currently the only criterion
applied to primary dealers is that they are obliged
to purchase a minimum amount of bonds. Adding
other criteria, even if given lesser weight, such as
the frequency with which quotes are made within
a spread or to reflect the amounts traded on the
secondary market, will work towards strengthening
the secondary market. Moreover, weighting such
criteria by the term to maturity of the bonds traded
and quoted should help increase liquidity on the longer
end of the yield curve.

2019

Average interestrate

•
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Creating a local credit rating agency will make it easier
for local investor to assess risk in systematic way and
for “new names” to enter the market.

Source: several MoF annual debt management plans
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This statement is based on calculations comparing the actual cost of borrowing in US$ with the cost of taking a loan in Ghana Cedi over the period
2009 to 2019. For details, see the chapter on infrastructure.
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•

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
should review the requirement that potential issuers
must provide audited statements for at least the past
3 years. The current issuance regulation limits both
bond issuance by any newly created special purpose
vehicle (SPV) attempting to securitize identified
future cash flows and the availability of project bond
financing for new investments in the construction
phase. This requirement could be waived by the SEC,
in those instances where strong case can be made.
In the absence of a track-record as documented in
audited financial statements, the risk associated
with securitization can be contained by enhancing
the security provided for the issuance through
overcollateralization or by enhancing the quality of the
assets required as collateral.
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•

It is advisable that the SEC review the specific
regulatory framework applied to establishing SPVs, to
securitizations, and to the issuance of project bonds
and by other non-corporate issuers. In this context it
will be important that the SEC publishes transparent
regulatory requirements in relation to making issues in
the market and has the capacity to be able to process
applications for new issuances.

•
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Rather than the SEC being responsible for approving
the quality of underlying assets for a securitization,
the SEC should assume a monitoring and oversight
function, and place greater reliance on market-players,
such as the proposed rating agencies, to certify
compliance with the SEC’s requirements. Current
regulations require the SEC to evaluate the quality
of the underlying assets generating the cash-flows
in a securitization. This is a role that normally lies
beyond the capacity of the regulator. To relieve the
SEC of its obligation in undertaking risk assessments
of individual issuances, regulation should specify the
requirements that apply to securitizations. These
include the documentation required to evidence the
existence of the underlying assets (e.g. mortgages or
receivables), the legal structure of the securitization,
and requirements regarding how the securitization
will be marketed to eventual investors. In the case of
the issuance of corporate bonds, project bonds and
securitizations, a mandatory rating would then be
required to certify compliance.
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•

Creating a local credit rating agency will make it easier
for local investor to assess risk in systematic way and
for “new names” to enter the market.
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Total financial system assets are equivalent to only 54 percent of GDP with banks accounting for 37 percent of GDP followed by pension sector (8
percent of GDP), fund management (5 percent of GDP) and insurance companies (2 percent of GDP), and specialized deposit-taking and non-deposit-taking institutions (2 percent of GDP).
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The Global Investments Performance Standards are a set of principles of the CFA Institute aiming to achieve full disclosure and fair presentation of
investment results.
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Institutional investors, such as pension funds and
insurance companies, have longer-term investment
horizons and provide a natural source of longer-term
investment resources. Currently the assets administered
by institutional investors are equivalent to only 15 percent
of GDP.32 The following measures can be taken to
strengthen the institutional investor base:
•

•

•

•

Pension funds should be required by the National
Pensions Regulatory Authority (NPRA) to undertake
uniform reporting to facilitate the comparison of
investment returns across funds, strengthen risk
management, and enable sector-wide stress testing.
Although the industry is in the process of adopting
the Global Investment Performance Standards (on a
voluntary basis) , currently returns on tier two and tier
three pension funds are self-reported to the NPRA
by the pension fund custodians, without uniform
reporting criteria.
The NPRA can require of pension funds that they
disclose investment returns and risks on pension
savings to their clients to increase awareness among
pension savers. Risk measurement across pension
funds is not subject to standardized reporting. As a
result, it is not possible to compare risk-return profiles
across funds and clients are unable to determine
the risk profile of the fund in which they invest. At a
more systemic level, the NPRA and other regulatory
agencies will benefit from being better able to assess
any potential instability in the financial sector that
could be attributed to the pension sector under stress
scenarios.
To level the playing field among pension funds,
strengthen governance, and increase transparency
and accountability regarding investments undertaken,
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SNITT)

should be brought fully under the oversight of NPRA.
With a view to enhancing oversight and creating
benchmarks (for those investments managed inhouse) the SNITT should be encouraged to outsource
the management of the investments, especially in
those cases where investments are made directly by
the SSNIT in specific projects and companies. Making
such investments usually requires sophisticated
knowledge of the investment process and outsourcing
the investment process would improve the risk-return
profile of the SSNIT’s portfolio.

•

Currently, pension fund assets are withdrawn by
retirees in the form of lump-sums when they retire,
providing an incentive for elevated short-term
consumption. This does not provide pensioners with
any longer-term income security. Incentives should be
provided for beneficiaries to reinvest tier-two assets
(mandatory pensions) in annuities or similar savings
instruments that provide income over the longer term.
Tax incentives that discourage lump-sum withdrawals
and exempt income from annuities and housing
investments from tax could work towards keeping a
larger proportion of the invested funds in the pension
system for a longer period.

•

To facilitate risk diversification, the limit of foreign
investments by pension funds (currently 5 percent
of assets) should be reviewed. While it is reasonable
to limit pension fund investments in assets outside
Ghana, given the huge domestic investment needs,
the limited availability of suitable domestic assets in
which pension funds can invest provides the funds
with only limited risk-diversification opportunities.
In this context it would seem advisable to raise the
currently very low limit on investment abroad (to 25
percent, for example).

Conclusion
Given the limited availability of donor and government
funding, increasing the resilience of the Ghanaian economy
and achieving sustainable growth will come to depend on
success in realizing the policy recommendations outlined
in this report. It is clear that the challenges facing the
private sector and policy-makers in deepening domestic
financial markets with a view to providing local currency

Long-Term Finance

denominated finance of productive investment are multifaceted. Overcoming them will depend on the combined
leadership of the government and the private sector, and
the concerted commitment of all stakeholders.
Interested readers will find further and more in-depth
analysis in the four chapters that underpin the findings and
recommendations of this summary report.
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Executive summary
Ghana is going through a comprehensive macroeconomic
and financial reform process that is constructive for
long-term financing. With the help of the IMF, the fiscal
deficit has been reduced, insolvent banks have been
restructured, state-owned enterprises’ losses have been
identified and are slowly being reduced, while inflation
is currently within the target band. Meanwhile, the Bank
of Ghana (BoG) has been given extended powers to
supervise the financial sector and is now impeded from
financing the Government of Ghana (GoG).

include the completion of the ongoing strengthening of the
financial system and an enhanced effectiveness of banking
supervision to prevent the future accumulation of losses.
Strengthening the National Pensions Regulatory
Authority ’s role in setting criteria for the evaluation of
the risk-return profiles of pension funds would support
enhanced investment by institutional investors. The
National Pensions Regulatory Authority (NPRA) can
improve its role as a regulator by setting uniform criteria to
be used by rating agencies in determining the profitability
and risks of each one of the funds. Likewise, creating
benchmarks for public and private sector debt will benefit
both the NPRA and all asset managers to determine
where they stand against recognized impartial indicators.
Finally, incentivizing pensioners to opt for annuities rather
than lump-sum payments would prevent large amounts
of funds from leaving the pension fund system upon
retirement of future pensioners.

Nonetheless, the Ghanaian financial system remains
vulnerable. The result of the election in 2020 will test
whether the fiscal consolidation process is robust, while
the health of the financial sector remains a concern. Strong
participation of foreign investors in domestic debt, coupled
with a shallow foreign-exchange market could create
vulnerability in the event of an increase in risk aversion.
Moreover, the small amount of non-government debt visà-vis the size of the domestic government bond market,
and the high level of real interest rates. suggest that
lending to the private sector is being curtailed by capital
flowing to the government.

Facilitating the work of private equity and debt funds
would help in the mobilization of private sector capital
to several sectors of the Ghanaian economy. Incentives
could come in the form of aligning taxes and corporate
schemes of funds to international practices and increasing
the investment opportunities for instance by including the
scheme of private debt funds. The government-sponsored
Venture Capital Trust Fund (VCTF) is an important player
that can push for regulatory changes and leverage capital
for specific initiatives.

While there are opportunities to improve long-term
financing in Ghana, the ability to seize them depends on
certain preconditions being met. Besides improving the
macroeconomic situation by reducing the fiscal deficit and
containing inflation, necessary conditions for deepening
long-term finance markets as promoted by this report,
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Summary of recommendations
Issues

Actions

Preconditions

Macroeconomic-systemic
Government debt crowds out credit to Continue with the fiscal consolidation Commitment to sustained fiscal
the private sector while deficit contri- and inflation reduction policies
consolidation Commitment/credibility
butes to inflation
of BoG in achieving inflation targets
Confidence in the financial system Complete the process of resolving/res- Strengthened supervisory capacity
undermined due to incomplete bank tructuring troubled banks and NBFIs and effective enforcement of regularestructuring process (still high NPLs; Avoid accumulation of SOE arrears
tory standards
S&L banks restructuring pending)
High risk-premiums due to elevated
NPL levels and financial infrastructure shortcomings drive up borrowing
costs for firms and projects

Strengthen foreclosure law and Passage of revised Borrowers and
judicial process to enable financial Lenders Act Strengthen and widen
institutions to foreclose according to a the scope of credit reporting
timely and reliable process Strengthen
credit bureau coverage, particularly
as regards reporting of positive
information, and by non-banks (NBFIs
and utility companies) Finalize the
creation of a credit rating agency to
better assess creditworthiness of
issuers
Institutional investors

The NPRA is not yet assuming its The NPRA publishes independent
role of a strong pension regulator and calculation
of
pension
fund
supervisor
performance, and reduces reliance on
self-reporting of asset managers—
resulting in better monitoring and
control of market risks, vis-à-vis the
fund’s liabilities. Additionally, the
NPRA should have effective control
of the SSNIT
Difficulty for investors to compare
among assets managers and for asset
managers to place themselves in the
risk-return space

The NPRA needs a mandate to require
pension funds to submit portfolio
information and build capacity to
measure portfolio returns and risks

Create fixed-income benchmarks for Secure commitment for GSE or any
government and corporate bonds to other recognized institution
facilitate asset managers’ evaluation
of their performance
Private debt and equity funds

Limited availability of investment op- Create greater opportunities for risk
portunities for institutional investors
diversification by institutional investors. Concrete actions would be to
establish regulation for private debt
funds similar to private equity funds
and streamline/expedite the processes
undertaken by the NPRA in approving
new funds to be offered to tier-two
and tier-three funds
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Create greater understanding among
pension fund and insurance company
trustees regarding the advantages of
such instruments

The macroeconomic and financial environment
Ghana is in the process of completing an important
fiscal consolidation supported by the IMF, but the risk
remains that the fiscal situation may deteriorate again.
The overall fiscal deficit dropped from close to 8% of GDP
in 2014 to 7% in 2016, and is forecast to fall to 4% in
2021. However, the Ghanaian economy is still vulnerable
to fiscal slippages as was the case in 2016—an election
year—and in 2018, when the cost of restructuring several
insolvent banks resulted in a significant drain on fiscal
resources. These events resulted not only in recurrent

high fiscal deficits, but also in volatile fiscal outcomes (see
Figure 1). By the same token, debt to GDP ratio—at 59
percent of GDP—is relatively high compared to that of peer
countries (see Figure 2). In 2018, a fiscal responsibility
law that imposes a 5 percent ceiling on the government’s
fiscal deficit was approved and a fiscal stability board with
responsibility for policy coordination among government
agencies was established. However, 2020 may present
the next test in the fiscal consolidation trend, when new
presidential elections take place.

Figure 1: Fiscal deficit over GDP (Cash basis)
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Figure 2: General government debt (% of GDP)
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Fiscal data suggest that government crowding out is
taking place in the market for government securities,
affecting the capacity of the market to invest in other
assets. A simple comparison of numbers shows that the
size of the deficit (cash basis) and the value of domestic

bonds issued are comparable in size to the total growth
of the assets of the banking sector (see Figure 3). Banks
and institutional investors prefer to invest in “risk-free”
government securities rather than deploy capital to private
sector companies and projects.

Figure 3: Government deficit, banks’ assets and local issuance (GHS billion)
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The growth in domestic government debt is of a similar
magnitude, or larger than, the overall growth of banks’
assets, another signal that crowding out is taking place.
In recent years, the annual growth of domestic government debt has outpaced banks’ asset growth, while the
stock of debt is equivalent to 80% of total banks’ assets. At

the same time, government debt was estimated to constitute more than 24% of banks’ assets in 2019 (see Figure
6). One factor containing banks’ purchases of government
securities seems to be the increasing participation of foreign investors, which rose from 17% in 2015 to 25% in
2019 (see figures 4, 5, and 6).

Figure 4: Domestic debt bondholders’ composition (end-2019)
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Rural Banks 0,5%

Figure 5: : Holders of government debt
Foreign Investors
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Figure 6: Domestic debt over banks’ assets
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Note: Although a rule had been imposed disallowing BoG’s purchase of government debt, purchases by BoG were reinstated as a response to COVID-19
The high level of interest rates points to crowding out
as well. Both high monetary policy rates and government
yields make lending and investment in assets other than
government securities unattractive. While high monetary
policy interest rates are necessary to bring down inflation,
they create a high floor under the returns of low risk
investments, such as government securities. This pushes
interest rates and return expectations in the economy
as a whole to high levels that debtors find punitive; it
dampens both the corporate sector’s demand for credit
and the supply of credit due to credit risk management
considerations on the part of the banks.

investments in more risky, usually less liquid instruments,
and is also discouraging lending to sectors other than
to high-quality corporations. The overall risk perception
of asset managers, which is partially a reflection of the
situation in the banking sector (with several recent rounds
of recapitalization), plus the high yields of government
debt clearly favours investment in government paper.
Implications for the economy of the crowding out situation
are important. As capital is lent to the government, less
credit is available for the private sector to grow, reducing
overall potential GDP growth and potential job creation.
This reduced availability of capital is evidenced by the
falling proportion of loans (net of loan loss provisions)
measured as a proportion of banks’ assets in the last
several years, dropping from 43% in 2015 to just 29% in
early 2019 (see Figure 7).

Anecdotal information confirms the crowding out
problem. Several informal accounts, from both asset
managers and bankers, confirm the perception that the
Government borrowing at high interest rates is discouraging
Figure 7: Banks’ net lending (% Banks’ assets)
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2019

Figure 8: Primary balance and interest bill (% GDP)
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Figure 9: Selected relevant GHS rates
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Debt sustainability is a problem that can only be overcome if fiscal consolidation continues in the coming years
and there are no major shocks. Interest rate expenses are
expected to peak at 6.1% of GDP in 2020, while public
debt as a percentage of GDP is only expected to go under 50% of GDP after 2024.1The forecast positive fiscal
trend is subject to various assumptions, not least that no
fiscal slippages take place in the coming years and that a
positive primary balance materializes and is maintained in
2020 and subsequent years (see Figure 8). Moreover, the
IMF emphasizes sensitivity to shocks, especially to currency depreciation and to a drop in the value of Ghana’s main
exports2 —gold, oil and cocoa.

Monetary tightening is effectively reducing inflation,
although real interest rates are still high. Three-month rates, while dropping in nominal terms from over 22%
in 2016 to close to 15% in early 2019, are still at 4% in
real terms (see Figure 11). These high real interest rates
are part of a necessary but painful process that is bringing
about results in terms of reduced inflation. Annual inflation
dropped from 19.2% in early 2016 to 9.6% in April 2018,
reaching the BoG inflation target band of 8% +/-2 percentage points for the first time in about four years (see Figure
10). By June 2019, annual inflation had dropped further
to 9.1%, after ticking up to 9.5% in April. Nonetheless,
in April 2019 all four core inflation measures published
by the BoG were still at or above the upper band limit of
10%3.

Figure 10: Annual Inflation (%)

Figure 11: Real short-term rates
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The composition of GDP growth has been volatile and
is increasingly driven by the growth of exports. The
growth of the Ghanaian economy between 2013 and
2019 averaged about 5%, and there has been a drop in
the contribution of both public and private consumption

(see Figure 12). However, in more recent years the impetus for growth has come largely from exports, as the
contribution of investment to GDP growth has also dropped, and growth volatility is relatively high compared to
peer countries in Sub-Saharan Africa (see Figure 13).

Figure 12: Components of GDP

Figure 13: GDP growth and growth volatility (%)
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1

IMF, World Economic Outlook Statistics, April 2019, Washington D.C.

2

IMF, Ghana staff report for the Article IV consultations, Debt sustainability Analysis, August 2017, Washington DC.

3

Inflation excluding energy and utilities stood at 10.1%, while inflation excluding energy, utilities and volatile food was 10.7%. Meanwhile, inflation
excluding energy, utilities, volatile food and transport was 10%. Finally inflation excluding energy, utilities and all food items stood at 11.7%. All
data are annual.
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Any assessment of Ghana’s fiscal situation needs to
take contingent liabilities into account. Energy SOEs4
may still be an important source of contingent liabilities.
The IMF’s 2017 Article IV report assessed the overall debt
associated with these liabilities to be at around 13% of
GDP as of late 2015, taking into account arrears, loans
and inter-sectoral debt5. Since then, the situation seems to
have improved, with better management leading to a reduction of losses and a partial restructuring of some of the
debts via the Energy Sector Levy Act (ESLA). This vehicle
strengthens energy companies by relieving them of poorly
performing receivables, securitizing these receivables, and
making them able to rely on income generated from a specific tax that the Government set up to fund this scheme.

interest rates and incentivize longer-horizon investments
and lending.
The regulation of the financial sector is undertaken by
a number of institutions. This structure does not encourage coordination among the regulators and may
also limit the capacity available to individual regulators.
The Bank of Ghana regulates banks and other credit institutions, while the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) regulates all issues pertaining to securities. The
NPRA oversees pension funds and the National Insurance
Commission (NIC) regulates insurance companies. This
arrangement means that capacities diverge across institutions, with, for example, the SEC not having the technology to carry out real time market analysis. A better, more
streamlined institutional coordination could result in some
advantages, such as the integration of commercial standards to permit cross-selling, the joint supervision of pensions from market and actuarial perspectives, the pooling
of human resources and expertise, and reduced reporting
burdens. Adopting a “twin-peaks” model of financial market oversight could be considered, as it would allow for
the specialization of capacity in prudential regulation and
market-conduct oversight functions.

If sustained, the fiscal consolidation and disinflation
processes should support the development of markets
for longer-term finance in Ghana. The end of the IMF
Extended Credit Facility programme in March 2019, the
elections taking place in December 2020, in addition to the
still complex, albeit improving, fiscal situation are sources
of macroeconomic risk that could derail the process of deepening markets for long-term finance. On the hand, lower
government debt issuance, the continuing curtailment of
inflation, combined with cautious reduction in the monetary policy rate, should slowly result in the reduction of real

4

Energy SOE groups the Volta River Authority, Tema Oil Refinery, the Electricity Company of Ghana, and GRIDCo, the transmission company.

5

IMF, 2017 Article IV Consultation in IMF Country Report 17/262, September 2017, Washington D.C
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The situation of the banking sector
Banks are the main players in the financial sector in
Ghana, with significant participation of foreign and
state-owned entities. As of May 2019, there were 23
banks. Fourteen banks are foreign and represent about onehalf of total banking system assets, four are state-owned,
representing almost one-third of assets, and the remaining
assets are held at local private banks. Among the 14
foreign-owned banks, most are from South Africa, Nigeria
and the United Kingdom. Meanwhile, the state-owned
banks are the Ghana Commercial Bank, the largest bank;
the Consolidated Bank of Ghana (CBG), a bank created
in 2017 to manage the assets of several banks under
resolution; the Agricultural Development Bank of Ghana;
and the National Investment Bank. The two latter banks
are under the management of the Ghana Amalgamated
Trust (GAT), a vehicle established by the BoG in 20186.
The remaining banks are private, local indigenous banks,
although some of them have the Social Security National
Insurance Trust (SSNIT) as a significant shareholder.
Altogether, banking system assets are relatively small,

with about 35.9% of nominal GDP in 2018, showing a
marginal drop from 37.8% of nominal GDP in 2016. As a
point of comparison, the ratio of banking system assets to
GDP was 78% in South Africa, and 44% in Kenya7.
The government of Ghana has taken important actions
to resolve the situation of insolvent banks. Seven banks,
of which two had their licences revoked, were placed
under government administration via the CBG in 2017
and 2018. Additionally, another five were placed under
the GAT to receive funds in the near future8: The Bank of
Ghana authorized three mergers, one voluntary divestment
and the downgrading of one bank to become a savings
and loan institution. These actions affected 20–25% of
total banking assets and reduced the number of banks
from 36 to 23 by the end of 20189. Finally, the reduction of
government arrears and the restructuring of energy-sector
debt have reduced the NPLs of some banks, evidencing
that the banks’ dependency on the Government, when
indirect links are taken into account.

Table 2: Selected Indicators of banks’ resolution process
Number of Banks

Esmated participation of total
banking assets

Banks Under CBG

7

10%-13%

Banks to be capitalized by GAT

5

9%

Total number of banks dec-2018

23

Source : Estimates based on Bog information
CBG: Consolidated Bank of Ghana .GAT : Ghana Amalgamated Bank
Cost of sloving banks (GHS mn)

Proportion of GDP

2018

10,250

3.40%

2019

1,500

0.43%

Total

11,750

3.83%

Source : IMF Ghana Seventh & Eigth ECF reveiws 2019

6

7
8
9

While SSNIT, the state owned pension fund, has significant participations in several local banks, SNITT’s ownership stakes are not considered in
the calculation of whether a bank is state-owned or not, as there is no evidence that the government uses SSNIT’s ownership stakes to pursue
domestic policy objectives.
Federal Reserve Bank of Saint Louis, FRED Economic Data accessed in July 2918.
The GAT is a vehicle created to provide funds to banks that had not reached the minimum mandatory capital of GHS400 million by end 2018. As
of May 2019 no funds had been transferred to the GAT.
PwC, 2018 Ghana Banking Survey Risk based minimum regulatory capital regime: what it means for banks in Ghana, August 2017, Accra.
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While the average capital adequacy of banks in Ghana
appears high, this is a reflection of the banks’ preference
for low-risk investments. On the other hand, the BoG’s
recent intervention in some banks points to significant
heterogeneity in the soundness of banks. The overall
health of the banking system seems to be improving,
with the average capital adequacy levels at 21.7% in
February 2019. This is well over the minimum capital
adequacy requirement (CAR) of 10%. However, recent
BoG intervention in some

welcome, will have mostly a one-off impact suggesting
that further reduction of NPL levels will be more gradual.
Banks fund themselves from deposits, an increasing
portion of which are in foreign currency, with no
regulation to constrain potential currency gaps. In
2018, banks were reliant on domestic deposits for over
85% of their funding. Due to maturity mismatch risks such
heavy reliance on short-term deposits is not conducive to
increasing the tenor of bank lending and may hamper the
deepening of the market for long-term finance. Also, as
of February 2019 over 22% of bank liabilities, or 53% of
bank borrowing, was in foreign exchange. This exposure
was not matched by equivalent foreign exchange assets,
thereby exposing banks to exchange rate risks. Given the
shallowness of the foreign exchange market and limited
access to hedging or derivatives products, banks have
little opportunity for hedging such risks. The proportion
of foreign assets to foreign liabilities dropped significantly
from 1.72 times in 2017 to 1.14 times in early 2019 (see
Figure 15). Thus, while banks still more than fully cover
their foreign exchange exposures, the current trend puts
banks in a less resilient position in case of sharp foreign
exchange movements. It is important to note that banks’
foreign exchange exposures are unregulated: there are no
regulations preventing banks from having more foreign
currency liabilities than foreign currency assets, whether
on a current and contingent basis, thereby potentially
exposing banks to risks associated with short positions
in foreign currency. It would seem advisable that the BoG
puts in place regulations that prevent banks from assuming
short foreign currency exposures, taking into account both
spot and forward positions.

banks suggests that capital adequacy across banks is far
from uniform. One factor explaining high levels of capital
adequacy may be the banks’ strong preference for holding
government securities, currently close to 20% of total
assets, and for investment in assets considered to be
low risk from a regulatory perspective, like SOE lending.
Thus one consequence of using lower-risk weighting for
certain types of assets as part of the CAR calculation is to
encourage so-called “regulatory crowding out”.
Despite their preference for low-risk investments, there
is pressure on banks to raise their capital adequacy as a
result of recent regulatory changes. With the introduction
of the Capital Requirement Directive (CRD), the BoG is
moving towards adopting risk-based capital requirements
under Basel II and parts of Basel III. According to the 2018
annual PwC banking survey, 53% of banks expect capital
requirements to increase up to 15%, while another 20%
expect an increase of between 15% and 25%10 . These
increases in capital come on top of the hike in required
minimum bank capital from GHS60 million to GHS400
million, or from about US$12 million to US$82 million,
implemented in 2018. The BoG has begun publishing
data on banks’ capital adequacy ratios under the current
and the CRD methodologies. The BoG numbers report
a CAR drop in April 2019 from 21.4% under the current
methodology, to only 17.4% under the CRD methodology.

The introduction of the net stable funding ratio (NSFR)
could encourage a shift from reliance on banks as a
source of long-term funding to capital markets (or
other lending institutions). The NSFR introduced as part
of Basel III penalizes banks for undertaking long -erm
lending with short-term financing (maturity mismatch),
thereby potentially curtailing the capacity of banks to lend
in the longer term. The BoG has stated that, while there
is as yet no concrete timeline for adopting the NSFR, the
BoG does plan to adopt the NSFR in the medium term,
and the BoG has already initiated discussions with banks.
Banks headquartered in countries that are members of
the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision are already
implementing NSFR, but of those with a presence in Ghana,
only South Africa has fully implemented the NSFR, while
France and the United Kingdom are still in the process of
adopting the NSFR11 .

NPL levels, albeit declining, are still cause for concern,
although there has been a downward trend following
supervisory action by the BoG and the Energy Sector
Levy Act (ESLA) issuance that relieved banks of some
of their energy-SOE related non-performing assets.
While dropping from a high of 23.5% in April 2018, NPLs
at 18.1% of loans outstanding in June 2019 are still high
(see Figure 14). The ESLA scheme helped reduce unpaid
debts of energy SOE, likely accounting for a portion of the
fall in NPLs in the last year. Meanwhile BoG introduced
a rule whereby banks are obliged to write off their NPLs
once they are over two years old. These actions, while

10

PwC, 2018 Ghana Banking Survey Risk based minimum regulatory capital regime: what it means for banks in Ghana, August 2017, Accra.

11

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, Fifteenth progress report on adoption of the Basel regulatory framework, Bank of international Settlement, Basel, October 2018.
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Figure 14: Banks’ selected Indicators

reign and local jurisdictions. There seems to be sufficient
knowledge about drafting of contracts for structured finance. However, the capacity to enforce such contracts on
a timely basis in local courts is a source of concern, and
this could limit cash-flow based, longer-term lending.
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Recent legislative changes, coupled with enhanced
banking supervisory standards, support the strengthening of the Ghanaian banking system. The Financial
Stability Council, founded in December 2018; the Banks
and Specialized and Deposit-Taking Institutions Act of
2016; the reform to the Ghana Deposits Protection Act of
2016; and the Bank of Ghana Amendment Act of 2016, all
strengthen the supervisory role and powers of the BoG. In
recent years the BoG has shown determination in resolving the situation of insolvent banks, and has been taking
steps to enhance its regulatory and supervisory capacity.
Likewise, the adoption of the CRD, which incorporates
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works towards strengthening the situation of the Ghanaian banks.
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Figure 15: Banks’ foreign currency indicators
Foreign currency liabilities / Total liabilities
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working of the collateral registry should improve this situation. The role of the local credit bureau could be more
comprehensive by incorporating positive information and
could expand its coverage with information from NonBank Financial Institutions and other entities, such as utility companies. Finally, to promote capital market financing,
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Banks confirmed the importance of crowding out: due to
the ready availability of low-risk government securities
they tend to limit their focus to secure, very profitable
lending opportunities. Banks confirmed that the high
yields on government bonds are a significant disincentive
to lending to sectors other than those with secure, steady
sources of income, such as those sectors that benefit from
government-related payments. Banks stated that with interest rate levels expected to stay in the range of 22–28%
in the medium term, and with the average lending rate at
28% in April 201812, potential borrowers will need to be
confident of sustainable, high expected incomes to be able
to service their debt contracts.

The publication of individual banks’ data by the BoG
would strengthen the banking system, while facilitating
risk management for investors. Lack of financial information on a per bank basis clouds investors’ capacity to differentiate well-functioning banks from more problematic
ones, thus making investors mistrust the overall banking
system and rely on informal accounts rather than on actual facts. Moreover, the pricing of investments in banks
according to risk becomes more complicated. Several methods to gradually phase in the publication of information
may prevent potential sudden negative effects on weaker
banks. An option would be to publish information initially
with a significant lag, and shorten the lag as the overall
banking situation continues to improve.

Lack of experience and capacity in enforcing structured-finance contracts also limits risk taking by banks.
Project finance standards have been used in Ghanaian
projects, mostly by foreign banks and DFIs, using both fo-

12

The average lending rate was 21.4% in August 2020, just below the range expected by banks in April 2018.
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Non-bank financial institutions
The Bank of Ghana has embarked on the cleaning-up
of the NBFI sector, starting with microfinance financial
institutions (MFIs). The large number of NBFIs in the
country, coupled with reported insolvency and dormancy
of many of these institutions, suggests that there is
significant room for efficiency improvement. In June 2019,
the Bank of Ghana revoked the licences of 39 microcredit
companies (10 of which were not operating) and 347
microfinance companies (of which 155 had no operations)
leaving 31 microcredit companies and 137 microfinance
companies in operation13. Evidence points to all 37 savings
and loans (S&L) institutions in Ghana having some degree
of distress14 . The IMF estimates the cost of resolving
problematic NBFIs will be GHS4 billion: GHS3 billion for
S&L institutions and rural and community banks (RCB),
and GHS1 billion for MFIs, equivalent to 4% of banking
system assets or 1.2% of GDP in 2019. In March 2019,
the Ministry of Finance allocated budget for the purpose
of resolving NBFIs according to the cost estimate made
by the IMF.

Subsequent to the MFI clean-up, the BoG is likely to turn
to resolving the rural and community banks and savings
and loans institutions. The IMF expects the clean-up of the
NBFIs other than MFIs in 2019 to cost about GHS3 billion
or 0.9% of GDP. This amount is sizeable and equivalent to
one-quarter of the total cost of resolving banks in 2018
and 2019.
Strengthening the solvency issues and consolidating
the NBFI sector could strengthen the role of the
sector as a source of long term financing. While some
institutions, especially in the S&L sub-segment, are in a
position that allows them to viably undertake longer-term
lending, strengthening the overall solvency and efficiency
of the sector is a pre-condition, if this sector is to become
a more relevant and reliable source of capital. As NBFIs
currently represent only about 11% of total financial sector
assets, or about 6.5% of GDP, an increase in the size of
the sectors’ asset base would be required for the sector
to play a meaningful role as a source of long-term finance.
Moreover, market niche specialization, such as working
capital lending or lending to SMEs, could contribute to
improving the viability of this sector.

13

The main difference between these two types of institutions is that microcredit companies take deposits while microfinance companies do not.

14

The BoG revoked the licences of 15 insolvent savings and loan institutions as part of the completion of the clean-up of the sector announced
on August 16th, 2019 see BoG’s notice of revocation of licences of insolvent savings and loans companies and finance houses, and appointment of receiver.
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The money market
the monetary policy rate . There would not appear to be
significant liquidity or other disruptive issues impacting the
short-term money market (see Figure 16). With average
money market trading volumes of over GHS1 billion per
day in early 2019 and just over 30 transactions per day,
there is apparent room for growth (see Figure 17).

The money market seems to function well, with
interest rates quite closely mirroring the monetary
policy rate (MPR) and other short-term government
yields. Movements in the monetary policy rate and the
repo market rate are closely correlated. This is evidence
of the repo market rate responding well to changes in
Figure 16: Selected rates (%)
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Figure 17: Amounts and transactions (GHS m)
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Strengthening the money market is dependent on
expanding the availability of collateral. Currently the
repo market is highly dependent on the availability of
government securities as collateral. Expanding the eligible
collateral to include corporate debt, and even equities with
haircuts reflecting the underlying risk of such securities,

Long-Term Finance

would be an advantage for the development of the repo,
corporate debt and equity markets. Since security houses
and banks would see such securities as a source of liquidity
and not just an investment, the interest in acquiring
securities that can be repurchased should expand beyond
buy and hold investors.
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The foreign exchange market
There are currently two foreign exchange markets: the
interbank foreign exchange market and the market for
bilateral transactions between the BoG and foreign
exchange operators. Certain parties in the market have
dominated access to foreign currency, the dominant players
being the Ghana Cocoa Board (COCOBOD) and the Ghana
Oil Company (GOIL)—both government entities. Because
of the seasonal nature of cocoa production, the COCOBOD
has access to between US$1.5 billion to US$2 billion in
the third quarter of each year. This is a vast amount for a
market that trades about US$50 to US$60 million a day.
The BoG serves as an intermediary between COCOBOD
and the market, buying foreign exchange proceeds
from cocoa exports and unloading these purchases
to the market throughout the year, thereby smoothing
inflows and dampening volatility when needed. A similar
arrangement exists for the GOIL, but with less seasonality.
For both markets. transactions on the open market account
for 50% or less of the total market transactions, so there
may be advantages in gradually integrating both markets,
to enhance greater liquidity.

Allowing the COCOBOD and GOIL to sell a small
portion of their foreign exchange holdings directly to
the market and increasing pension funds’ current 5%
limit on investment abroad, could improve the liquidity
of the foreign exchange market. It makes sense for the
BoG to smoothen the supply of foreign exchange to the
market from COCOBOD and GOIL, as the BoG probably
better understands the banks’ foreign exchange needs.
However, letting the COCOBOD and GOIL sell a small
portion of their foreign exchange holdings in the open
market would be a first step towards creating a single,
integrated foreign exchange market, and would encourage
both COCOBOD and GOIL to build their own foreign
exchange management capacities. As a by-product, this
would reduce, albeit moderately, the monetary expansion
that the BoG potentially generates when buying foreign
exchange from both entities. As a way to counterbalance
the selling pressure that would arise from allowing
COCOBOD and GOIL to sell a small portion of their foreign
exchange holdings in the open market, the Government
could increase the 5% limit applied to the foreign security
investments of tier-two and tier-three pension funds,
thereby supporting the pension funds in better diversifying
their risks.

Derivatives markets
In the second quarter of 2019, the BoG started to enforce
the regulation first introduced in 2006, prohibiting the
quotation of prices on domestic goods and services in
foreign currencies. Nonetheless, dollarization remains
important in some sectors, underlining the importance
of the management of foreign exchange risks.15 Notably,
real estate and rent prices are quoted in dollars. Although
the BoG has recently banned the quotation of prices in
foreign currencies, this practice will be harder to eliminate
in some sectors than in others. Being able to better manage
foreign exchange risk is key for the development of longterm financing and for macroeconomic stability in Ghana.

Swaps Derivatives Association (ISDA) agreement for the
operation of the over-the-counter bilateral market. There
is no listed centralized market at the current time. Trades
are sporadic, with ticket sizes ranging from US$100,000
to US$10 million, although most trades are closer to the
lower end of this range. The longest tenor is for 12 months,
but most transactions have a maturity below six months.
The dominant instruments used are forward trades.
The existence of a neutral sponsor could promote the
expansion of the forward foreign exchange market,
preparing for the move to interest market derivatives
later. Creating a forward foreign exchange market is
usually the first step in the creation of a derivatives market,
followed later by local currency interest rates derivatives.
For this to happen, a local operational framework, which
is much simpler than that of the ISDA, with assurances
in terms of credit risk, will need to be adopted across
the banking sector. Credit lines among all sound market
participants in local and foreign currency need to be in
place. Usually, an unbiased sponsor, such as the central

There is no local derivatives market and the existing
over-the-counter market is rather small. The market
conduct manual adopted by the Ghana Interbank
Forex Market has a small section on foreign exchange
derivatives, which includes the Emerging Market Traders’
Association template for Non-Delivery Forwards in US$/
GHS. Most market participants are foreign banks with
a local presence that have adopted the International

15

While the Foreign Exchange Act 723 dates from 2006, BoG has renewed its efforts to enforce the prohibition to advertise prices in foreign
currencies. However, there are no limitations to update prices with exchange rate movements, as long as the price is always quoted in GHS.
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bank, together with the banking association, can lead the
process of creating such markets.

management of risks associated with derivatives. Finally, to
avoid speculation based on the improper use of derivatives,
investors and real sector entities should be allowed only to
use derivatives to hedge existing asset exposures.

A prerequisite for the development of derivatives
and repo markets is an amendment of the insolvency
legislation to allow for the netting of transaction
gains and losses. In order to stimulate the development
of both foreign exchange derivatives and the market for
repurchase agreements, it will be necessary to introduce
an amendment to the insolvency law that will allow for
the netting of positions between entities. The regulation
following on such legislation should ensure that financial
entities have adequate risk management systems and
understand how balance sheet volatility is affected by the
use of derivatives. Currently there are no regulations on
the management of foreign exchange positions, whether
on a cash or contingent basis16, so banks operate with
short positions in foreign exchange. Setting criteria for
how short banks are allowed to be in foreign exchange
relative to their core capital, or whether banks are allowed
to be short foreign exchange at all, will be critical to the

Negative market perceptions of derivatives can become
a hurdle to developing derivatives markets and efforts
should be made to address such misperceptions. Local
market participants, especially non-financial entities,
have negative perceptions of the use of derivatives due
to losses experienced by the oil sector. It is important to
demonstrate that, when used properly, derivatives curb
market risks thus contributing to reducing balance sheet
volatility. In the Ghanaian context, where as of April 2019,
government foreign currency debt was about the same
size as domestic debt—both equivalent to 30.5% of GDP17
—and banks’ foreign currency assets dropped from 1.72
times foreign currency liabilities in December 2017 to 1.14
times in March 2019, the management of foreign currency
exposures could well become critical.

The government bond market
Although the Government has lengthened the maturity
of its domestic debt, debt issuance is still concentrated
on short-term maturities. In 2017, the Government
extended the average maturity of its domestic debt by
reducing the portion of the debt with maturity of under
one year to less than 30%, and the average maturity of the
government’s was near to 7 years, but since then no further
the debt’s average maturity extension has taken place.
Moreover, more than 65% of government securities have
a maturity at the time of issuance of one year or less (see
figures 18 and 19). This implies a considerable refinancing
risk, and curtails the supply of longer-term securities that
would be a much better match for the maturity profile of
institutional investors’ liabilities. Heavy issuance of shortterm securities can also potentially interfere with monetary
policy transmission.

The high volume of domestic debt issuance relative to
the demands of local and foreign investors creates a
buyers’ market. The size of the government’s funding
needs relative to the absorptive capacity of institutional
investors exposes the government, as it lacks options
in diversifying among buyers. While banks purchase
significant quantities of government securities totaling
30.1% of total debt by the end of 2019 (see Figure 4),
these purchases lessen or crowd out the banks’ appetite
for lending to the private sector. Foreign Eurobond
issuance of US$2 billion by the Government in 2018 was
also relatively high, issuance being of an amount similar
to that of larger economies such as Kenya, Colombia and
South Africa in the same year. The annual borrowing
plan for 2019 envisages issuing an even larger amount
of foreign debt of US$3 billion. This level of issuance was
achieved already by March 2019 with three bonds with
maturities of 7, 12 and 31 years. §

16

A foreign exchange position on a cash basis would include all the foreign exchange denominated items in the balance sheet. Contingent
positions would include derivatives.

17

Bank of Ghana, Summary of Economic and Financial Data, Accra, May 2019.
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Figure 18: Government gross issuance per maturity

Figure 19: Refinancing indicators (%, years)
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Secondary market liquidity is very shallow, although
recently the yield on longer term bonds would appear
to be better connected with money market rates,
suggesting that liquidity is improving. The amount
of trading in the market of government bonds is about
GHS2–3.5 billion per month or GHS100–200 million per
day (US$20–40 million), according to GSE data. While the
trading volumes have increased somewhat recently, the

level of secondary trading is still quite low, given the size
of the Government’s funding needs and the significance
of participation of foreign investors (see Figure 20). The
yield curve seems to be well connected with the money
market rates, as the yields recorded on the deeper shortterm government issues were above the monetary policy
rate of 16% in May 2019 (see Figure 21).

Figure 20: Government bonds

Figure 21: Government yield curve and trading
amounts (GHS m)
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The Government of Ghana is gradually becoming more
proactive in managing its liabilities and consolidating
the number of bonds with a view to boosting market
liquidity. The government reduced the number of
bonds from 106 in September 2016 to 64 in April
2019. This contributes to increasing secondary market
liquidity, as it helps investors transact in deeper series,

instead of having to transact in small amounts at different
series. This consolidation involves more proactive liability
management by the government, so as to avoid having
to refinance “lumpy” maturities.On the other hand, by
encouraging the setting of benchmark prices, the smaller
number of series serves to facilitate the pricing of other
instruments, such as non-government bonds.
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A benchmark index for government bonds would help
investors to measure market profitability and risk. While
investors are able to measure the return of government
bonds in their portfolios, a more universal measure of
total return and volatility is not available. The introduction
of a government bond benchmark would help investors
measure how well their portfolios are performing relative
to the market, both in terms of return and volatility.

frequency with which quotes are made within a spread or
the amounts traded on the secondary market, should work
towards strengthening the secondary market. Moreover,
weighting such criteria by the term to maturity of the
bonds traded or quoted should help to increase liquidity
on the longer end of the yield curve.
Significant investment in government securities by
foreigners could expose both the exchange rate and
domestic security markets to vulnerability. Increased
participation by foreign investors in the domestic
government securities market augments exposure to
the sentiments of foreign investors, leading to potential
vulnerability. Such vulnerability is amplified by limited
secondary market liquidity and by thin foreign exchange
markets. Foreign investors hold about 30% of total
domestic bond debt or US$5.6 billion (see Figure 4), a
very substantial holding when compared to average daily
trading volumes—even in exceptionally good months
of only US$20 million. The limited sale of government
securities by foreign investors could have a significant
impact on the value of security portfolios held by banks
and other local investors.

The primary dealers programme is under reform, but it
could be improved further by adding secondary market
trading criteria. The government introduced the concept
of bond specialists for the issuance of long term bonds
using a book-building method instead of auctions (as used
by primary dealers when the Government issues short to
mid-term bonds). Additionally, the Government is looking
to operationalize its participation in the repo market to
improve secondary market liquidity by allowing market
participants to take short positions, and thus facilitating
leveraged purchases of bonds during auctions. Currently,
the only criterion applied to primary dealers is that they are
obliged to purchase a minimum amount of bonds. Adding
other criteria, even if given lesser weight, such as the

The corporate bond market, project bonds, and securitizations
The large volume of government issues dwarfs the size,
and hence the liquidity, of other bonds. While there are a
significant number of listed corporate bonds (52 issues

versus the government’s 64 issues) total capitalization
and trading volumes are disproportionately in favour of
government bonds (see figures 22 and 23).

Figure 22: Number of issues per category

Figure 23: Capitalization per category (GHS m)
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Finalizing the creation of a local credit rating agency
will facilitate the issuance of corporate debt by new
entrants. As investors do not have the capacity to
analyse each corporate issuance, they are more likely to
invest in recognized issuers, thus disadvantaging issues
being made by new names. Rating agencies could make
it easier for new corporate names to raise funding from
the debt capital market and the presence of a local rating
and research agency(ies) could facilitate the investment
process.

capitalization to GHS6 billion. Nonetheless, the size of the
corporate debt market is still well below that of the equity
market (GHS56 billion) and of the government securities
market (GHS50.6 billion) (see Figure 22). Monthly trading
volumes for corporate debts which amounted to GHS884
million in August 2018 are very low, even when compared
with the low trading volumes on the government debt
market (see Figure 23).
A large number of the corporate issuers stem from
the financial sector, although issuance volumes are
dominated by the energy sector—reflecting the quasisovereign nature of its only issuer. According to the
latest published data from GSE (August 2018), the largest
number of issues, 25 in all, had been undertaken by six
financial sector issuers, many of which were MFI and S&L
entities. In terms of volume, the bonds issued by ESLA
Plc 18 dominate. These issues can be regarded as quasisovereign, as ESLA Plc is a vehicle sponsored by the
Government (Figure 23).

A domestic rating agency is being established anew.
The effort comprises the creation of models and databases
almost from scratch. This means that despite ongoing
World Bank support, the establishment of the rating
agency may take some time.
Local currency corporate debt issuance has increased
in recent years but trading volumes and capitalization
amounts are still low. Corporate listings have increased
from 17 in early 2016 to 48 in 2018, increasing

Figure 24: Monthly trading amounts (GHS m)
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ESLA Plc is the entity created by the Energy Sector Levy Act to capitalize and manage the debt of state owned energy companies in distress.
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track record, and project guarantees, if they are available,
are likely to be partial. The current issuance regulation
limits both the availability of project bond financing during
the construction phase and bond issuance by any newly
created SPV attempting to securitize identified future cash
flows.

As is the case with government debt, there are as yet no
corporate debt benchmarks. Benchmarks are an important
tool used in measuring the performance of asset managers
and their efficiency in risk-taking. While moderate
liquidity will make it difficult to establish a benchmark
that is fully reflective of movements in the government
debt market, developing a benchmark that can be used
to measure performance of the corporate debt market is
still appropriate. One possible approach would be to take
moving-average yields of bonds with a similar ratings that
are traded or quoted, to build pricing points for various
maturities that could work as a benchmark.

Bond issuance regulations should be modified to
enable securitization and the issuance of project bonds.
Current regulations require the SEC to evaluate the quality
of the underlying assets generating the cash-flows in a
securitization. This is a role that lies beyond the capacity
of the regulator. Instead, this role could be fulfilled by a
rating agency, and the role of the SEC would be limited
to monitoring the admissibility of the issuance rather
than determining the risk associated with the issuance.
To relieve the SEC of its obligation in undertaking risk
assessments of individual issuances, a mandatory rating
should be required, in the case of the issuance of corporate
bonds, project bonds and securitizations. In addition, the
SEC should clarify the process that needs to be followed
for gaining approval of a new debt issuance. An addendum
to the issuance regulation should specify the requirements
that apply to securitizations, such as the documentation
required to prove the existence of the underlying assets
(such as mortgages or receivables), the legal structure of
the securitization, and requirements pertaining to how the
securitization will be marketed to eventual investors.

The debt issuance framework has a bias towards debt
issuance by established corporations. Among the GSE’s
listing requirements is one that potential issuers must
provide audited financial statements for the last three
financial years. This requirement can be waived by the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), but only if a
strong case can be made. This is to the detriment of the
use of securitization vehicles, especially where a bond is
to be issued to finance a particular project. In the absence
of a track- record as documented in audited financial
statements, the risk associated with securitization could
be contained by enhancing the security provided for the
issuance through overcollateralization or by enhancing the
quality of the assets required as collateral. On the other
hand, projects in the construction phase will not have a

The equity market
The equity market shows very low levels of trading, with
the number of listed companies on the GSE decreasing
in the last three years. Total capitalization stood at about
GHS58.7 billion in April 2019, almost at the same level
as in early 2017 (see Figure 26). Meanwhile, the number

of listed companies has dropped since then (see Figure
27), and two foreign companies with a secondary listing
in Ghana, AngloGold Ashanti and Tullow Oil, account for
over 55% of the capitalization (see Figure 28).

Figure 26: Capitalization per category (GHS m)

Figure 27: Trading amounts and listed companies
(GHS m)
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Listing requirements in terms of information disclosure
and listing costs seem reasonable, but potential issuers
may find it difficult to live up to the financial disclosure
requirements. Delays in the approval of new listings by the
SEC may reflect companies’ poor capacity in preparing the
required financial information. The costs of issuing in the

GCB Bank
2,5%

market relating to financial disclosure are tangible, while
the benefits may not be all that clear. Another problem
may arise due to limited demand from investors as a result
of the high real yields on “risk-free” government debt,
which bears a yield of about 7% in real terms (data as at
March 2020).

Figure 28: Capitalization
breakdown of listed companies
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There is an alternative market for equity listing—the
GAX—but only five companies have issued shares
in this market so far. The main difference in terms of
listing requirements between the GAX and the GSE is
the minimum issuance amount, which is GHS250,000
compared to GHS1 million on the main market; and
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the minimum number of shareholders—at least 20
shareholders on the GAX compared to 100 shareholders
on the main market. The requirement regarding the free
float is that at least 25% of the issued capital remains in
both cases (see the Enterprise Finance paper for further
reference).
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Private and debt equity financing
By removing double taxation, the authorities have
recently improved the environment for private equity
and debt funds. With the support of analysis provided
by the Long-Term Finance team in May 2019, income tax
on collective schemes, including private equity and debt
funds, was eliminated with effect from the end of 2019. In
addition, VAT on fund manager fees was removed. These
actions resulted in the removal of double taxation and
in private equity funds becoming pass-through entities.
These changes provide incentives for funds to operate
and be domiciled in Ghana rather than in tax havens.
Previously, taxes applied at both the investment and fund
levels, making both the returns on investments by the
funds taxable and the returns made by funds made to
their investors taxable. According to the changes made in
2019, taxation no longer takes place at the fund level. This
decision is likely to be relevant for funds targeting local
investors and investing in Ghanaian companies, which
previously could not reach large institutional investors and
avoid double taxation at the same time.

and make them available at the time the fund manager
actually invests in a company, which may be some time
later. This creates a binding commitment for the investors,
and pension funds usually restrict such commitments, as
they can be regarded as a liability for the pension fund. A
specific regulation outlining good practice would need to be
developed, thus alleviating such concerns. Also, in Ghana,
pension funds can only invest in funds pre-approved by
the NPRA without clear guidelines on the approval criteria.

Registering and operating a private equity fund in a
foreign jurisdiction poses some challenges. First, private
equity fund investors are exposed to currency risk, as the
fund would be hosted in one currency while investing
in another. Where possible, the fund could hedge the
currency exposure on its investments, although this could
prove to be costly, particularly given the limited liquidity
in the GHS forward market. Second, foreign domicile is
a limitation to local institutional investors: investment by
local pension funds requires that private equity funds
be registered locally and the fund managers be licensed
by the SEC. Foreign domicile may also limit the transfer
of knowledge to the Ghanaian financial sector, as it may
promote “parachuting practices”, whereby fund managers
are only present on an intermittent basis, thereby
limiting knowledge transfer from the private equity fund
management team to local parties.

The Venture Capital Trust Fund is a local governmentowned private equity fund which has the potential
to leverage other initiatives and sponsor regulatory
changes. The Venture Capital Trust Fund (VCTF) was
created in 2004 to promote the development of SMEs
via investment funds, and depends on budget allocations
to make its investments. The VCTF operates under the
Ministry of Finance and participates in other funds as a
limited partner, thus limiting conflicts of interest and
diversifying its portfolio. VCTF switched to the current
policy of only investing in funds due to poor results in
the case of direct investments in the past. By investing in
innovative initiatives, such as private debt funds, the VCTF
could provide a signalling effect to mobilize other investors.
The VCTF faces the same hurdles as other investors, such
as being prohibited from investing in foreign-domiciled
vehicles, even if they invest exclusively in Ghana. The
VCTF plays an important role in supporting regulatory
change and as a catalyst for innovation, given its high
visibility and mandate in sponsoring the development of
the private investment ecosystem.

Private debt funds, which entail less risk than private
equity funds, may be an option for institutional investors.
While the regulation issues outlined above would still
need to be addressed, the more straight-forward analysis
of fund returns and limited risk profile of the underlying
investments under private debt funds may make them
better suited for pension funds, exposing such pension
funds to less risk. Regulators unfamiliar with private equity
funds may also be more comfortable with private debt
funds and therefore grant approvals more easily.

Regulatory issues may deter potential institutional
investors. When investing in private vehicles, institutional
investors have to commit funds at the time of fund inception
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Institutional investors
The three-tier pension fund system constitutes a
potentially important source of investment capital.
The first tier is the mandatory pay-as-you-go fund, which
consists solely of the Social Security and National Insurance
Trust (SSNIT), with holdings of over US$2.25 billion. The
second tier is mandatory and privately managed, and aims
to increase the benefits of future pensioners, currently
with about US$1.12 billion under management. Benefits
from the second tier are paid in the form of a lump sum
at the time of retirement. The third tier is comprised of
voluntary contributions. Tiers two and three consist of

over 30 funds each. At the end of 2017, overall assets
under management represented GHS20.8 billion (US$4.8
billion) at the end of 2017, or a 32% increase compared
to the previous year. It was expected that funds under
management will reach GHS25 billion or US$5.3 billion for
all three tiers by the end of 201819, reflecting high level of
growth of tier two and three pension funds and significant
contributions by the Government making up for arrears in
previous years. Meanwhile, growth of funds managed by
the SSNIT are expected to be more limited, about 10% in
2017, as the SSNIT is reaching the divestment stage.

Table 3: Tier two and three investment limits
ITEM
Government Bonds

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

35%

60%

Government agencies securities

15%

Corporate debt securities

35%

Bank and money market securities

35%

Quoted shares of an approved stocks exchange

20%

Collective investment schemes (*)

15%

REIT and Real Estate Funds 1

10%

Private Equity Funds 1

10%

External Securities 1

5%

Source : NPRA.
* : Unit trust, Mutual Funds, and Exchange Traded Funds
1 : collectively cannot surpass 15%

The structure for tiers two and three is fairly sophisticated
with well-defined specialized functions for trustees,
pension fund managers, and custodians. Trustees of
a fund make sure that the resources are administered
efficiently and honesty, in the best interests of all
members. They appoint fund managers and custodians,
and are responsible for investment policy. They ensure
that the portfolio is well diversified and perform some
risk management tasks. They are also responsible for
making sure that NPRA regulations are adhered to and
that the financial reports submitted by the funds live up
to accepted financial reporting standards. Fund managers
have overall responsibility for investing the capital and
for reporting to the trustees and the NPRA. Custodians
receive contributions from employees and employers, hold
the assets of the funds, settle transactions, and perform
calculations of financial returns which they report to the
NPRA and the trustees.

While the SEC has responsibility for market conduct
and compliance with rules relating to the capital market,
there is a need for the National Pensions Regulatory
Authority (NPRA) to strengthen its monitoring and
enforcement capacity. Currently returns on tier two
and three pension funds are self-reported to NPRA by
the pension fund custodians, without uniform reporting
criteria, although the industry is in the process of adopting
the Global Investment Performance Standards20 (on a
voluntary basis). Risk measurement across pension funds
is also not subject to standardized reporting. As a result,
it is not possible to compare risk/return profiles across
funds and clients are unable to determine the risk profile
of the fund in which they invest. At a more systemic level,
NPRA and other regulatory agencies would benefit from
being better able to assess the potential financial sector
instability that could be attributed to the pension sector

19

Ministry of Finance of Ghana, The Budget Statement and Economic Policy of the Government of Ghana for the 2019 Financial Year, November 2018, Accra.

20

The Global Investments Performance Standards are a set of principles of the CFA Institute aiming to achieve full disclosure and fair presentation of investment results.
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under stress scenarios. An important consideration in
this context is that the NPRA is not fully informed of the
investments being made by the SSNIT.
Investments of tier two and tier three pension funds
are concentrated in government bonds, thereby
contributing to the crowding out problem associated
with the government’s borrowing. By the end of 2017
over 60% of tier two and three funds were invested in
government bonds. Adding the small portion invested in
treasury bills the pension funds’ investment in government
securities would reach 63%, close to the regulatory ceiling

of 65% (see Figure 29). Moreover, there is anecdotal
evidence that some funds exceeded the 65% ceiling in
2018: this occurred, as the proportion of pension fund
investments placed in fixed term bank deposits, 23% of
total investments, the second most favoured investment
category, fell due to the failure of several banks. The fact
that investment in the higher risk categories account for
only 13% of total investments suggests that pension fund
managers are satisfied with the income they receive from
lower risk investments, such as government bonds and
bills and fixed term deposits, accounting for 86% of total
investments.

Figure 29: Assets under management growth

Figure 30: Tiers two and three Investments
Equity 3%

100%

Mutual funds
2%

90%
80%

Cash 1%

corporate bonds
8%

70%
60%

Public Funds

Treasury bills
2%

Tiers 2 and 3

50%
40%
30%

Fixed term
deposits 23%

20%

GoG Bonds
61%

10%
0%
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Source: NPRA.

Source: NPRA.

It would be advisable to outsource the investment
of SSNIT assets, especially when making direct
investments. SSNIT undertakes direct investments in some
companies and projects. In undertaking such investment,
diversification is key, and making such investments usually
requires very sophisticated knowledge of the investment
process. Thus, when investing in specific projects and
companies, outsourcing the investment process could
improve the risk-return profile of the SSNIT portfolio.

depth of the foreign exchange market. Setting a new limit
for investment in foreign securities should be the outcome
risk-return analysis. The policy change could be introduced
gradually. Provided there is sufficient capacity in the
foreign exchange market to manage foreign exchange
forward contracts, allowing pension funds to partially
hedge their foreign exchange exposures should contribute
to reducing foreign exchange market volatility.
So as to avoid investment of pension fund assets
in high risk foreign assets, narrowing the definition
of securities to be included as admissible under the
external securities category would be advisable. For
instance, a minimum rating for fixed income instruments
and a sub-limit for foreign equites should keep credit and
market risks in check. Such guidance would encourage
fund managers to avoid unnecessary risk, while also
recognizing that investment in securities issued by foreign
sovereigns is not necessarily risk free.

There are good reasons to review the investment
guidelines for pension funds. Given the limited availability
of local investment options, coupled with the dominance
of government securities on the local market, it may be
hard for pension funds to establish well-diversified local
portfolios. The 5% limit on investment in foreign securities
may well act as a hindrance here. Increasing the 5%
limit on holdings of foreign securities of tier two and tier
three pension funds could help in achieving greater riskdiversification, while also contributing to increasing the
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Incentives to encourage pension beneficiaries to
reinvest tier two assets in annuities (rather than
withdrawing lump sums) would contribute to preserving
pension savings. Currently, benefits are paid as a lump
sum, providing an incentive for elevated short-term
consumption. Providing a tax-incentive that discourages
lump-sum withdrawals and exempting income from
annuities and housing investments from tax could work
towards keeping a larger proportion of the invested funds
in the system for a longer period of time. The tax system
could be designed so as to exempt small withdrawals and
a portion of lump sum withdrawals to thereby support
lower income pensioners. Such a tax regime would likely
be marginally revenue positive. Additionally, the availability
of medium-term investment opportunities would facilitate
reinvestments of lump sums by asset managers.

There are several reasons for the low penetration of
the Ghanaian insurance sector, but market structure is
an important one. There are a large number of insurance
companies in the non-life insurance sector leading to
relatively high fixed costs and low margins. The life
insurance sector, on the other hand, is highly concentrated
with four companies accounting for 70% of the market21 .
The NIC, the insurance regulator, demands high standards
from insurance sales persons, who need to be employees
of an insurance company or an insurance broker, and
are prohibited from cross-selling pension products, thus
ruling out a potential source of cost reduction. Finally, high
informality in the economy, low incomes of the population,
and a weak risk management culture has resulted to a low
insurance level.
Setting uniform criteria among regulators for cost
sharing could help the insurance sector grow. The
pension and insurance sectors have different regulators
with different standards, and as a result there are
obstacles that thwart sharing of sales forces and crossselling of products. An understanding between the two
regulators permitting the two sectors to share costs and
sales forces could stimulate the growth of the insurance
sector via partial consolidation resulting in more efficient
cost structures.

The assets accumulated by the fund management
sector are quite significant, amounting to US$5.3 billion
(GHS24 billion) or 9% of GDP. These funds could be an
important source of longer-term funding. However, the
fund management sector has been exposed to problems
in terms of related party investments and inability to
honour redemptions. Additionally, some fund managers
have made uncovered commitments guaranteeing certain
levels of interest payment. As a result, the SEC has issued
new guidelines under the Securities Industry Act of 2016
and has strengthened the enforcement of its regulations,
resulting in the clean-up of the sector—some fund
managers ceased operations and others improved their
practices.

Progress has been significant in Ghana, but there is
still plenty of space for further improvement. In recent
years, strengthened management in the form of fiscal
consolidation and monetary contraction has led to the
improvement of the prospects of the Ghanaian economy.
It will be important to avoid fiscal slippages in 2020, as
such slippages have typically taken place in election years.
Meanwhile, continuing commitment to cleaning up the
financial sector and stemming eventual new financial
losses will be critical to deepening of domestic provision of
long-term capital. As long as the macroeconomic situation
continues to evolve favourably, the recommendations
provided in this note should strengthen the provision of
domestic long-term finance in Ghana.

The insurance sector is relatively well regulated, but very
small, with assets amounting to only about US$1 billion
(GHS4.9 billion) or 1.7% of GDP. Such low capitalization
indicates that there is likely to be underinsurance in some
sectors and some space for the sector to grow. The
regulator performs risk sensitivity analyses periodically
and checks other measures on an interim basis. Insurance
companies are also required to set up their own asset
liability management committees.

21

Ghana Ministry of Finance Financial Sector Division and Securities and Exchange Commission. Ghana capital market scoping study. Accra,
March 2019.
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Executive summary
Ghana is pursuing a vision expressed in the phrase
“Ghana Beyond Aid”, which and it calls for the
transformation of the Ghanaian economy. The first
pillar of this ambitious Beyond Aid and Economic
Transformation Agenda is private sector development
and enterprise access to finance; and the second provides
for «encouraging higher private savings as a source of
loanable funds to support domestic credit and capital
markets”. This signals the Government’s ambition to
increase domestic credit and develop the local capital
market. Additionally, the Government of Ghana’s (GoG) 10
priorities provide a framework for accelerating indigenous
firms’ growth and competitiveness. Implementing these
priorities requires increased and more efficient longterm financing of Ghanaian firms, in particular small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).

High non-performing loan ratios are a disincentive to
lending as they put upward pressure on banks’ margins
and the cost of borrowing and continue to undermine
confidence in the financial system and lending to SMEs.
The stock of non-performing loans (NPLs) in the banking
industry declined by 7.7 percent in the year ending March
2020 compared with a 13.9 percent growth in the previous
year, an outcome of the BoG’s NPL resolution plan. While
the trend continues to be positive, with system-wide NPLs
falling from 18.8 percent in March 2019 to 14.5 percent
as of March 2020, the remaining burden of NPLs still
takes a large toll on the financial system and the economy.
Conversely, fully sanitizing banks’ balance sheets is
likely to have a strong impact on revitalizing lending to
the economy due to the reduced overall asset risk and
improved bank solvency.

An improved macroeconomic environment and financial
sector reforms are key for private sector growth and the
attainment of the Ghana Beyond Aid agenda. Ghana’s
macroeconomic challenges are, however, depriving the
private sector of much needed credit, as borrowing by the
Government crowds out credit to the private sector, thus
denying enterprises and investment projects access to
long-term finance (LTF). Government borrowing provides
the banks and institutional investors with the opportunity
to invest in “risk-free” government securities, which offer
higher risk-adjusted returns compared to private sector
companies and projects. Government securities account
for a larger proportion of banks’ asset base and income
than the banks’ credit to the private sector. For example,
as at the end of March 2020, 38.9 percent of banks’ assets
consisted of government securities, compared to 29.4
percent of bank advances to the private sector. Returns
on the banks’ investments in securities accounted for
43.8 percent of their income, while income from loans
accounted for only 37.3 percent3.

Due to their experience in accumulating NPLs most
financial intermediaries either refrain from lending
to SMEs or apply significant risk premiums. Interest
rates charged are prohibitive for most SMEs. The
banks’ unwillingness to lend to SMEs is understandable
considering the evidence that the main driver of NPLs
is bad loans in banks’ private sector lending portfolio.
In October 2019 the private sector, rather than SOEs,
accounted for 97.7 percent of the industry’s NPLs.
In estimating the financing needs of SMEs, it is important
to agree on a commonly applicable definition of SMEs.
Various banks and other stakeholders have adopted
different definitions of what constitutes an SME. The most
common national definition, however, is that provided by
the National Board for Small Scale Industries (NBSSI),
which uses a combination of number of employees and
capital. A census conducted in 2015 by Ghana Statistical
Services estimated the number of businesses in Ghana to
be 638,1444 of which 79.8 percent are micro businesses,
19.8 percent are small and medium-sized enterprises
and 0.4 percent are large firms, an indication that microenterprises also require special attention.

Additionally, high rates of interest on government
securities trigger high interest rates and return
expectations in the economy as a whole, dampening
corporate sector demand for credit and increasing
risk aversion among the banks. The net effect is that
Ghanaian firms of all sizes lack access to term finance and
face high borrowing costs—with the interest rate charged
by banks hovering around 12.4 percentage points above
the Bank of Ghana’s (BoG’s) reference rate (14.5 percent).
At this level of interest rates, sponsors of projects with long
gestation periods and low initial financial returns, such as
those investing in industrial projects, are unlikely to be able
to afford funding made available by banks.

While figures for SME financing needs in Ghana vary,
the IFC estimated it at 13 percent of GDP in 2017.
An earlier World Bank Enterprise Survey in 2013 found
that 62 percent of Ghanaian companies ranked access
to finance as a major constraint to their day-to-day
operations and consequently for enterprise growth. Only
23 percent of firms (small and medium) were found to have
a bank loan or line of credit5 . The small size of most of the
enterprises and their ownership structure has implications

1

https://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/NewsArchive/Veep-outlines-measures-to-push-Ghana-Beyond-Aid-agenda-640451

2

http://moti.gov.gh/10pointagenda.php

3

Source: Bank of Ghana, Banking Sector Report, March 2020.

4

Ghana Statistical Service, 2015 Integrated Establishment Survey.
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The Collateral Registry established in 2010 under
the Borrowers and Lenders Act 2008 (ACT 773) has
facilitated the registration of movable and immovable
assets and is critical for promoting a secured transactions
regime that enhances the overall credit delivery system.
The BoG reported that registered security interests rose
by 16.8 percent in 20196. According to data published by
the BoG in 2018, 84 percent of registered collateral was
in the form of assets pledged by individuals to secure
loans, and only 11 percent were pledged by SMEs. There
would seem to be plenty of potential for strengthening the
adoption of collateral as security for longer-term credit to
SMEs. Specific challenges relate to: the low capacity of the
law enforcement agencies and the wider judicial system;
lengthy court procedures and high legal fees are the cause
of frustration to most lenders; the long period required to
realize collateral in the event of default by the borrower
and the absence of a well-organized secondary market for
asset disposal; lengthy delays experienced in registering
titles to immovable assets; and cultural norms—people
do not like to buy forfeited assets. The anticipated repeal
and replacement of the Borrowers and Lenders Act will
address a number of the challenges, including those
relating to priority and title registration. However, there
is still need for enhanced supervision and enforcement of
compliance by the BoG; sustained education and creating
awareness among key actors in the judiciary and other law
enforcement agencies; public education on the implications
of buying assets that have lien over them; as well as the
development of a secondary market for disposal of assets.

for their ability to access third-party financing. Factors
impacting SME access to finance include the limited
adoption of accepted corporate governance practices, a
weak capacity to develop business plans, and inadequate
maintenance of financial records and ability to generate
financial statements. The limited capacity in these areas
constrains SME access to credit from formal providers and
explains why SMEs largely resort to informal sources of
finance from family and friends or informal providers, often
characterized by short maturities and very high interest
rates.
A strong credit infratructure is important in enhancing
access to credit. While progress has been made in setting
up credit reference bureaus and the collateral registry, the
full potential of these reforms is yet to be realised:
The Credit Reporting Act, 2007 (Act 726) was enacted
to provide a framework for credit reporting. Data
submission to the three credit reference bureaus has seen
improvement, with 24 banks submitting data consistently
for 2018, up from 17 banks in 2017. Inquiries conducted by
financial institutions on prospective borrowers increased
by 23 percent in 2018. However, challenges include the
tendency of partial reporting by financial institutions,
the poor reliability of submitted data, a lack of reliability
regarding timely data submissions, weak expertise and
technology, and poor integration of data sources. These
challenges point to a broader lack of appreciation of the
benefits of an effective credit reference system.

Following the restructuring of the banking sector, some
financial institutions are committed to fostering the
opportunity offered by the SME sector, while others
remain very cautious with respect to SME financing.
The history of a very high system-wide NPL ratio still
induces many financial institutions to prefer investment in
less risky instruments. Altogether, it is doubtful whether
there has been any significant reversal of the sharp decline
in the overall level of domestic credit provided by banks to
the private sector, which fell from 15.7 percent of GDP in
2015 to 12.4 percent in 2019.

Strengthening the credit referencing system will revolve
around the adoption of a common and intergrated credit
information database, completion of the onging national
identification registration exercise and expansion in the
scope of data assembled by the bureaus. It is recommended
to establish an institution responsible for collecting data,
for quality control and oversight as well as regular updates
of the assembled data. This institution is envisaged to be
commonly owned and managed by the credit bureaus and
to be supported by the BoG, which, it is suggested, will
provide a contribution towards its initial capitalization. In
the interim, incentives should be introduced to motivate
compliance by all financial institutions, for example only
compliant institutions should participate in the proposed
enterprise credit schemes. Once the common data-base
is established, three credit bureaus, rather than competing
on having access to credit data, would then be in a position
to devote their efforts to competing on data processing
and analysis, such as supporting the introduction of creditscoring methodologies.

5

World Bank Enterprise Survey, 2013.

6

Bank of Ghana 2019 Annual Report.
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The most prominent of ongoing initiatives sponsored
by the Government to support the development of
SME finance is the establishment of a new National
Development Bank (NDB). On the whole, the outcomes
of earlier experiences have been quite disappointing.
Development banks are frequently associated with
subsidized funding and making sizeable demands on
fiscal commitments, resulting in distorted incentives and
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very little to show in the form of sustained development
of the financial sector. Lessons from experience in other
countries suggest how important it is to:

including their limited and inadequate knowledge of the
equity market; and the changes required to strengthen their
governance practices, combined with their limited appetite
to operate as publicly-traded companies in accordance
with the requirements demanded by larger groups of
shareholders. Other challenges relate to the structural
weaknesses of these small exchanges, such as limited
liquidity and a shallow investor base. For many institutional
investors, issuances made by SMEs are too small and lack
the liquidity, reputation, access to information, governance,
and risk profile they need. Retail investors can be scared
off by the potential risks of investing in SMEs.

Establish a clear, well-defined mandate for the NDB: a
strong case can be made for establishing the development
bank as a wholesale-only financial institution with a
sector-specific mandate, and with the requirement that
the activities of the bank are financially self-sustainable.
However, there are already signs that the mandate of
the NDB may be diluted due to multiple objectives of the
Government.
Ensure strong corporate governance with a strong
representation of non-government equity owners;
the recruitment of professionally qualified board and
management; and strong requirements regarding
transparency and accountability as well as the supervision
of the NDB.

The corporate bond market is still nascent, with a
very limited number of issuers. As of 31 March 2019,
corporate bonds were valued at about GHS7.3 billion
(US$1.5 billion), which is small compared to outstanding
government bonds of GHS63 billion (US$13 billion). Out
of the total corporate bond capitalization, the governmentsponsored special-purpose vehicle ESLA plc7 accounts for
about 90% of the issuances. Among the reasons for the
lack of issuer interest are the reluctance of private issuers
to be subjected to the high demands for transparency,
relatively high transaction costs (compared to borrowing
from a bank), the lack of clear guidelines on corporate
bond issuance, the lack of a liquid benchmark treasury
yield curve, a limited investor base, and the lack of
independent credit ratings of potential issuers undertaken
according to internationally-recognized best standards. In
addition, there are several factors that help to explain the
absence of banks from the corporate bond market: first,
the fragmented and weak regulatory framework involving
approval processes both from the BoG and the Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC); combined with, second,
the high cost of bond issuance, at 200bp to 300bp above
the government yield curve.

Ensure that funding provided by the NDB in the form
of credit lines to the participating banks takes place at
market-conforming rates of interest, reflecting the cost
of funding on the Ghanaian cedi corporate bond market.
The purpose is to ensure consistency with the mandate of
the NDB regarding achieving financial sustainability. Here
it will be important to prepare for consultative discussions
with participating financial intermediaries about the level
of interest rates charged and the cost advantages of
borrowing—particularly in the form of the longer maturity
of NDB funding relative to other sources of funding.
Structure the proposed credit guarantee products to be
provided by the NDB so that the income at a minimum
preserves the value (in real terms after inflation) of
the capital invested in the guarantee fund so that the
guarantee product will have meaningful and sustained
impact on the banks’ willingness to lend to SMEs.

The Ghanaian authorities have for a while been keen to
promote private equity as a source of financing SMEs,
which has led to the creation of Venture Capital Trust
Fund (VCTF). Since its establishment in 2004, the VCTF
co-invested largely alongside banks US$17 million in
five funds, which in turn invested in roughly 50 portfolio
companies. The VCTF faced a number of structural
challenges, such as currency risk, lack of fund management
expertise among private equity (PE) and venture capital
(VC) fund general partners. Additionally, owners of SMEs
were not knowledgeable about private equity markets and
reluctant to dilute their ownership or cede control coupled
with other internal policies and procedures. Lessons learnt
from Ghana’s experience with the VCTF are:

Capital markets and private equity have played a limited
role in SME financing. The Ghana Stock Exchange (GSE)
has faced challenges such as low liquidity due to trading
concentrated in a few blue-chip stocks. These are mostly
from the financial sector, with the top five companies
accounting for 89.5 percent of the total market capitalization
(end of 2019). The Ghana Alternative Exchange (GAX) was
launched in 2013 as a parallel market focused on SMEs,
with potential for growth. But despite the incentives to
simplify companies listing, the GAX has faced challenges
in attracting new issuers, and so far, there are only five
listings. These relatively modest results can be attributed
to: the challenges faced in attracting SMEs to the market,

7

The difficulty in adapting the PE model to focus on

ESLA plc is a special purpose vehicle incorporated as a public limited liability company to issue long-term bonds to resolve energy sector debts due to banks and trade creditors. The securities issued are backed by a component of the Energy Sector Levy Act (ESLA) receivables which
has been assigned to the company for the settlement of coupons and principal repayments arising under the securities that are issued. URL:
https://www.eslaplc.com.
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SMEs, given that costs are much higher per dollar invested
when a PE/VC fund invests in a multitude of SMEs than
when investing in a smaller number of somewhat larger
enterprises;

a mechanism by which receivables are registered and can
be closely monitored, and a special purpose vehicle can
issue notes to capital market investors against the pool
of assembled receivables (similar to Cofina’s funding of
SMEs in Senegal and Côte d’Ivoire).

The realization that subordinated debt is likely to be a
more suitable financing vehicle than traditional equity,
because (i) investments are self-liquidating and offer a
regular income provided by longer-term debt funding;
(ii) SME owners retain their equity and are not required
to share the upside on the equity they have built in their
enterprises; (iii) the fund provides a regular income stream
for investors that is quite similar to fixed income securities;
and (iv) the regular income stream associated with shares
in subordinated debt funds encourages investment by
institutional investors.

Using reverse factoring as the means for building
supply-chain finance: the factoring institution purchases
accounts receivables, but only when accounts receivables
are due from well-regarded larger firms. In this
arrangement, credit information needs are considerably
reduced by focusing on large firms purchasing goods from
a number of smaller suppliers. Reverse factoring is a means
for creditworthy buyers to facilitate favourable financing
options for their suppliers. Such platforms function well in
Peru and Mexico.

The magnitude of the challenges involved in establishing
a locally domiciled PE industry in the context of an
emerging market where professional legal, accounting and
regulatory capacity is limited and overall familiarity with
PE is quite low.

Reverse-factoring platforms reduce reliance on bank
financing, which supports greater competition in the
provision of credit, thus putting pressure on bank margins
and encouraging innovation. It would be possible to include
the establishment of a reverse-factoring platform among
the product-lines to be implemented by the proposed
National Development Bank of Ghana. This would be
consistent with the NDB’s mandate of supporting SME
access to finance.

Considering the challenges in the issuance of equity
or corporate bonds, asset-based lending based on
collateral in the form of receivables could be explored.
Among available options are:
Securitization of accounts receivables to form the basis
for funding of SMEs. This could be available to those
SMEs that can provide security in the form of receivables
to facilitate the issuance of short-term paper that can
be issued using a revolving pool of small enterprise
receivables as collateral. To achieve this, there needs to be
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Summary of recommendations
Issues

Actions

Preconditions

Macro-economic & policy
1

Government debt crowds
out credit to the private
sector

Pursue fiscal consolidation

GoG commitment to sustained
fiscal consolidation

2

Costs and delays related to
foreclosing on immovable
collateral

Revise Borrowers and Lenders Act and
strengthen compliance

GoG commitment to legal reform,
and strengthening of the judiciary

3

High risk premiums due to
elevated system wide NPL
ratio

Significantly strengthen the governance of
banks and non-banking financial institutions (NBFIs) to enhance credit risk management

Strengthen BoG supervisory
capacity Avoid re-emergence of
SOE arrears

4

Low utilization of credit
bureaus and appreciation of
benefits of credit reference
system

Strengthen credit bureau coverage by
reviewing the scope of reporting requirements, streamlining processes and
reducing compliance costs, incentivizing
compliant institutions

BoG to invest seed-capital in
integrated database commonly
owned by credit bureaus;completion of national identification
registration system

Demand side
5

Absence of up-to-date reliable data on SME financing
needs

Launch a nationwide exercise to size and
map SME financing needs

Unique, clear and consistent
definition / classification of SMEs
enforced by BoG for reporting,
monitoring and evaluation purposes

6

SME limited capacity characterized by lack of awareness
and poor accounting and
governance practices

Increase awareness /financial literacy in
partnership with Chamber of Commerce,
Association of Ghanaian Industries, BoG
and financial services institutions Pursue,
support and increase provision of business
development services for SMEs

Partnership between financial
institutions, private sector /SME
associations and BoG Provision
of business development services
at reasonable cost coupled with
willingness of SMEs to adopt
good practices

Supply side
7

Institutional framework
required to establish the
envisaged National Development Bank (NDB)

8

Constrained availability of
NDB to offer financial intermediaries longlonger-term funding for SME term funding raised through the issuance
investment
of domestic bonds

9

Limited success of VCTF’s
efforts to support development of local PE industry

NDB to be financially self-sustainable, with
clear mandate as a wholesale-only institution and strong private sector governance

GoG to take an “arms-length”
approach to the management of
the NDB
Dependent on strong macroeconomic management: sustained
low interest rates on benchmark
Treasury securities

NDB to introduce risk sharing facility as
a catalyst to enhance lending to SMEs by
qualifying banks and other financial intermediaries.

Risk-sharing facility to be established as fully financial self-sustaining

Using security in the form of SME receivables as the basis for easing financing
constraints: Issue corporate bonds backed
by securitization of SME receivables as
collateral. Consider establishing a reverse
factoring platform possibly hosted by the
NDB

To enhance the adoption of
receivables financing providing
encouragement to the formalization of SMEs will be important

Focus on supporting development of
subordinated debt as an instrument to
Long-Term Finance 72
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support SME development

Business development services
to foster development of SMEs
and familiarity with subordinated
debt financing
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Macroeconomic challenges
A. Benefits to be gained by reducing the
issuance of government debt

part of the banks’ remaining assets. Returns on banks’
investments in securities accounted for 43.8 percent of
bank income, while loans accounted for 37.3 percent of
bank income, confirming banks’ reliance on income from
their holding of government securities8. Significant growth
in the banks’ holdings of long-term securities in recent
years was due to the issuance of government bonds to
finance the recapitalization of two defunct banks taken
over by GCB Bank, a large commercial bank, and the seven
banks acquired by Consolidated Bank Ghana (CBG).

Government debt crowding out credit to the private
sector is one of the major obstacles to enterprise access to
long-term finance (LTF). Banks and institutional investors
prefer to invest in “risk-free” government securities
rather than deploy capital to private sector companies
and projects. In fact, Ghanaian banks’ investments in
government securities account for a larger proportion
of their asset base and their income than their lending
to the private sector. As of end-March 2020, bank net
advances accounted for 29.4 percent of bank assets, while
banks’ investment in bills and securities, predominantly
government securities, was equivalent to 38.9 percent of
their assets with cash balances accounting for the larger

Fiscal data suggest that government borrowing is a
significant factor discouraging banks from allocating
a larger share of their asset base to lending activities.
Together, the Bank of Ghana and commercial banks
owned 44.3 percent of government debt, estimated at
GHS105.358 billion at the end of 2019 (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Domestic debt bondholders (March 2020)99

Bank of Ghana
15,3%

Forein
investors
25.3%

SSNIT 0.4%

Banks 30%
Insurance
companies
0,5%

Others 28,1%

Source: MOF 2019 annual public debt report
The growth in domestic government debt is of a similar
magnitude or larger than the overall growth of banks’
assets—another signal that crowding out is taking
place. In recent years, the annual growth of domestic
government debt has outpaced banks’ asset growth,
while the stock of debt is equivalent to 80 percent of total
banks’ assets. At the same time, government debt was
estimated to constitute more than 25 percent of banks’

8

Source: Bank of Ghana, Banking Sector Report, March 2020.

9

Source: MOF 2019 annual public debt report.
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assets in 2019 (see Figure 2). Before this time, one factor
containing banks’ purchases of government securities was
the increasing participation of foreign investors, which rose
from 17 percent in 2015 to 38 percent in 2017. But more
recently, the share of securities held by foreign investors
has gradually declined, falling to 20 percent as of the end
of June 2020.
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Figure 2: Domestic debt over banks’ assets10
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The high level of interest rates also contributes to crowding out. Both high monetary policy rates and yields on
government securities contribute towards making lending
and investment in assets other than government securities unattractive. While high monetary policy interest rates
may be necessary in order to contain inflationary pressures, they create a high floor for returns on low-risk investments. This high level of interest rates on “risk-free”
assets pushes interest rates and return expectations in
the economy to high levels that debtors can ill afford. This
dampens both the corporate sector’s demand for credit
and the supply of credit, due to credit risk management
considerations on the part of the banks.

2019

Ghanaian firms of all sizes lack access to term finance
and face high borrowing costs. Mirroring the decline in
the monetary policy rates in recent years, banks’ average
nominal lending rate has declined to 21.4 percent in August 20209. The spread between the average lending rate
and the 3-month average deposit rate at 9.9 percent has
fallen reflecting the impact of the cost relief provided to
banks in conjunction with the authorities’ bank restructuring efforts (Table 3). Nonetheless, at nominal interest
rates above 20 percent and real rates of interest around 11
percent11 , sponsors of projects with long gestation periods
and low initial financial returns, such as those investing in
industrial projects, are unlikely to find funding made available by banks to be attractive.

Table 3: Interest rates and spreads
2014

2015

2016 2017

2018

2019

2020*

Monetary Policy rate

21.0

26.0

25.5

20.0

17.0

16.0

14.5

Interbank rate

23.9

25.3

25.2

19.3

16.1

15.2

13.6

91-Day treasury bill rate

23.9

23.1

16.8

13.3

14.6

14.7

14.0

182-Day treasury bill rate

26.4

24.4

18.5

13.8

15.0

15.2

Interest Rate (%)

364-Day treasury bill rate

17.9

1-year treasury note rate

22.5

22.8

21.5

15.0

15.0

na

2-year treasury note rate

23.0

23.3

22.5

17.5

19.5

21.0

Average lending rate

29.0

27.5

28.1

26.2

24.0

23.6

21.4

3-months average deposit rate

13.9

13.0

13.0

13.0

11.5

11.5

11.5

lending deposit rate spread

15.1

14.5

18.2

16.3

15.4

12.1

9.9

*August
Source: Bank of Ghana, 2019 Annual Report and Bank of Ghana, Monetary Policy Report, September 2020.

10

Ibid.

11

During the year August 2019 to August 2020 inflation rose from 7.8% to 10.5%.
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Anecdotal information confirms the crowding out
problem. Statements by asset managers and bankers
confirm the perception that government borrowing at high
interest rates is discouraging investment in riskier, usually
less liquid, instruments and lending to sectors other than
high quality corporations. The overall risk perception
of asset managers, which is partially a reflection of the
situation in the banking sector (with several recent rounds
of recapitalization), plus the high yields of government
debt clearly favours investment in government paper.

reaching 15.7 percent of gross loans as of end-June 2020.
The burden of NPLs still takes a large toll on the bank
earnings and the economy. Conversely, fully sanitizing
banks’ balance sheets is likely to have a strong impact on
revitalizing lending to the economy due to reduced overall
asset risk and improved bank solvency.
NPL levels continue to increase the cost of capital for
enterprises. Bankers and fund managers interviewed
noted Ghanaian firms’ poor track record and habits related
to repaying loans. Bankers also complained about the
costs and delays related to collection and litigation given
the limitation of the judicial system. As a result, most
institutions either refrain from lending to SMEs or apply
significant risk premiums, thus contributing to the high
average lending rate of 21.4 percent14. This situation
creates a vicious cycle in which the cost of capital becomes
prohibitive for most SMEs, good firms limit their use of
debt financing, and the ones which do eventually obtain
financing struggle to honour their obligations— further
limiting banks’ appetite to lend to SMEs.

Implications of the crowding out situation for the
economy are important. As more capital is lent to the
government, less credit is available for the private sector
to grow, reducing overall potential GDP growth and
possible job creation. This reduced availability of capital
is evidenced by the falling proportion of loans, net of
loan loss provisions, over banks’ assets in the last few
years, falling from 43 percent in June 2016 to just 30.1
percent in October 201912 . As discussed below, SMEs
are particularly affected by the lack of financing for private
sector investment in Ghana.

While for years, banks’ lending to state-owned
enterprises (SOEs), particularly in the energy sector,
compounded this issue, NPLs arising from banks’
private sector lending portfolio have become the main
driver. The energy- related SOE debt was known to be a
critical factor behind the high system-wide NPL ratio. In
recent years this situation has changed, as the Government
has continued to honour its payment arrangements. In
February 2020, the private sector, rather than SOEs,
accounted for 97.3 percent of the industry’s NPLs.
Ghanaian private enterprises accounted for 83.4 percent
of total NPLs15. This trend underlines the need to address
structural issues in enterprise finance in Ghana. Given the
high NPL ratio in the private sector—which most recent
data suggest is rising again (June 2020 15.7 percent)
despite the restructuring efforts undertaken in recent
years—banks are reluctant to increase their exposure to
the SME sector, particularly their extension of longer-term
investment loans.

B. The importance of addressing the high
level of system-wide NPLs
The average NPL ratio has declined as the Government
of Ghana and the Bank of Ghana (BoG) pursue the
implementation of the NPL reduction strategy. The
stock of non-performing loans (NPLs) in the banking
industry declined from GHS8.74 billion in June 2018 to
GHS6.99 billion in June 2019, representing a 20.0 percent
contraction compared with a 9.7 percent growth a year
earlier. As of March 2020 NPLs were estimated at GHS6.5
billion.13
Nonetheless, the overall level of NPLs remains relatively
high. The system wide NPL ratio declined steadily since its
peak of 22.6 percent in March 2018 to reach 13.9 percent
at end-2019, supported by the adoption of BoG’s NPL
resolution plan.. However, under the immediate impact of
the Covid-19 crisis, NPLs again began to rise very quickly,

12

Source: Bank of Ghana, Banking Sector Report, November 2019.

13

Source: Bank of Ghana, Banking Sector Report, May 2020

14

August, 2020.

15

The remaining private sector NPLs were attributable to households and ‘others’. Source: Bank of Ghana, banking Sector Report, March 2020.
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The demand for long-term enterprise finance
A. Assessing the financing needs of the enterprise sector

are small and medium-sized enterprises, and 0.4 percent
are large firms (see Table 1). Second, SMEs are important
drivers of growth and employment, but their number and
size remain small, partly because they can only access
short-term and often high-cost informal funding to finance
their investment needs. Third, financial sector players tend
to focus on large firms in providing both short- and longterm financing, leaving the lion’s share of the Ghanaian enterprises underserved. According to a study by the World
Bank, only around 15% of Ghanaian SMEs get bank support.17

Despite their significant potential to drive economic
growth and job creation, SMEs in Ghana are held back
by their limited access to finance. In exploring specific
challenges related to enterprises’ access to long-term
finance, three factors explain the focus of chapter on
SMEs. First, as expected, most Ghanaian firms are small:
a census conducted in 2015 by Ghana Statistical Services
estimated that there were 638,144 businesses in Ghana16
, of which 79.8 percent are micro businesses, 19.8 percent
Table 1: Ghana private sector pyramid
Size

Total number

Percent (%)

Micro

509,033

79.8

Small

117,239

18.4

Medium

9,333

1. 5

Large

2,539

0.4

Total

638,144

100

Source: (Ghana Statistical Service, 2015 Integrated Establishment Survey)

The first challenge in assessing enterprise demand for
funding is to define common and relevant thresholds for
small, medium and large enterprises. In Ghana, a shared
and commonly accepted definition does not exist, even
though the definition of the National Board for Small Scale
Industries (NBSSI) is quite broadly accepted. The Ghana

16

Ghana Statistical Service, 2015 Integrated Establishment Survey.

17

World Bank Enterprise Survey, 2013.
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Statistical Services, Ghana Revenue Authority, and the
commercial banks themselves have different definitions
based on different criteria and/or different thresholds. This
study adopts the definition used by the Ghana Statistical
Services, which is similar to the definition provided by
NBSSI (see Box 1).
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Box 1: SMEs in Ghana: multiple definitions
In its Business Establishment Survey (2015) the Ghana Statistical Services used the following thresholds
reflecting total number of employees as the basis for its classifications18:

•
•
•
•

Large:
Medium:
Small:
Micro:

Over 100
Between 31 and 100
Between 6 and 31
Less than 5

Ghana Revenue Agency classifies firms according to annual turnover19:
• Large: Taxpayers with annual turnover of more than GHC50m are categorized as large taxpayers
and refer to the Large Taxpayer Office (LTO).

•

Medium: Taxpayers with annual turnover of more than GHC90, 000 but up to GHC50m20 are classi-

•

Small: businesses with a turnover of up to GHC90, 000 are designated as small taxpayers and refer
to the Small Taxpayer Offices (STO).

fied as medium taxpayers and refer to the Medium Taxpayer Offices (MTO).

• According to the Venture Capital Fund Act 2004 (Act 680) in Ghana, an SME is an industry,

project, undertaking or economic activity which employs not more than 100 people and whose total
asset base, excluding land and building, does not exceed the cedi equivalent of $1 million in value.

• The National Board for Small Scale Industries (NBSSI) classifies micro and small enterprises as

those enterprises employing 29 or fewer workers. Micro enterprises are those that employ between
1-5 people with fixed assets not exceeding USD 10,000 excluding land and building. Small enterprises employ between 6 and 29 or have fixed assets not exceeding USD 100,000 excluding land
and building21 . The National Board for Small Scale industries (NBSSI) further classified enterprises
as follows: Micro enterprise: less than 5 employees; Small enterprise (6 – 29) employees; Medium
enterprise (30 – 99) employees; and Large enterprise (100 and more) employees.

• Commercial Banks use “in-house” segmentation, and the Bank of Ghana indicated in interviews
that it is currently working on a common definition.

18

Ghana Statistical Service, 2015 Integrated Establishment Survey

19

https://gra.gov.gh/index.php/about-us/

20

The Commissioner General confirmed to the mission that the threshold for large enterprises had been recently raised from GHC5million to
GHC 50million.

21

http://www.eajournals.org/wp-content/uploads/Micro-and-Small-Scale-Enterprises-Development-in-Ghana1.pdf
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The lack of clarity about the definition of SMEs hinders the potential for designing policies to address
SME challenges relating to growth, competitiveness
and access to finance. The Ministry of Trade and Industry confirmed that a document clarifying the definition of
SMEs is currently under preparation. The implementation
of a commonly accepted definition will certainly facilitate

policy formulation as well as the monitoring and evaluation of enterprises’ access to long-term finance.
While estimates vary, the SME financing needs in Ghana were estimated by IFC at 13 percent of GDP in 2017.
Table 2 presents a cross-country comparison between
Ghana and comparator countries, Côte d’Ivoire and Kenya.

Table 2: SME finance gap in Ghana, Côte d’Ivoire and Kenya22

Ghana
Côte
d’Ivoire
Kenya

Estimated # of
SMEs

Current Supply US$
billion

SME Finance Gap
US$ billion

SME Finance Gap/GDP Percent
(%)

26 ,190

2.7

4.9

13

203, 491

1.4

2.3

7

1, 560 ,500

3.8

19.3

30

Table 2 highlights the challenge of measuring the SME Finance Gap, using baselines derived from estimates developed by the latest Enterprise Surveys. It is difficult to imagine that Côte d’Ivoire has close to 8 times as many SMEs
as Ghana. The data also differ substantially from data assembled by the Ghana Revenue Authority, which recorded
49,796 taxpaying small and medium enterprises in 2018.

ted by the Ghana Statistical Service estimates that 9 in 10
firms in Ghana are informal24. As in other developing countries, financial institutions are—understandably—reluctant
to lend to informal businesses because of the large asymmetry of information: compared to formal enterprises, informal ones tend to lack financial records, a credit history,
and even basic know-your-customer information, such as
a registered business address and the owner’s identification document. A significant portion of Ghanaian SMEs are
therefore de facto excluded from formal sources of financing from banks and increasing enterprise access to longterm finance is likely to depend on scaling up efforts to
increase the level of formalization of SMEs.

Measuring SME demand for funding can best be achieved by collecting primary data on the size and geographical location of SMEs, drawing on a nationwide, representative sample of SMEs. To more accurately assess
the financing needs of SMEs in Côte d’Ivoire, a study was
carried out based on a representative sample of 4,212
both formal and informal SMEs as identified by Ivorian tax
authorities23. The funding needs of formal SMEs were estimated at FCFA 3,574 billion or USD 6.2 billion. The study
also mapped specific obstacles to enterprise access to finance as well as ways in which these obstacles might be
resolved. This information provided a useful evidence base
for creating consensus to inform reform actions.

Beyond formalization, major obstacles to enterprise access to long-term finance relate to limited awareness,
non-conducive mindset and habits, poor book-keeping
and governance practices and lack of collateral. In the
absence of comprehensive survey data, the diagnostic
in Box 2 builds on previous studies as well as interviews
conducted with financial institutions, private equity managers, private sector apex organizations and incubators
and accelerators. All these factors result in poor incentives
of the financial sector, especially banks, to serve the SME
segment when compared to large companies and the government.

B. Informality, lack of capacity, and poor
accounting and governance practices
The low level of formalization of the Ghanaian enterprise sector constitutes a major challenge to SMEs in
accessing long-term finance. The 2015 census conduc-

22

SME Finance Gap, Assessment of the shortfalls & opportunities in financing SME in Emerging markets, World Bank Group, 2017.

23

Données Pour La Croissance 2016: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UBjjDfA71vItNuLLmfqtmXJDPg0M4cZ_/view

24

The census adopts the following definition of formality: “Formal establishment are those registered with The Registrar General’s Department
and keep formal accounts while informal establishments are those which do not keep formal accounts and are not registered with the Registrar General”.
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Box 2: Major obstacles faced by SMEs in
accessing long-term finance
• Limited awareness: Firms and entrepre-

neurs, particularly SMEs, often have limited
knowledge and awareness of “traditional” financial instruments provided by commercial
banks. Similarly, SMEs tend to have even less
knowledge of non-traditional financial instruments such as leasing or equity investments,
probably due to the limited number of providers in these categories.

• Reluctance to incur debt and/or surrender

control (equity stakes): Bankers and private
equity managers also highlighted poor business practices and unwillingness to live up
to obligations incurred on the part of SMEs.
Several credit and investments professionals
highlighted systemic debt repayments challenges as well as challenges related to giving up
control in the case of equity investments.

• Poor bookkeeping and governance practices:

One of the most common reasons hindering
SME access to finance is poor bookkeeping
practices combined with the lack of prepared
accounts. SME accounting records prepared
by sole-owners/family businesses are either
non-existent or are largely considered to be
unreliable by financial institutions.

• The lack of collateral: The lack of appropriate

collateral also limits SMEs’ access to finance
and contributes to increasing the risk premium
and thereby the cost of financing. While the use
of the collateral registry and the registration of
moveable assets has increased, the challenges
related to availability of immovable collateral
to SMEs and foreclosing on immovable collaterals continue to hinder enterprise access to
medium term financing.

• The lack of trust in the financial system: Trust
and confidence, albeit somewhat subjective
measures, are important foundations of sound
and efficient financial systems. Ghana’s financial system seems caught in a vicious circle,
where financial institutions lack trust in their
enterprise clients, but enterprises also have limited confidence in the financial system.
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Creditor rights and credit information
A. Strengthening creditor rights by reducing
the costs and delays associated with foreclosing on collateral

credit agreements, including by providing access to outof-court settlement of security interests: when taking possession of property that is subject to a security interest,
the lender was no longer obliged to initiate proceedings in
court to enforce the right of possession as earlier required
in the event of a default. Nonetheless the value of collateral could still be compromised through resistance by the
borrower to the issuance of the CR 726 in which the law
enforcement agencies and courts will get involved.

The Collateral Registry was established under the Borrowers and Lenders Act, 2008 [Act 773] to register collateral and liens against collateral, thereby creating security
against which credit can be provided. In addition to registering collateral, the Registry provides information on the
existence of liens between lenders and borrowers as they
relate to movable and immovable collateral. The vision of
the Registry is to assist in enhancing the credit delivery
system through the provision of efficient collateral registry
services, thereby playing a key role in facilitating access to
credit25 .

There has been significant recent growth in the registration of collateral in terms of the number of assets
registered. Security interests registered in 2019 totalled
96,148, compared to 82,302 in 2018, representing an annual increase of 16.8 per cent27 . A total of 239,705 assets of borrowers were encumbered, an annual increase of
6.7 percent and with movable assets accounting for 88.2
percent of total assets registered28. According to the Collateral Registry, increased collateral registration has translated into increased financing29. Nonetheless, the limited
proportion of registered immovable assets indicates that
the impact of the collateral registry on long-term finance
is likely to have been limited. In addition, even if the distinction between SMEs and individuals may not be water-tight (as some borrowing by individuals may in effect
be used to fund SMEs), according to data published by the
BoG in 2018, 84 percent of registered collateral was in the

The enactment of the Borrowers and Lenders Act 2008
[ACT 773] and the establishment of the Collateral Registry by the Bank of Ghana lays the foundation of a secured transaction regime. This encompasses the creation,
perfection, priority and enforcement of security interest on
both movable and immovable property. The Borrowers
and Lenders Act sought to improve standards of disclosure of information-sharing by borrowers and lenders and
to prohibit certain credit practices in addition to promoting
a consistent credit enforcement framework. Thus, the Act
significantly improved the rights of creditors in enforcing

Table 3: Collateral registry searches and number of registered securities30
Indicators(%)

2017

2018

2019

Registred security Interest

57,509

82,302

96,148

Searches Conducted

25,049

36,889

48,086

Collaterals

171,551

224,583

239,705

231

168

N.A

Realization Without Court Order

Registred Security Interests

% shares

Individuals

68,969

83.8

SMEs

9,053

11.0

Associations/Unions

1,399

1.7

82

0.1

2,798

3.4

82,302

100.0

Government Institutions
Other Institutions
Total

26

CR7 is a legal document issued by the collateral registry, granting a lender the right to have access to registered collateral so the lender would be
able to pay off defaulted loans using the realized value of the collateral.

27

NBFIs dominated registrations with 58,046 (70%) of security interests. Bank of Ghana 2019 Annual Report.

28

Bank of Ghana 2019 Annual Report.

29

Based on interviews during the team’s mission in June 2019.

30

Bank of Ghana, Annual Report, 2019. The breakdown of registered security by pledgee is only available as of 2018.
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form of assets pledged by individuals to secure loans, and
only 11 percent were pledged by SMEs. Altogether there
would seem to be plenty of potential for strengthening the

adoption of collateral as security for longer-term credit by
SMEs.

Table 5: Lending institutions and number of registered security interests31
Lending Institutions

Registred Security Interests

% shares

NBFIs

58,046

70.53

RCBs

9,498

11.54

Banks

7,583

9.21

MFIs

5,765

7.00

Micro-Credits Companies

1,260

1.53

Non-Resident Foreign Bank

76

0.09

Ivestiment Firms

39

0.05

Financial NGO’s

21

0.03

Insurance Firms

2

0.00

Other Companies

12

0.01

82,302

100.00

Total

•

Challenges facing the development of Ghana’s collateral registry and the potential impact of the collateral
registry on long-term financing include: the time taken
in perfecting titles to landed properties, the cost and
delay of realizing collaterals, the absence of a well-organized secondary market for asset disposal, and the
weak judicial enforcement framework. Immovable assets represent only a marginal portion of registered collateral (4.3 percent). Financial insitutions indicated that
the costs and delay of realizing collateral were prohibitive
and expressed doubts about the impact of the collateral
registry, given challenges associated with the judicial system. To date, the use of the credit registry is dominated by
NBFIs lending mainly against movable assets. Increasing
the registration of immovable assets (by those SMEs that
have them) as a way of increasing enterprise access to LTF
will require rebuilding the trust in the judicial system and
reducing transactions costs for enterprises to obtain land
titles.

•
•
•
•

While these weaknesses have been evident for some
time, the Law has recently undergone thorough review
with a view to facilitating a repeal. The intention is to
introduce a revised legal framework that will strengthen
the role of the Collateral Registry and the registration of
security interests in collateral, establish an order of priority
of security interests, and generally regulate transactions
between borrowers and lenders, as well as the effect of
these transactions on third parties.

Despite the establishment of the collateral registry, procedures for taking possession of collateral used to secure the
loans are reported to be time consuming, legally complex,
costly, and outcomes may be unpredictable. Among the
important factors explaining the limited uptake in the use
of immovable collateral are:

31

weak capacity of the law enforcement agencies and
the wider judicial system;
lenders’ frustration brought about by lengthy court
procedures and high legal fees;
the long period required to realize collateral in the
event of default by the borrower and absence of a
well-organized secondary market for asset disposal;
damage to the reputation of the collateral register, as
in some instances titles to immovable assets were not
perfected;
cultural norms: people do not like to buy forfeited assets.

In addition to fast-tracking the repeal of the Borrowers
and Lenders Act and enactment of a new legislation
framework to address the identified loopholes, the following actions will be necessary to enhance uptake in

CR7 is a legal document issued by the collateral registry, granting a lender the right to have access to registered collateral so the lender would be
able to pay off defaulted loans using the realized value of the collateral.
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the use of collateral:

•

•
•

•

from licensed credit bureaus before approval or refusal of
credit facilities to respective borrowers.

Enhanced supervision and enforcement of compliance
by the BoG. Oversight is provided by staff of the collateral registry through on-site reviews to assess compliance and penalties are applied in cases of transgression. The BoG needs to extend its capacity so that
oversight becomes more comprehensive so as to ensure a higher degree of compliance among all provider
categories;
Sustained education of the primary users (financial
institutions and SMEs);
Sustained education at all levels of the law enforcement agencies and judiciary, there is concern by some
financial institutions that education has only reached
the apex organizations of the police service and the
judiciary to the exclusion of those on the ground
who deal with day-to-day-enforcement issues, even
though the BoG explained that it focuses on all levels
and not just the apex;
General public education on the implications of buying
assets that have lien over them.

The level of coverage provided by the credit bureaus is
only partial. Section 24 of the Credit Reporting Act, 2007
(Act 726) requires financial institutions to submit data on
borrowers to credit reference bureaus within 72 hours of
entering into a credit agreement and update the status of
the loan on a monthly basis, and mandates all financial institutions to engage credit bureaus on a monthly basis and
conduct credit searches as and when required. However,
compliance is only partial. According to the BoG annual
report on credit referencing activity, submission of data by
banks has improved in recent years and as of end 2018,
all 24 banks submitted data consistently to all three credit
bureaus. Other sectors were characterized by varying degrees of non-compliance, both as regards the frequency of
data submissions and as to whether data was submitted at
all. For example, 26 rural and community banks submitted
data consistently in all months of 2018, while 16 rural and
community banks did not submit any data to any credit
bureau. Reporting by MFIs was similarly only partial: it is
particularly hard for MFIs to meet the credit bureaus’ reporting requirements, given the relatively large number of
very small borrowers. The cost of reporting is particularly
high for those institutions, especially MFIs and other BOG
licensed NBFIs, which do not have the requisite tools for
extracting data. The manually populated data submitted to
credit bureaus are susceptible to errors and partly account
for the poor quality and non-submission of data. The BoG
undertakes on-site examinations of selected banks to assess their compliance with the requirements of the Credit
Reporting Act and supports public education campaigns,
and this has led to the improvement of coverage recorded
in 2018 compared to 2017, but gaps in coverage still
persist. These gaps in reporting are unfortunate, as they
undermine the comprehensiveness of the available credit
data. They discourage usage by financial intermediaries.
Their impact on small borrowers eager to build their credit
histories so as to be able to graduate from being clients of
rural and community banks (RCBs) or MFIs to becoming
clients of banks is particularly unfortunate.

The World Bank identified, among other reasons ,the lack
of knowledge of the rudiments of asset-based lending,
a fragmented legal regime and local capacity as reasons
why banks and other financial institutions are hesitant to
use the Collateral Registry32. The issues relating to the
lack of knowledge and capacity are still relevant and require attention.

B. Importance of strengthening credit information-sharing
The Credit Reporting Act, 2007 (Act 726) was enacted
to provide a framework for credit reporting and other
related matters. The Act empowers the BoG to have overall supervisory and regulatory authority in all matters relating to credit reporting. The BoG therefore monitors the
operations of credit bureaus and financial institutions to
ensure compliance with prescribed standards and statutory requirements. This activity includes credit bureau licensing, data provider operations, data protection, dispute
resolution, submission of reports, application of sanctions
and other incidental matters33.

The highest proportion of credit bureau inquiries is
made by NBFIs undertaking payroll-based lending. A
total of 2,629,400 enquiries were made by financial institutions in the year 2018. This represents 18 percent increase compared to 2017. Credit bureau enquiries made
on individual borrowers totalled 2,504,147 representing
95 percent of total enquiries conducted in 2018, while business credit enquiries accounted for 5 percent of total enquiries. These usage numbers reflect the average monthly
submission data, whereby 3.8 percent of monthly submis-

The three licensed credit bureaus—XDS Data Limited,
Hudson Price Data Solutions Limited and Dun &
Bradstreet Credit Bureau Limited—provide the banking
sector with various credit referencing services to enhance the operations of the financial institutions. As
required by Act 726, all financial institutions licensed by
the BoG are to submit credit data and obtain credit reports

33

Bank of Ghana, Credit Referencing Activity, Annual Report, 2017
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sions (by number) refer to commercial loans. NBFIs, including savings and loans companies and finance houses, accounted for 59.7% of total enquiries, (see Table 6 below).
The high proportion of these inquiries can be attributed

to the high usage of credit information by payroll-based
(cash-flow based) lending institutions. Banks and RCBs
accounted for 28 percent and 8 percent of credit bureau
enquiries respectively in 2018.

Table 6: Number of credit bureau inquiries by sector
TOTAL

%

BANKS

739,765

28.13

NBFIS

1,569,032

RCBS

212,553

8.08

MFIS

85,997

3.27

OTHERS

22,052

0.84

TOTAL

2,629,400

100

59.67

Source: Bank of Ghana, Credit Referencing Activity, Annual Report, 2018.

As yet there does not appear to be direct evidence
that the existence and usage of the services of credit
bureaus is reducing the problem of NPLs on a systemwide basis. The three credit reference bureaus (CRBs)
charge for the services they offer. Fees for subscribing to
the services provided by the bureaus vary and are largely
negotiated. Given the nature of their client base with many
small borrowers, microfinance institutions are known to
have negotiated lower fees as a group so as to reduce the
cost of making credit enquiries. Although there are cases
where financial institutions report that the availability of
credit information has helped them to avoid making bad
credit decisions, the impact of the credit information on the
overall stability of the system has hitherto been limited.
There are a number of reasons for this:
•

•

•

Despite the initial success in terms of uptake in terms
of usage of the credit reporting system (particularly
by institutions undertaking payroll lending) and the
BoG’s initiatives to further regulate and supervise the
activities of the credit referencing system, the industry
is still confronted with significant challenges. These
include the poor reliability of submitted data, the lack of
reliability regarding the timeliness and coverage of data
submissions, weak expertise and technology, and poor
integration of data sources. Financial institutions are
required to subscribe to the services of at least one bureau
but are required to submit data to all three bureaus within
72 hours after granting a loan. While financial institutions
are required periodically to update changes in the status
of their borrowers, reporting by financial institutions is
less than fully compliant regarding the submission of
these updates. The causes of non-compliance are not only

Weak enforcement of reporting requirements leads
to incomprehensive coverage, and lack of timeliness
and reliability of data submissions. Incomprehensive
coverage compromises the objective of credit
information-sharing in preventing borrowers with
poor credit histories from applying for new loans;
An important factor contributing to weak usage of
credit information is poor integration of data sources,
as the three credit bureaus do not always share data
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they collect, so enquiring among different bureaus
becomes laborious and costly, and even these
efforts may turn out to be in vain when enforcement
of reporting requirements is weak and coverage is
incomplete; and
When reported, credit information may be unreliable,
as there is as yet no unique client identification system.
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Establishing unique borrower identification will also
be instrumental in ensuring that the credit information
system can become impactful, both as a source of
information for the individual financial institutions and
a system-wide basis influencing the overall level of loan
performance. Resources need to be devoted to making
sure that each borrower can be uniquely identified. There
is an ongoing process of establishing a unique national ID
registration process and assurances have been given by
the National Identification Authority that this process will
be completed by June 2020.

attributable to cost of submitting information, particularly
for smaller financial institutions with many borrowers. The
causes are more fundamental: there is a broader lack of
appreciation of the benefits of an effective credit reference
system. Non-adherence to the fundamental principle of
sharing data between the credit bureaus is symptomatic
of the lack of appreciation of the societal value of credit
information-sharing. In addition to weak compliance
regarding timely data submission there are cases of
inaccurate borrower information, such as records showing
borrowers having outstanding liabilities, even when they
have finished repayment.

The introduction of incentives that encourage compliance
with credit reference reporting requirements. Given that
the Bank of Ghana is aware of the low compliance with
credit reporting requirements, especially by RCBs and
MFIs, it may have to consider the carrot approach. For
example, with the recent announcement of an enterprise
credit scheme and various partial guarantee schemes, the
carrot would be only allowing institutions that adhere to
credit bureau requirements to participate in such schemes.

A strong case can be made for establishing one common,
fully-integrated credit information database. Data
shared by a financial institution with any particular credit
bureau needs to be shared among all the credit bureaus.
The current working arrangement among the three credit
reference bureaus has led to the unfortunate situation
where each bureau maintains its own independent
database for those financial institutions providing
that particular bureau with data. Given that financial
institutions are not obliged to subscribe to all three credit
bureaus, this gives rise to situations where the same client
data may not be available across all bureaus, as some
institutions do not comply timeously with the requirement
to share data. As a result, the bureaus compete around
assembling data from financial institutions rather than
on providing financial institutions with services analysing
the creditworthiness of their existing and potential
borrowers. While there are ongoing efforts to establish
a consolidated database, progress has stalled due to
ongoing debates about where the database should be
hosted. In addition, as yet, no efforts have been made to
expand the scope of data assembled by the bureaus to
include information provided by non-financial institutions,
such as retailers, utilities and telecoms, as well as to unify
and simplify reporting procedures and formats to improve
data consistency/quality. The most appropriate solution
would be to establish an institution, commonly owned
and managed by reporting institutions, which houses this
data and is responsible for quality control and for oversight
regarding regular updates. Given the initial investment
required in establishing the database, and the necessity
and social benefits associated with establishing a reliable
and regularly updated database, a strong case can be
made for initial capitalization support by the BoG. It would
then be the task of the three credit bureaus to compete
on data processing and analysis, and on supporting the
introduction of credit-scoring methodologies, rather than
on having access to the data that financial intermediaries
are required to report.
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Showcasing the benefits of credit referencing is likely
to motivate non-compliant financial institutions to
comply. The Bank of Ghana, together with compliant
financial institutions, would have to consider the practical
demonstration of benefits (such as faster credit processing
and lower interest rate) that accrue to financial institutions,
individuals and SMEs that comply with credit referencing.
Credit referencing to be treated as a “public good” if the
major reason for non-compliance remains cost. Knowing
the system-wide benefit of credit referencing, the Ministry
of Finance and Bank of Ghana may have to consider the
service as a public good and make arrangements with the
credit bureaus to “subsidize” part of the cost until a critical
mass with respect to numbers is reached. This will provide
the opportunity to the majority of enterprises in the micro
and small segment that deal with RCBs and MFIs to build
the needed credit history to increase their chances of
eventually accessing higher credit and long-term facilities
from banks. As suggested above, one way of doing this
would be to fund the process of establishing a consolidated
commonly accessible database that is available for the use
of the credit bureaus.
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Supply-side challenges
A. Limited willingness of banks to increase
their exposure to SME lending

ratio still induces many financial institutions to prefer investment in less risky instruments. PWC’s Ghana Banking
Survey 2019 indicated that, even though some banks are
willing to increase loans to private sector, “40% of bank
executives interviewed indicated they would rather invest
in government securities, especially treasury bills which
offer good returns at almost zero risk”35.

Following the restructuring of the banking sector, some
financial institutions are committed to fostering the
opportunity offered by the SME sector, while others
remain very cautious around SME financing. With the
revocation of the licences of 23 savings and loans companies and 7 finance houses in August 2019, the number of
savings and loan companies and finance houses regarded
to be in good standing has fallen to 23 and 11 respectively. It remains to be seen whether the surviving better
capitalized, albeit small financial institutions will be better
able to serve the needs of the SME sector going forward.
At the same time, however, some banks, such as Barclays
Bank, Stanbic Bank, Fidelity Bank and Ecobank are exploring different marketing strategies and products designed
to reach SMEs. These banks are known to be testing unsecured lending to SMEs up to a limit of GHS300,000 (equivalent to US$52,500) or larger loans on a case-by-case
basis. A number of these institutions are also offering credit products with a maturity of up to 7 years. However, it
has to be noted that these offerings are largely targeted
towards the highest notch of SMEs.

The PWC Banking Survey report also notes that with
the full implementation of the minimum capital directive, some bank executives have concluded that they
are now in a better position to partake in bigger ticket
transactions. Increased capital gives the banks the opportunity to do more “big-ticket” business, with 83% of bank
executives indicating that they will focus on income generating activities, including lending. However, some of them
indicated they will finance products such as government
syndicated loans, an indication that they may not be too
comfortable with focusing on SMEs.
On the overall contribution of banks to funding of the
private sector, recent data published by the BoG show
an annual growth of credit to the private sector of 14.0
percent in October 2019 and 18.3 percent as at end of
December 2019, compared with 11.4 percent for 2018.
The BoG‘s survey of credit conditions shows an easing in
the credit stance on loans to households but tightening of
the stance of banks when it comes to lending to enterprises. This is a sign that with NPLs still at 17.3 percent
in October 2019 banks are seeking to safeguard the quality of their loan portfolios, and while some financial institutions may be targeting SMEs, others remain cautious.
Altogether it is doubtful whether there has been any significant reversal of the sharp decline in the overall level
of domestic credit provided by banks to the private sector from 15.7 percent of GDP in 2015 to 12.4 percent in
2019, shown in Figure 436.

Some banks have indicated a willingness to enhance
their lending to SMEs. Barclays Bank Ghana, for example,
has indicated an interest in engaging in unsecured lending
to SMEs and, although it intends to be cautious in extending
its exposure, SME lending is regarded as a growth sector.
This strategy is confirmed by PWC’s Ghana Banking Survey 2019. According to the survey, Barclays Bank Ghana
Limited grew its net loans and advances by 23.6 percent
during 201834 —growth which is attributable to the bank’s
agenda of stimulating the contribution of Ghanaian SMEs
to economic growth. On the other hand, it is important
to note that the history of a very high system-wide NPL

34

This was more than double the system-wide increase in bank lending to the private sector in 2018, see discussion below.

35

Price Waterhouse Coopers, 2019, Banking reforms so far: topmost issues on the minds of bank CEOs, p.16. URL: https://www.pwc.com/gh/en/
assets/pdf/ghana-banking-survey-2019.pdf.

36

BoG statistics put private sector credit for 2019 at 12.9% of GDP.
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Figure 4: Private sector credit as percentage of GDP: Ghana and selected comparator countries
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Source: World Bank.

Understanding the underlying reasons for Ghana’s relatively disappointing performance in private sector credit
as a percentage of GDP, when compared to Kenya and
Côte d’Ivoire as shown in Figure 4, could be the subject
of further analysis. Some possible reasons for these disparities may relate to the following:

•

•
•
•

macroeconomic management, particularly relating to
the size and persistence of the Government’s deficit,
and the size and sustainability of the Government’s
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debt;
the extent of lingering solvency problems in the
banking system, a contingent fiscal liability, were
allowed to remain unaddressed;
the extent to which the Government has accumulated
other contingent liabilities, such as arrears to private
sector suppliers, not least the pension sector; and
the effectiveness of the Government’s actions in
addressing such arrears/contingencies.

in Ghana

Government initiatives to support the financing of SMEs
A. Establishment of the new National
Development Bank Mandate and governance
The most prominent of ongoing initiatives sponsored
by the Government to support the development of SME
finance is the establishment of a new National Development Bank (NDB). The proposal currently under discussion builds on experience with the Development Bank
of Nigeria (DBN), which has been operational since 2017.
Similar to current intentions in Ghana, the DBN has a mandate that specifically focuses on supporting the deepening
of the market for SME finance. Deliberations surrounding
the establishment of the new Ghanaian development bank
are already well advanced, as evidenced by the PWC study on the establishment of the NDB37 . Overall, the outcomes of earlier experiences have been quite disappointing,
with development banks being associated with subsidized
funding and making sizeable demands on fiscal commitments—resulting in distorted incentives and very little to
show in the form of sustained development of the financial
sector38.

o

Thus, in setting up a new development bank it is important to draw on the lengthy history of development
banking in Africa and elsewhere to highlight the importance of the following key considerations:

•

A clear mandate: the NDB needs to be established
with a clear, well-defined mandate:
o Wholesale-only financial institution: Rather than
substitute for or replace activities undertaken by
the private sector, the mandate of the NDB should
focus the bank on undertaking activities that complement the commercial skills of the private sector.
This is particularly important as regards assessing
credit risks, where the history of development
banks suggests that private financial institutions
are better skilled to assess and engage with private sector borrowers. Thus, a strong case can be
made for establishing the development bank as a
wholesale-only financial institution which relies on
private financial institutions to engage with private
sector borrowers.
o Sector-specific mandate: The borrowing needs of

•

different economic sectors differ, and specialized
capacity will be required to address these needs.
Thus, it is also advisable that the NDB be provided
with a sector-specific mandate, and in this case
the initial intention was to focus the NDB on financing of SMEs (similar to the case of DBN). Already
there are signs of mandate-creep, as the Government is seeking to extend the mandate of the NDB
to include non-SMEs in agribusiness, manufacturing and high value services, such as ICT.
Financially self-sustainable: Consistent with the
objective of stimulating activities of private sector
financial institutions, the interventions of the NDB
should be seen as catalytic, and—as mentioned
above—not as substituting activities of the private
sector. In order for this to be the case, the activities
of the NDB need to be financially self-sustainable
at least over the medium term, following the initial
introductory few years of its operations. If the development bank becomes reliant on government
subsidies, the financial products it funds are unlikely to be market-conforming. Therefore, rather
than stimulating the adoption of new products by
the private sector, the NDB may well end up supporting the introduction of products that fall away
as soon as the government’s subsidies dry up. The
mandate of the NDB should therefore rather require that innovations supported by the development bank be adopted broadly by the private sector and achieve scale.

Strong corporate governance will be essential to ensure that the NDB fulfils its mandate:
o Non-government equity-owners: Introducing
equity holders from outside the government will
be highly desirable. These could be impact investors sponsored by donors or development banks
sponsored by multilateral institutions or foreign
governments. While such equity owners may (at
least initially) only hold a minority stake in the NDB,
as is the case in the case of the DBN, they can perform an important role in sharing knowledge about
good governance practices, making sure that international governance practices are implemented,
and should the need arise, they can also act as

37

PWC/IMC Worldwide, Study on the Establishment of the Development Bank of Ghana, first draft report, July 2019.

38

For discussion of international experience relevant to Ghana see: World Bank, Nigeria Development Finance Study – Lessons from international
experience in designing the Development bank of Nigeria, September 2016.
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over the medium term, it will be important that the funding provided by the NDB to the banks takes place at
market-conforming rates of interest, reflecting the cost
of funding on the cedi corporate bond market 41. If the
NDB’s funding is to achieve scale, the NDB will eventually, once capital provided by the Government and donors
is deployed, become reliant on funding raised through the
issuance of corporate securities on the cedi market. However, due to the longer-term maturity of the funding it provides, even while operating on a market-conforming basis,
the NDB will be able to considerably reduce the liquidity
burden associated with bank borrowing by SMEs.

whistle-blowers.

o Recruitment of professionally qualified board and

o

B.

management: Rather than being directly involved
on the board and in the management of the NDB,
the Government should take a hands-off approach
to appointing senior officials responsible for the
oversight and management of the bank. Once the
terms of reference are established, including the
key performance indicators, for the members of the
Board and management, the recruitment of candidates for the board and management positions
can follow. This should be done by recruitment
consultants charged with the task of identifying
those interested individuals with the best suited
professional qualifications and experience39 .
Transparency and accountability: The NDB should
be required to produce quarterly and annual financial statements according to international financial
reporting standards (IFRS). The bank should also
be supervised according to prudential standards
for development finance institutions administered
by the Bank of Ghana. In reporting on outcomes to
outside stakeholders it will also be important that
the bank develops a robust monitoring and evaluation framework that measures results achieved
and explains the impact of the bank’s activities.

In order to reach the targeted SME sector, the NDB
could consider sponsoring the establishment of a factoring platform that will provide credit lines to factoring
companies. This arrangement that will require investment
in the needed infrastructure will support the establishment
of factoring companies to serve the needs of SMEs and
promising micro enterprises. The factoring companies will
be provided access to discount accounts receivable issued
by larger, reputable buyers on the factoring platform, thereby easing access to working capital for formal and informal SMEs and growth oriented micro enterprises. (See
further discussion on this below.)
Attention should go to enterprises at the bottom of the
pyramid given that they constitute almost 80% of Ghanaian enterprises (GSS/Integrated Establishment Survey).
Micro enterprises are not the focus of commercial banks
but rather RCBs and MFIs. In designing credit lines to participating financial intermediaries it will be important that
the NDB considers how best to establish criteria that cater
for the inclusion of RCBs and MFIs on a financially sustainable basis.

Products to be offered by the NDB
a) Credit lines

In addition to ensuring that the NDB operates within
its mandate and observes good governance standards,
it will be important that the NDB focuses on delivering
products that leverage its comparative advantage. The
NDB will have access to patient capital, whether injected
by the Government and donors, or (once such funds are
exhausted) accessed through the issuance of corporate
bonds on the cedi market. The NDB will therefore be able
to provide medium-term credit lines to those banks40 that
meet pre-qualifying criteria regarding the banks’ observance of prudential financial standards and their capacity to
administer on-lending to SMEs, and so on. Hitherto, banks
have relied predominantly on short-term funding (such as
deposits) to finance short-term lending to SMEs. With the
introduction of the NDB’s medium term funding, banks will
be able to extend the maturity of their SME lending. As a
result, SME borrowers will experience significant liquidity
relief, reflecting the reduced amortization payments required on loans with longer maturity.

b) Partial credit guarantees
Partial credit guarantees (PCGs) are a second product
which the NDB could provide to banks on a wholesale
basis. This is already under consideration by the Ghanaian
authorities. In his 2020 budget statement, the Minister of
Finance announced the establishment of an Enterprise
Credit Scheme that will operate in a similar manner to the
Ghana Incentive-Based Risk Sharing System for Agricultural Lending (GIRSAL). In this context, the Minister indicated that the government is working together with the
banking community to launch a GHS2 billion credit and
guarantee scheme in 2020, with a view to incentivizing
banks to lend to the private sector at discounted lending
rates. As a follow-up to the Government’s plans, the Bank
of Ghana announced42 that it is setting aside 2 percent of

In order for the NDB to achieve financial sustainability
39

This does not rule out a role for the Government which could be involved in choosing among the selected candidates.

40

The term “banks” is used here as shorthand for financial intermediaries. Consideration will need to be given to including qualifying NBFIs, RCBs
and MFIs.

41

With on-lending at market-conform rates of interest the DBN will generate income on when on-lending its equity capital and donor funding
provided on concessional terms. Given the mandate of the NDB is to catalyze the funding to SMEs provided by banks, rather than substitute the
funding of banks, the NDB will be well-advised to set aside the net income from its on-lending as a contribution towards its capitalization.

42

Bank of Ghana Monetary Policy Committee Press Release, November 25, 2019.
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the bank’s primary reserve to support targeted lending to
SMEs as part of the Enterprise Credit Scheme announced
in the budget. The funds will be held at the Bank of Ghana and will be available to banks that participate in the
scheme. As noted under the credit line product, qualifying
RCBs and MFIs will need to be included so that small and
micro enterprises are reached.

red and the timing of the payment of compensation by the
guarantor. Importantly, the purpose of the PCG product is
to extend the willingness of banks to lend to SMEs that
they would otherwise find too risky. Rather than providing a guarantee product that will serve to substitute or
reduce the banks’ current exposure to SMEs, the purpose
of PCGs is to encourage banks to increase their lending to
borrowers otherwise considered too risky43 .

There are already a number of government/donor funded PCGs active in Ghana. GIRSAL was established in
2018, with a capital of US$63 million facility (US$49 million GoG/BoG and US$14 million AfDB), with the bulk of
this amount (approximately US$55 million) earmarked for
the capitalization of the guarantee scheme. GIRSAL complements other credit guarantee schemes operated by
development partners—including the IFC, the AfDB, the
USAID’s Development Credit Authority, and the Agence
Francaise de Développement (AFD) —which cover select
financial institutions in support of specific goals such as
SME development, health, renewable energy and agriculture. GIRSAL currently provides partial guarantee for
agricultural lending up to a maximum of 70% cover and
charges fees of up to a maximum 1.7% (all fees inclusive)
of the cover. It has, as at June 2019, signed master agreements with 7 banks, and has already signed 21 deals to
the tune of about US$14million from 4 banks. A key feature of its support is the provision of technical assistance
for the supply side (banks) including seconding international and national consultants to support the banks and the
institutionalization of agricultural-lending related training
at the National Banking College. It is anticipated that GIRSAL will become a department within the NDB.

C. Risks facing the conceptualization of the
NDB
Building on the observations made above about the
NDB’s mandate, governance and products, some key
risk factors relating to the establishment of the new development bank are worth highlighting.

•

NDB has a clearly defined mandate, not only to preserve focus and allow for the measurement of results,
but also to ensure that the bank is able to assemble
specific expertise required to develop well-suited
specific financial products for its target market. Initially
it was the intention that the NDB would target SMEs
and women-owned businesses. But according to the
2020 budget, the NDB will refinance credit to industry
and agriculture as a wholesale bank and also provide
guarantee instruments to encourage universal banks
to lend to these specific sectors of the economy. In
addition, the mandate of the Enterprise Credit Scheme, which is to be housed at the NDB, is to incentivize
banks to lend to the private sector at discounted lending rates and is not focused on SMEs. Also, it is envisaged that the NDB will finance district-level industry,
such as the One District One Factory (1D1F) initiative.
While it is important that the NDB establishes product lines that reach micro- and small enterprises on
a financially sustainable basis, the focus on broad “industry”, “private sector”, “agriculture” and government
projects such as “1D1F” does not sufficiently guarantee that core SMEs will adequately benefit from
the NDB. With this dilution of the NDB’s mandate, it
is more likely that big players in industry, the private
sector and agribusiness are likely to benefit from the
NDB than SMEs.

One common concern that relates to all the three government-sponsored initiatives mentioned above
(GIRSAL, the Enterprise Credit Scheme and the Bank
of Ghana’s funding contribution to be financed by
drawing on the banks’ primary reserves) is their financial sustainability. If the resources provided from these
sources are to have a meaningful and sustained impact on
the banks’ willingness to lend to SMEs, the structure of the
guarantees needs to be designed so that the income at
a minimum preserves the value (in real terms after inflation) of the capital invested in the guarantee fund. If the
value of the guarantee fund is depleted, the impact of the
guarantee product will be short-lived, and the short-term
nature of the incentive provided by the guarantee product
will discourage investment by banks in building their capacity to service the SME sector.

•

Another crucial factor relates to the specific design of
the guarantee product. This relates particularly to the circumstances under which guarantee payments are trigge-

43

There is a risk that the mandate of the NDB will be
diluted. As emphasized above, it is important that the

There is a risk that the business model of the bank
will not be well understood by market players. As the
NDB is to operate on a financially sustainable basis,
the cost of funding provided through the NDB’s credit lines will be reflective of market interest rates. As

In assessing the fees charged by PCGs with banks in Ghana one common misperception is to compare fees charged by PCGs with the average
loss ratio experienced by banks. Instead PCGs fees should be compared with the much higher credit loss ratio that banks experience on their
marginal borrowers.
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The involvement of the Government poses reputational challenges. While the intention is that the NDB will
be modelled on private sector principles and is expected
to draw on the expertise of stakeholders from the private
sector, the establishment of the NDB still involves government participation. This poses reputational challenges,
as previous development-oriented financial institutions,
such as the National Investment Bank, the Agricultural
Development Bank and EXIM bank have not lived up to
expectations. The Government’s involvement also poses
operational challenges, as the Government’s “handsoff” approach to the governance of the bank remains to
be tested. Another challenge is that those private sector
stakeholders that are benefiting from the NDB’s products
need to be convinced that the NDB is a financially self-sustained institution operating on commercial principles, and
not the conduit of government subsidies or an instrument
of the Government’s agenda regarding specific sectors or
groups of beneficiaries.

discussed above, the comparative advantage of the
NDB’s funding to participating financial intermediaries, qualified as eligible recipients of NDB funding, lies
in the maturity and stability of the funding provided.
It also lies in the relatively minimal costs of arranging
funding from the NDB, compared to, for example, soliciting deposits from the public (which includes the
cost of running a branch network) or the issuance
costs, fees and uncertain pricing associated with funding on the corporate bond market. Thus, it will be important to develop the business model for the NDB,
to prepare for consultative discussions with participating financial intermediaries about the level of interest
rates charged (as determined by the need for financial
sustainability) and the cost advantages of borrowing
from the NDB relative to other sources of funding.
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Defining a role for capital markets and private equity
A. The formal capital market provides little
support to the finance of SMEs

with the requirements demanded of larger groups of
shareholders. Other challenges relate to the structural
weaknesses of these small exchanges, such as limited
liquidity and a shallow investor base. For many institutional
investors, issuances made by SMEs are too small and lack
the liquidity, reputation, access to information, governance,
and risk profile they need. Retail investors can be scared
off by the potential risks of investing in SMEs.

The Ghana Stock Exchange (GSE) was established on
November 26, 1990 and is governed by the Securities
Industry Law of 1993. The Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) establishes the rules of operation
of the market. The capital market is dominated by the
fixed income market where issuance is driven mainly by
government securities.

The corporate bond market is still nascent, with a very
limited number of issuers. The corporate bond market
in Ghana is small, with a very limited number of issuers
and types of issuer. As of 31 March 2019, outstanding
corporate bonds were valued at about GHS7.3 billion
(US$1.5 billion) which is small compared to outstanding
GoG bonds of GHS63 billion (US$13 billion)46. Out of
the total corporate bond capitalization, the governmentsponsored special-purpose vehicle ESLA plc accounts
for about 90% of the issuances. Most listed corporate
bond issuances are in the financial sector with maturities
ranging from 3 to 7 years. Some of the reasons for the lack
of issuer interest include: the reluctance of private issuers
to be subjected to the high demands for transparency;
relatively high transaction costs (compared to borrowing
from a bank); the lack of clear guidelines on corporate
bond issuance; the lack of a benchmark treasury yield
curve; a limited investor base; and the lack of independent
credit ratings of potential issuers undertaken according to
internationally recognized best standards47. In addition,
there are two main factors that help to explain the
absence of banks from the corporate bond market: (i) the
fragmented and weak regulatory framework involving
approval processes both from the BoG and the SEC; and
(ii) the high costs associated of bond issuance with interest
rates at 200bp to 300bp above the GoG yield curve.

Liquidity is a major challenge on the equity market, with
limited trading activity concentrated in a few blue-chip
stocks. The value of equities traded in 2018 was GHS274
million (US$55 million), which represents about 0.45
percent of total market capitalization. Low market turnover
is explained by the limited free float of shares at the GSE.
The average stock market turnover ratio from 2008 to
2011 fluctuated between 2 and 10 percent44.
Despite growth in capitalization, the market is highly
concentrated in terms of size and trading activity among
a couple of issuers, mostly from the financial sector. As
at end-2019, among local issuers 5 companies accounted
for 89.5 percent of the total market capitalization, and
the most frequently traded stocks were Fan Milk Limited,
Enterprise Insurance Limited, Ecobank Ghana Limited,
GCB Bank Limited, Goil Ghana Limited and CAL Bank
Limited. High market concentration is reflective of the low
level of new issuances and the limited number of shares in
free circulation45.
As part of a strategy to increase the number of listings,
the Ghana Alternative Exchange (GAX) was launched
in 2013 as a parallel market focused on SMEs with
potential for growth. This is part of a broader trend in
Africa with Nigeria, Egypt and Morocco all establishing
similar markets in recent years. The GAX provides an
avenue to raise capital for SMEs and start-ups using
inducements, such as simplified listing requirements and
reduced fees as well as shortened processing times.
Nonetheless, as in these institutions in other countries, the
GAX has faced challenges in attracting new issuers, and
so far, there are only 5 listings. These relatively modest
results can be attributed to challenges faced in attracting
SMEs to the market, including their limited and inadequate
knowledge of the equity market, and changes required to
strengthen their governance practices, together with their
limited appetite to operate as publicly-traded companies

Recent defaults have exposed the shortcomings in
financing companies via capital markets. A notorious
default event is that of PBC Ltd, Ghana’s largest cocoa
buyer, for about GHS100 million (US$22.8 million) in late
2018. At the time of the bond issuance in November 2017
the interest rate on the bond was 19 percent, which was
below short-term interest rates, such as the BoG’s policy
rate of 20 percent and the banks’ average lending rate of
23.8 percent, suggesting that the market did not correctly
price the risk of a one-year bond. Anecdotal evidence
points to investors relying on the size of PBC Ltd and on
its relationship with the Government, which owns part of
the company, to repay the bonds. Also, the efforts by PBC

44

Recent data (after 2011) on the turnover ratio for Ghana are not readily available. The average turnover ratio over the past decade has been 8
percent in Kenya and 28 percent in South Africa.

45

See the Capital Markets chapter for further discussion.
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Data sourced from the Capital Market Masterplan.

47

Ibid.
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Ltd to borrow US$100 million from international banks
show that PBC’s difficulties in repaying its debts were not
limited to the cedi bond. The lack of a local rating agency
and the reliance of companies on their relationship with
the Government are thus important factors that limit the
development of transparent capital markets financing.

B. Private equity as a source of SME
finance
Developing alternatives to bank financing of Ghanaian
enterprises is a crucial agenda, particularly given the
current macroeconomic circumstances. Faced with limited prospects for accessing capital market funding,
SMEs in Ghana, as elsewhere in Africa, are largely reliant on banks as the source of their external funding. In
as much as such funding is short-term and expensive in
terms of interest rates, fees charged, and collateral requi-

rements, SME access to external funding remains severely
constrained. On the supply side banks—in addition to having limited appetite for SME lending due to the high returns on “risk-free” government securities—are reluctant
to provide SMEs with term-financing due to regulatory
limitations on the maturity mismatch between their predominantly short-term liabilities and their loans.
The Ghanaian authorities have been keen to promote
private equity as a source of financing of SMEs. A key
development was the establishment of the Venture Capital Trust Fund Act in 2004. The intention was to kick-start
a domestic private equity ecosystem. The Act created an
agency, the Venture Capital Trust Fund (VCTF), under the
purview of the Ministry of Finance (not regulated by the
SEC). It was funded by a 25 percent levy from the National Reconstruction Levy, which was derived from financial
institutions. Key parameters of the programme are described in Box 3.

Box 3: VCTF overview48
•

•

•

•

•

•

Objective: “To provide financial resources for the development and promotion of venture
capital finance for SMEs in priority sectors of the economy as shall be specified from
time to time.” These priority sectors were to be recognized according to the government
development plan outlined by the National Development Planning Commission every year.
Structure of the VCTF: Cedi 17.5 million (US$17.5 million) of the initial capital was allocated
to capital infusion into venture capital funds; and cedi 2 million (US$2 million) was to set
up a technical assistance fund, provided as grants to allow investee companies to build
their expertise in areas such as corporate governance or financial management. VCTF was
exempt from paying any form of tax.
Investors: The VCTF formed co-investor relationships with several financial institutions.
From the public sector, co-investors were the Ghana Commercial Bank, the National
Investment Bank, the Agricultural Development Bank, the State Insurance Company, and
the Social Security and National Insurance Trust (SSNIT). From the private sector the coinvestors were Fidelity Bank, Gold Coast Securities Ltd, and Ghana Union Insurance. The
financial contributions of these institutions were matched by the VCTF contributions. In
addition, these financial institutions were provided tax incentives towards their investments.
Investee Funds: The VCTF could invest in 10-year life Venture Capital Finance Companies
set up under the Companies Code, 1963, with the sole business of investing in SMEs
through equity and quasi-equity investments and providing capacity building to these
investee SMEs. According to the VCTF Act (2004), the Venture Capital Finance Companies
were to be managed by a fund manager licensed as an investment adviser by the SEC
under the Securities Industry Law 1993 (PNDCL 1993). The minimum equity capital for a
participating VCFC was US$ 1.5 million, although not all the fund managers provided this
minimum equity capital.
Investments/SME definition. The investee funds were required to invest in a balance of
companies across the seed, start-up and expansion phases. The VCTF Act defined SMEs
as “an industry, project, undertaking or economic activity which employs not more than
100 persons and whose total asset base, excluding land and building, does not exceed
the cedi equivalent of $1 million in value”. In general, the VCFC could not invest more than
US$500,000 in any one investee company without the Board’s permission. All VCTF funds
had to be onshore and invest in Ghana, except for Fidelity which could invest outside.
Fee structure: Typically, management fees started at 4 percent, then reduced to 2–2.5
percent and then further to 1 percent. Carry was 20 percent and the hurdle rate 8 percent.

Shanthi Divakaran, Sam Schneider and Patrick McGinnis, Ghana Private Equity and Venture Capital Ecosystem Study, World Bank Policy Re44 search Paper # 8617, 2018.
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While the VCTF made headway in achieving its objectives in a number of ways, it also confronted a number
of problems. Since its establishment, the VCTF co-invested largely alongside banks a sum of US$17 million in 5
funds, which in turn invested in roughly 50 portfolio companies. First, in 2007, the National Reconstruction Levy,
which served as the main source of funds for the VCTF,
was repealed because of the negative impact it was perceived to be having on businesses. The VCTF also faced a
number of structural challenges, such as currency risk associated with dollar-based funds in which it invested, the
lack of fund management expertise among private equity
(PE) and venture capital (VC) fund general partners, and
the presence of a bank-dominated investor base that was
inclined to view investments in the manner of institutions
underwriting loans rather than patient capital investors.
But perhaps more challenging than these structural factors is the fact that the SME terrain is notoriously difficult
for PE/VC fund managers. Owners of SMEs were not
knowledgeable about private equity markets and were
reluctant to dilute their ownership or cede control. As in
other emerging markets, SMEs in Ghana generally struggle with producing robust financial statements, resulting
in uncertainty when valuing the enterprise and assessing
its risk. SMEs also need significant capacity-building to
nurture growth and effect attractive returns. In addition,
the industries servicing these funds, such as in the legal
and accounting spheres, were new to the PE/VC asset
class and had a learning curve to surmount.

larger management fee. This is the case in the IFC’s
SME Ventures Programme, which provides the PE
fund general partner with a higher percentage, say 4
percent, of the value of the fund’s assets to cover the
fund’s costs, instead of the traditional 2 percent. While
the SME Ventures Programme has been successful,
particularly in fragile states where it was initially designated to operate, it can be regarded as creating an
un-level playing field, as investors in such TA-subsidized funds will clearly be expecting a lower internal
rate of return than investors in “pure” PE. But perhaps
of more importance is that the existence of TA and
even more cost-reflective fees for fund managers does
not resolve the issue associated with the incentives of
SME owners mentioned above. They will still be reluctant to rescind control.

•

Subordinated debt is likely to be a more suitable financing vehicle than traditional equity: Other than
the SME owners’ reluctance to rescind control of their
enterprises, another fairly universal issue confronting
the development of PE in emerging markets is the
challenge associated with exit at the time the PE fund
winds down (normally after an investment period of 10
years). Both these issues can be addressed by subordinated debt funds. The advantages of subordinated
debt funds is that (a) their investments are self-liquidating and provide a regular income provided by longer-term debt funding; (b) SME owners retain their
equity and are not required to share the upside on the
equity they have built in their enterprises; (c) the fund
provides a regular income stream for investors quite
similar to fixed income securities; and (d) the regular
income stream associated with shares in subordinated
debt funds encourages investment by institutional investors. Several subordinated debt funds are active in
Africa, such as GroFin (funded by the Shell Foundation
and other impact investors) and Business Partners
(based in South Africa).

•

Establishing a locally domiciled private equity industry is unlikely to be feasible in the near term: Finally,
a lesson to be learnt from the experiences of the VCTF
is how difficult it is to establish a locally domiciled PE
industry in the context of an emerging market where
professional legal, accounting and regulatory capacity
is limited and overall familiarity with PE is quite low.
Indeed, these capacity considerations were somewhat
exacerbated by the VCTF Act. The VCTF Act pertains
to venture capital, not private equity. This leaves open

Several lessons can be learnt from Ghana’s efforts to
support the development of the local PE/VC sector:

•

Without further support, private equity is ill-suited
to financing of SMEs: Before making investments, a
primary function of PE/VC fund managers is to assess
the business plans of prospective investee enterprises, support the development of their accounting
and information management systems, and strengthen their financial reporting and governance arrangements.. Such costs are much higher per dollar
invested when a PE/VC fund invests in a multitude
of SMEs than when investing in a smaller number of
somewhat larger enterprises. As a result, PE funds
“gravitate” naturally to servicing larger enterprises.
Several of the funds in which VCTF invested benefited from subsidized technical assistance to allow the
PE fund to undertake extended sifting of smaller firms.
An alternative and more sustainable approach might
have been to allow the PE fund’s general partner a
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the regulatory space for private equity funds formed
outside the VCTF Act, because venture capital fund
managers running VCTF funds are regulated, while
other PE/VC fund managers are not. There are no
legislative or regulatory requirements for non-VCTF
PE/VC funds, whether related to the allowed legal
structures of these funds, the licensing/registration
requirements for their fund managers, or disclosure
and reporting requirements. This bifurcation of the legal/regulatory framework has resulted in a non-level
tax treatment for PE/VC funds, because non-VCTF
funds cannot qualify for income tax and capital gains
exemptions given to VCTF funds. Overall, the question
arises as to whether the Ghanaian authorities might
have been better advised to direct their efforts towards leveraging the capacity of the offshore- based PE
fund industry by encouraging PE fund managers to invest in small enterprises with incentives such as those
discussed above—technical assistance and/or higher
management fees—and through the adoption of fund
structures that are more suited to SME financing, such
as subordinated debt funds. These options may have
been preferable to investing resources in establishing
a locally-based eco-system for venture capital funds.

Box 4: Bond Issuance by Compagnie Financière Africaine (Cofina)
The placement of the first bond issuance by
Compagnie Financière Africaine (Cofina) in
May 2018 provides a useful example from
the BRVM. This bond issuance has a maturity of 18 months and yields 7.5 percent. It
is based on the securitization of SMEs’ receivables in Côte d’Ivoire and Senegal. Security is provided in the form of over-collateralization (coverage of 130 percent) and a
reserve account equivalent to 6 percent of
receivables. In part, the high growth rates
experienced in Cofina’s SME lending funded on the bond market can be attributed to
constraints recently imposed by the central
bank (Banque Centrale des États de l’Afrique
de l’Ouest, BCEAO) on banks in the form
of augmented capital requirements (Basel
II and III) combined with interest rate caps
(15 percent) imposed on bank lending. By
comparison, the first round of loans made by
Cofina bears an interest rate of around 20
percent.

C. Asset-based lending based on collateral
in the form of receivables
Given that funding through the issuance of equity or corporate bonds is not an attractive option for SMEs in Ghana,
consideration needs to be given to alternative opportunities for raising funds.

Note: Microfinance institutions (MFIs), such
as the companies belonging to the Cofina
Group, are not subjected to the same regulatory constraints as banks. Caps on interest
rates on loans offered by MFIs are set at 24
percent in the West African Economic and
Monetary Union.

One option is to base the funding of SMEs on the security
that SMEs can provide in the form of receivables. Provided
SME receivables are registered and can be closely monitored, short-term paper can be issued using a revolving
pool of small enterprise receivables as collateral. Credit risk
associated with such a pool of short-term receivables can
be managed by over-collateralization and by instituting a
security buffer in the form of liquid reserves. In order to
enable collateralization of such a pool of receivables commercial law needs to allow lenders to file claims against a
pool of borrowers’ receivables. In addition, a mechanism
needs to be available by which a special purpose vehicle
can issue notes to capital market investors against the
pool of assembled receivables.
An example of the issuance of such short-term notes is
Cofina’s funding of SMEs in Senegal and Côte d’Ivoire.
Compagnie Financière Africaine (Cofina) has so far issued
18-month notes to the value of US$20 million. These
revolving notes yield 7.5 percent and have been oversubscribed. Security is provided in the form of over-collateralized of 130 percent and a reserve account equivalent
to 6 percent of the value of receivables
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D. Factoring as a means to build supply-chain financing

5 shows the key actors and their role in the factoring process. Factoring companies buy the invoices of suppliers of
large well-regarded buyers with high standing in terms of
credit risk so that the small, often informal, suppliers can
have immediate cash as working capital to reinvest in their
businesses. The suppliers may be micro, small or medium
sized enterprises pay a small fee to the factoring company.
The advantage for these small suppliers is that the cost of
credit is quite low, especially when compared to the cost
of bank borrowing, which such small suppliers may in any
event not have access to.

Factoring is another method of leveraging the collateral
provided by enterprise receivables. Factoring is undertaken by a specialized institution, the factor, which buys
the right to collect a firm’s invoices from its customers, by
paying the firm the face value of these invoices, less a discount. As the factoring institution assumes the credit risk
of its clients’ customers, factoring only works well where
availability of credit information is well-developed. Figure

Figure 5: Graphical depiction of the factoring process

Supplier

Factoring
companies

Facility provides
capital as needed

FC acquires
invoice
Account
payable

Invoice

Buyer

Buyer pays to
the FCs not to
the supplier

The factoring institution purchases accounts
receivables, but only when accounts receivable are
due from well-regarded larger firms. Credit information
needs are considerably reduced by focusing on large firms
purchasing goods from a number of smaller suppliers.
Reverse factoring is a means for creditworthy buyers to
facilitate favourable financing options for their suppliers. It
is important that the legal framework recognizes that in the
event of the seller’s bankruptcy, the factored receivables
are not part of the bankruptcy estate but are recognized
as property of the factor on which other creditors cannot
advance claims.
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Factoring is an efficient way to enhance access to trade
financing and also to reduce the risks and costs faced by
suppliers and their clients. While the financing provided
is short term, successful implementation could unleash
resources that banks would then have available for longerterm financing. Reverse factoring platforms supported by
a conducive legal and regulatory framework could provide
an efficient way to manage large flows of small receivables
while enhancing access to trade financing and also reduce
the risks and costs faced by suppliers and their clients
(See Box 5). Successful implementation of such shortterm financing solutions could unlock financial and human
resources to support banks in providing long-term finance
to fund longer-term capital expenditures.
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Box 5: Reverse factoring in Mexico and Peru
Several factoring schemes have been successfully developed with the support of development banks, including
Nacional Financiera in Mexico and more recently, COFIDE in Peru. Nacional Financiera operates a direct reverse
factoring scheme whereby outstanding bills are transferred to a factor. The factor pays the small and medium-size
enterprise immediately at a discount and later collects the full outstanding amount directly from the large buyer.
The scheme in Peru works differently: a large supplier pools the invoices from many small buyers. Risk-pooling
allows the package of invoices to be financed on better terms than each individual invoice, providing additional
liquidity to the large supplier that can be passed on to the small buyers.
A special purpose vehicle was created and funded initially by COFIDE. In the medium term, once a track record has
been established and it is possible to ascertain the risk associated with the invoices being discounted, the vehicle
aims to source bond financing. The introduction of factoring depends on there being a specific legal and regulatory
framework, which BCEAO is currently preparing together with the governments of the West African Economic
and Monetary Union.

While neither factoring nor asset-based financing based
on security in the form of receivables offer SMEs access
to longer-term finance, these products do provide SMEs
with access to external funding and can alleviate thereby funding bottlenecks. They also reduce the reliance on
bank financing, which supports greater competition in the
provision of credit, thereby putting pressure on bank margins and encouraging innovation. As mentioned in the box
above, the establishment of Nacional Financiera, the Mexican reverse-factoring platform, was sponsored by development banks. It would similarly be possible to include
the establishment of a reverse factoring platform among
the product lines to be implemented by the National Development Bank of Ghana. This would be consistent with
the NDB’s mandate of supporting SME access to finance.

asset-based loan products, factoring and supply chain
financing, there is also a need to prepare SMEs to take
up opportunities offered under the alternative financing
schemes. Arrangements to be considered include:

E. Strengthening the capacity of SMEs
and growth-oriented micro enterprises
While the financing mechanisms, such as credit lines
and receivable-based financing and factoring (supply
chain financing), have the potential to benefit SMEs and
growth-oriented micro enterprises, efforts will be needed
to strengthen their capacity to effectively participate. To
take advantage of third-party financing, SMEs and micro-enterprises need to appreciate the importance of establishing governance structures that separate responsibility for ownership and management of enterprises; good
accounting and management information systems that
facilitate verification of underlying financial records; and a
good stores management system to facilitate the checking
and tracking of inventories. Training in other skills areas—
such as business management, customer service and
negotiations—are also needed. While there are already
ongoing World Bank/IFC capacity-building interventions
that support financial institutions in rolling out movable
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•

Capacity-building for SMEs and growth oriented micro enterprises through business associations: most
SMEs belong to industry associations and chambers
that offer member training services. These could be
reviewed for appropriateness and used to train potential enterprises;

•

The Inclusion of a technical assistance component in
the credit line for financial institutions: the purpose of
such technical assistance is to ensure the provision
of technical services to beneficiary SMEs in key gap
areas identified during assessment and monitoring;

•

The provision of capacity building through the NBSSI
and its private sector partners: enhancing the capacity
of SMEs building on the services already provided by
the NBSSI to SMEs and micro enterprises.

•

A programme could be developed to provide financial
and technical support for SMEs and other qualifying
enterprises to invest in IT as well as receive training in
the technology. Technology areas include computers,
software and internet connectivity. Training could encompass knowledge in how to use the computers, accounting software and other emerging technologies.
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Executive summary
The Republic of Ghana has a high housing deficit affecting a third of households nationwide. Despite the
best efforts of several Ghanaian governments over the last
decade, the housing deficit continues to grow and Ghana
faces today an enormous housing deficit, estimated at 2
million homes. Such a structural and enduring deficit implies major issues across the housing value chain. Many
of these issues such as high levels of poverty and income
informality are similar to those experienced by other countries in Sub-Saharan Africa. However, Ghana’s macroeconomic conditions lead to unique long-term financing
concerns.
The housing sector is stymied by volatile and unpredictable interest rates. A core problem is unstable monetary
policy that results in high, volatile, and unpredictable interest rates. Unless central bank and commercial interest
rates are brought down and the market participants come
to believe they will stay down, long-term finance of the
type commonly used in developed and emerging nations
with more stable macroeconomic conditions will not be
possible. Under such circumstances, the Government of
Ghana’s ability to stimulate the housing sector will continue to be limited.
Large-scale housing development is constrained mostly
by high interest rates and short mortgage tenors. The
high cost of mortgages greatly increases the monthly salary needed to buy a home at current market prices, making home loans unaffordable for many households. Those
Ghanaians with a mortgage often elect to take out their
loans in US dollars, even though their income is in local currency, because the “uncertainty spread”—the difference
between cedi-denominated loan rates and dollar-denominated loan rates—is so high (exceeding 1800 basis points)
that they judge taking the currency risk will be cheaper. In
addition to currency risks, these high risk premiums arise
due to the difficult mortgage foreclosure process. Banks’
lack of access to long-term finance (with maturity over
10 years) constrains prospective homeowners’ capacity
to take out long-term loans, thereby further constraining
housing affordability.
Land titling remains an important issue affecting both
housing development and mortgage underwriting. Like
many other countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, security of
tenure in Ghana is a major issue, which continues to block
real estate investments. Establishing land titles is a highly

1

litigious process and developers need to spend considerable time and costs to obtain cleared land titles. The risk
surrounding land titles also increases the risk of issuing
mortgages and thus their costs.
Despite these challenges, there are bright spots and
many opportunities exist to strengthen the housing
sector. The Ghanaian economy is booming and investments in the real estate sector are increasing, and Ghana’s
housing supply side has significant latent capacity. Ghana
has capable and motivated developers and quality general
contractors. They would be in a position to access finance
for housing development if future bulk offtake of housing
units could be relied upon.
Programmes and regulatory changes could be implemented today to decrease the affordability gap by reducing the cost of land, construction and financing.
These measures would help to support activity in the housing sector once the macro economy stabilizes. Though
some promising initiatives that could expand affordability
in the housing sector are under way (such as the launch
of the Housing Fund), they need to be carefully developed
and combined with other solutions. Recommendations include1 :

1. A healthy housing sector cannot exist without a stable

2.

macroeconomic environment and strong regulation.
Reducing inflation and government borrowing is fundamental to achieving low mortgage rates without
subsidies. The Government of Ghana should continue to resolve its fiscal constraints, if it wishes to see
long-term finance develop in the country, including in
the mortgage sector. Though broader macroeconomic
stabilization might take some time to achieve, the Government of Ghana should also implement regulatory measures to increase confidence in mortgages by
strengthening foreclosure laws and protecting security of tenure.
In the meantime, the National Housing Fund (“the
Fund”)—which is currently being piloted—could offer
a short-term solution to boosting affordability, specifically by lengthening mortgage tenors and reducing
interest rates. The Fund is blending subsidized debt
capital (at 2%, or roughly 1600 basis point below tenor-match market rates )2 50-50 with private debt capital to yield an effective 13% interest rate on housing
loans.

This statement is based on calculations comparing the actual cost of borrowing in US$ with the cost of taking a loan in Ghana Cedi over the period
2009 to 2019. For details, see tchapters on infrastructure.
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a. At current interest rates this programme would ra-

pidly become a large fiscal burden. The Fund could
choose to structure its subsidy to maintain a 13%
net-to-consumer rate, which would dial down the
subsidy provided by the Fund, if and when the
cedi/dollar spread comes down.

b. In addition, the National Housing Fund should

be used solely for end-user home ownership finance, not for construction or development financing, because the latter is not the most critical
blockage, and in order to avoid simply expanding
developer profits without passing on the subsidy
to the homeowner. Government appears to be
aware of this, and has stated that it is focusing on
homeownership in its pilot phase. However, language surrounding construction and development
finance nevertheless still features in the policy
framework and it is unclear whether it will be undertaken in future phases.

3. Mortgage and construction finance rates are current-

4.

ly burdened by high risk premiums linked to the difficulty banks encounter in foreclosing on a property.
Enforcing more efficient and reliable foreclosure
processes would decrease the perception of risk in
the sector, lower interest rates and increase housing
affordability.
Even in the absence of successful long-term housing
finance, greater affordability could be achieved by:

a. Establishing a government land bank with pre-

2

ference or set aside for housing . This could further reduce the cash demands on developers by
contributing land for individual residential PPPs,
whereby the cost reduction on input would more
reliably flow through to homeowners . Safeguards
would need to be put in place in order to ensure
that qualified developers are chosen and subsidies
are transferred to final beneficiaries. Note that the
most recent update from the government included
news that it is making government-owned land
accessible to beneficiaries of the National Housing and Mortgage Finance Scheme. Assuming
the allocation process is fair and transparent, this
is a step in the right direction.

b. Ensuring transparency in the government’s hou-

sing construction procurement processes and
opening tenders to the public. The selection of developers with financial and technical capacity can
go a long way in reducing housing costs. Other
partnership methods, such as housing public-private partnerships, should also be considered in
order to transfer offtake risk from the state to the
private sector.

Each of these key recommendations is summarized in
the table below, together with the issue it tackles and the
necessary precondition that needs to be put in place for
it to succeed. Taken together, these initiatives and measures can help support the growth of the housing sector,
lower housing costs and improve mortgage rates in order
to make housing more affordable to Ghanaian households.

This statement is based on calculations comparing the actual cost of borrowing in US$ with the cost of taking a loan in Ghana Cedi over the period
2009 to 2019. For details, see the chapters on infrastructure.
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Summary of recommendations
Table 1: Recommendations addressing major issues in Ghana’s housing ecosystem
Issues

Actions

Preconditions

High inflation and government bor- Long-term macroeconomic improverowing increase mortgage rates and ments to stabilize inflation, decrease
costs of financing
government borrowing and establish
a government securities healthy yield
curve
Cost of finance: High interest rates
and short tenors make mortgages
unaffordable to the majority of Ghanaian households

The National Housing Fund has begun providing concessional long-term
liquidity to banks to be blended with
their own funding

Should be used only for income-qualifying households (e.g. by defining
maximum income thresholds) and first
time home-owners, and could be limited to the first most burdensome
However, subsidized construction fi- years of mortgage borrowing
nance rarely translates into cheaper
housing —it rather increases developers’ profits. This component should
be removed from the fund

Difficult foreclosure processes lead to The government should strengthen
high risk premiums on mortgages and foreclosure laws and ensure a
construction finance
streamlined way for banks to foreclose
on a mortgage without having to go
through the normal court process

Consumer protection should be maintained as a priority throughout to
avoid violations and undue hardship
for people being expelled from their
homes

Cost of land: Lack of reasonably-priced The government is in process of esta- Depends on land availability and goland available for development
blishing a centralized land registry, but vernment capacity to release land for
the scope is limited to mapping land development
made available by different ministries.
It has also begun releasing government owned land to beneficiaries of
the National Housing and Mortgage
Finance Scheme
In addition to expanding the scope of
the land registry, it is recommended
that the government acquires and
holds land through a land bank and
makes it available for affordable housing development
Cost of construction: Lack of transparency and competition in procurement
of housing by the Government leads
to higher construction costs

State-sponsored housing projects to
go through international competitive
tenders so as to reduce housing costs
by opening up the market to competition and by implementing housing
PPPs
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Background
Housing market overview
Ghana has a high housing deficit, which forces a majority
of households to live in informally built homes. Around
90% of the housing stock is built informally and often
suffers from lack of infrastructure, poor security of tenure
and overcrowding. Ghana’s housing deficit officially stands
at 2 million units4, mostly in urban areas. In a country of 28
million people, this means that one in three households do
not have access to adequate housing. Just to meet current
demand, 200,000 units5 would need to be built every year
for the next ten years, a very ambitious number, which is
unlikely to be met without major intervention on both the
demand and supply side of the housing value chain.

Brief macro-economic overview
Availability of long-term finance in Ghana is strongly
influenced by the macroeconomic environment. Marketpriced mortgage debt denominated in local currency will
carry an interest rate equal to the sovereign’s borrowing
rate plus a spread for risk. Despite the overall positive
development of Ghana’s economy in recent years, the high
rate of interest on Government borrowing sets a floor under

mortgage interest rates that makes them unattractive or
unaffordable to borrowers. At the same time, the high
‘risk-free’ yield on government paper discourages lending
to the private sector. The macroeconomic environment
thus affects both the supply of and the demand for longterm finance in Ghana generally.
Inflation remains very volatile, further affecting the
provision of long-term financing. In 2019 the IMF forecast
Ghana to have the fastest-growing economy in the world
(at 8.8%). This growth was fuelled by an IMF loan of close
to US$1 billion, which helped restore debt sustainability
and macroeconomic stability, as well as investments in
the oil and natural gas sector. Ghana has struggled with
volatile inflation, ranging from 6% to 20% over the past 10
years, but with the support of the recent IMF programme,
the inflation rate has come down to around 9%. High
and volatile inflation creates uncertainty for lenders and
borrowers alike and can be a strong disincentive for longterm credit provision (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 Inflation from 2010 to 2020.
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Source: Trading Economics, 2019
As of October 2018, yields were registered with up to
15-year maturities, although liquidity at longer maturities
remains thin: up until October 2018 the share of bonds

with 10-year tenors or more represented less than 2% of
the total amount raised (see Figure 2).

4

Recently, several newspapers reported the announcement of the Minister of Housing who said that the deficit had reached 2 million units in 2019.
https://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/business/Ghana-s-housing-deficit-hits-two-million-Housing-Minister-739235

5

Ghana Investment Promotion Centre (GHPC), accessed May 11th 2019 from I cannot authenticate these links, please double check as well. Same
for me, please include a link that works.
http://www.wfr.org.pl/sites/default/files/icons/doing_business_in_ghana.ppt
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Figure 2 Ghana’s yield curve on Government securities as of October 2018
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Figure 3 Distribution of government debt raised in first 41 weeks of 2018
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Government borrowing is likely to be crowding out
mortgage borrowing. The high volume and high returns
provided by government bonds have the effect of crowding
out other issuers, including primary mortgage providers
(see Figure 3). Ghana Home Loans, the country’s largest
mortgage provider, attempted to issue mortgage bonds in
cedi on the capital markets but failed to attract funds at

6

rates attractive to prospective local mortgagees.
Unless government borrowing and inflation decrease
and/or the risk premiums associated with local property
registration and foreclosure practices are diminished, cedi
mortgage rates will remain high and banks will not find it
attractive to borrow on the local capital market.

https://ghanatalksbusiness.com/yield-2-yr-note-jumped-19-5-week/
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Housing sector assessment
By categorizing information and data along the supply
and demand side of the value chain, the housing value
chain methodology can be used to assess the state of the
housing market. This methodology organizes information

on the housing sector along supply- and demand-side
value chains. A successful housing market is treated as
the outcome arising when the two value chains operate
effectively, and at scale (see Figure 4).

Figure 4 Housing value chain

SUPPLY

Source: Affordable Housing Institute, 2019

The supply side refers to the production of physical
homes that people want to live in. The supply side is a
culmination of the following steps along its value chain:

The demand side reflects existing and potential
homeowners’ ability to borrow money to finance purchase of a home. This value chain is comprised of:

1. Land: to identify, acquire and prepare land for physi-

1. Eligibility: to identify the target market and determine

2.

2. Application: to identify potential applicants and solicit

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

cal development.
Trunk infrastructure: to connect site to trunk infrastructure.
Site layout: to plan location and programme of site
components.
Design: to configure and design the project including
units, buildings, landscape.
Risk assumption: to absorb potential risks and commit funds to project. (Includes development finance,
public-private partnerships, capital markets, and so
on).
Construction: to construct the project.
Offtake: to occupy, sell, or allocate housing units.
Management: to run facilities, management and operations, and maintain occupancy.
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who is eligible to receive housing products.
applications.

3. Subsidy: to secure commitment for subsidy from
governments, development banks etc.

4. Credit underwriting: to perform due diligence and
select applicants.

5. Loan closing: to execute all legal documents.
6. Funding: to source additional loan funds.
7. Loan servicing: to collect payment of principal and
interest from borrowers.

8. Enforcement: to mitigate risk of default, to mitigate

loss if default occurs, and to recover losses if default
occurs.

in Ghana

Challenges on the supply side
Though Ghana struggles to produce housing at scale,
a small and competent group of developers does exist.
Furthermore, Ghana’s housing market is attracting a
significant number of international developers seeking to
benefit from the country’s economic growth, in particular
the commercial and luxury housing market for multinational
companies. However, the large-scale construction of
homes is substantially constrained by limited offtake
(inability to sell houses) due to persistent levels of poverty
and income informality as well as the small mortgage
market. Furthermore, a number of factors push up the
price of housing, including the lack of availability of land
for development (resulting in high land prices), land tenure
and foreclosure issues, as well as the lack of affordable
construction finance.

The customary land tenure system remains the
dominant mode of land holding in Ghana9. Individuals
are given use rights by the customary authorities through
leasehold and freehold titles. Land access is thus controlled
by customary land owners, while planning is organized
by district assemblies. Poor record keeping has been a
significant issue for many customary land authorities
leading to multiple sale or lease of the same parcels.10Land
transactions, particularly deeds of leased land in rural
and some urban areas are not properly documented and
validated by the Lands Commission as required by law.
Some progress has been made in expedited land
registration. Currently, it takes 47 days to register a
property in Ghana and it requires 6 procedures, a slightly
better performance than the average for Sub-Saharan
Africa (see Table 2)11. The first procedure (16 days)
consists in the title search and obtaining of the title
transfer form at the Land Title Registry. Then the lawyer
drafts the sale and purchase agreement. This costs around
5% of the property value. The assessment of the property
value and the payment of stamp duty takes around 8 days
and cost 1% of the property value, after which the owner
submits an application for a title certificate at the Land Title
Registry. To issue the final certificate, the transaction must
be published in the national weekly newspaper, which can
take up to 14 days. Finally, the title certificate is issued by
the Land Registration Division (7 days). The transaction
is recorded on the Land Certificate, which is returned to

Land tenure security and land prices
The reliability of land titles and their transfer remains
a major issue. Ghana currently ranks 118th in terms of
the ease of registering a property by the World Bank. In
Ghana, nearly 80% of land is under customary tenure and
thus often not officially recorded7. The lack of reliable land
records generates land disputes, as almost 70% of (civil)
court cases are land related8. Most developers face several
lawsuits before they can begin to develop a newly acquired
lot. This is an important factor in housing affordability, as
the costs of settling these cases are passed on to the final
homeowner.
Table 2: Ease of registering a property in Ghana
Indicator

Ghana

Sud-Saharan
Africa

OECD high
income

Best-Regulatory
Performance

Procedures (number)

6

6.2

4.7

1 (4 Economie)

Time (days)

47

53.9

20.1

1(New Zeal and)

Cost(% of propertuy value)

6.1

7.6

4.2

0.0( Saudi Arabia)

Quality of the land administration index (030)

8.0

8.8

23.0

None i

Source: World Bank, Ease of Doing Business Report, 2019

the owner. The original of the deed of assignment, having
been stamped to show that it has been registered, is also
returned to the applicant. The Registry keeps a duplicate.

The folio of the Register is filed and the transaction
document is placed in the land parcel file

7

USAID, Land Links, 2019

8

According to interviews during mission.

9

Eunice Matey, Exploring the effects of zoning regulations on land rights of use rights holders in the context of customary land tenure system in
Ashiyie, Ghana, February 2016, accessed on May 31st 2019 from https://webapps.itc.utwente.nl/librarywww/papers_2016/msc/la/matey.pdf

10

Matilda Esi Fiadzigbey, Customary Land Administrator in Ghana – Challenges and Prospects, Shaping the Change XXIII FIG Congress Munich,
Germany, October 8-13, 2006, accessed on May 30th 2019 from https://www.fig.net/resources/proceedings/fig_proceedings/fig2006/papers/ps07/
ps07_16_fiadzigbey_0849.pdf

11

Doing Business 2018, accessed on May 31st from http://www.doingbusiness.org/content/dam/doingBusiness/country/g/ghana/GHA.pdf
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A pilot programme is being undertaken to register land
titles online with the Central Bank on a new management
system (Bitland)12 . The blockchain captures and records
each transaction, permanently, throughout the sale of a
property. This allows traceability and transparency in near
real time, therefore enabling land disputes to be prevented
and solved. Such a system also reduces transaction costs
and makes property transactions seamless. If the pilot
programme is successful, not only would the land registry
system be digitized but with the blockchain system it would
also become decentralized, less prone to corruption and
more transparent. Though the information is decentralized,
the database can still be visualized in as an organized and
single platform. This new system is intended to secure land
titles for real estate and housing investments. However,
before it can be implemented, a legal framework needs
to be created and tedious identification work (identifying
plots and landowners) needs to be undertaken. Though
the system would ease the process of land registration
significantly, it will not resolve the issues relating to the
reliability of the data in the land registry or underlying land
disputes.
Planning regulations are largely disregarded in urban
areas14 . Existing local government plans are often not
respected and there are high levels of unauthorized

land use conversions. Some reforms are in process,
but implementation remains slow. The Government
initiated a reform in 2007, the Land Use Planning and
Management Project (LUMP).15The LUMP is part of the
Land Administration Project (LAP), a US$55 million project
funded by multiple international donors, which started in
2003, to implement key policy actions recommended in the
National Land Policy. LAP I (2003–2011) was aimed at land
policy and institutional reforms and key land administration
pilots to lay a foundation for a sustainable, decentralized
land administration system that is fair, efficient, costeffective and that assures land tenure security. LAP II is
under implementation (2011–2021) with the objective
to consolidate and strengthen land administration and
management systems for efficient and transparent land
service delivery.
Developers pay high prices for unencumbered titled
land (reflecting high legal fees in courts solving land
litigation issues) especially in urban areas. In Accra, land
prices rose by 400% between 2011 and 2015 (see Figure
5). High land prices discourage residential developments,
as other more profitable asset classes are built first, such
as hotels, commercial buildings, or high-end residential
projects.

Figure 5 Evolution of land prices in Accra per Acre from 2011 to 2015
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12

Bitland website, accessed May 16th 2019 from http://www.bitland.world/about/

13

« La blockchain révolutionne le secteur foncier et le système cadastral en Afrique », June 26th 2018, accessed May 11th 2019 from http://www.
commodafrica.com/26-06-2018-la-blockchain-revolutionne-le-secteur-foncier-et-le-systeme-cadastral-en-afrique

14

Matey, 2016.

15

Planning Department Ghana, accessed on May 31st 2019 from http://www.tcpghana.gov.gh/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=70:the-land-use-planning-and-management-project-ghana-&catid=23:news-a-events&Itemid=157

16

Amos D., Gadzekpo A., Amankwah O., “Challenges of Real Estate Development in Ghana from the
Developers’ Perspective”, Developing Country Studies, Vol.5, No.10, 2015, accessed May 15th 2019 from https://iiste.org/Journals/index.php/DCS/
article/viewFile/22474/22687
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The Government owns a great deal of land that could
be used for affordable housing development. Government-owned land is usually free of litigations and thus
a sought-after resource by private sector developers. In
March 2020, the Ministry of Finance provided an update,
stating that it is making government-owned land accessible to beneficiaries of the National Housing and Mortgage
Finance Scheme. This includes plots that are already available under collective ownership arrangements, as some
public sector unions have already bought land for their
members. It is an encouraging development.
Currently the Ministry of Housing and Works provides
free land and infrastructure (up to the site) to developers engaging in sponsored affordable housing programmes. However, due to the lack of transparency in the
procurement process and the poor planning of projects,
many of these developments have failed to take off. The
Ministry of Finance is currently in the process of consolidating this land under a single registry, which would enable a
more efficient and transparent allocation for urban housing
development.

Housing construction market
Though the annual production of new homes is close
to 5,000 units, developers have the capacity to build
faster and larger-scale projects. Developers are mainly

constrained by limited offtake, meaning that the low number of households with capacity to buy houses at current
prices and mortgage rates. Regimanuel Gray Ltd is the
main housing developer in Ghana. Regimanuel is currently
working on a project of 17,000 housing units (starting at
US$80,000) of which only 500 have been built so far. The
developer could build faster, but is constrained by limited
offtake.
Other developers have also begun ambitious projects
of which Appolonia seems to be the most promising.
Appolonia is run as a master development under which
sub-sections are allocated to various developers. The total
development area can accommodate tens of thousands
of homes, though only a few hundred have been built so
far. Bijou Homes, one of the sub-developments, offers
homes starting at US$50,000 and has received funding
and advice from Ghana Home Loans, the country’s largest
mortgage provider.
Though construction costs are often blamed for high
housing costs, they often represent less than half of
the total sales price of a home. Despite recent increase in
costs17, cement prices remain relatively low, with a bag of
cement costing around US$6 (the African average is often
between US$8 and 10). Land, infrastructure and finance
costs often make up half of housing prices and can be easier to address through government policy (see Table 3).

Table 3 Breakdown of housing development costs in Ghana.
Cost (as percentage of total)
Land

15-20%

Infrastructure

15-20%

Construction

40-50% (with 80/20 split between materials and labor)

Overhead, finance, profits

10-20%

Total

100%

Source: Affordable Housing Institute, 2019

17

« Cedi depreciation causes cement prices to go up », March 26th 2019, accessed May 15th 2019, https://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/
business/Cedi-depreciation-causes-cement-prices-to-go-up-733108
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cess to short-term finance (construction finance) in local
currency. Banks are reluctant to provide mortgage loans
for housing development due to the risk of non-enforcement of foreclosure (collateral insecurity)18. The insecurity
of land tenure and property titles in Ghana increases the
risk of lending to private developers. The cost of construction finance is also linked to the banks’ perception of a project’s risks and capacity to quickly sell units (offtake risk).
Interest rates on mortgages loans for housing development are extremely high (28% in Cedi and 11% in US dollar), which when compared with USD mortgage rates implies a local risk premium associated with weakness in the
regulatory/institutional environment (weaknesses in registration and foreclosure procedures) of about 7 percent. For
these reasons, few developers seek loans in local currency.
Many developers seek project finance abroad, either from
foreign banks or from Development Finance Institutions
(DFIs), to obtain lower rates and/or longer tenors.

A recent government update indicated that it was planning
on introducing discounts to construction companies participating in the National Housing and Mortgage Finance
Scheme in order to reduce housing prices. This is not an
advisable undertaking, however, as supply side subsidies
are generally less effective than demand side subsidies
when it comes to increasing affordability. Moreover, as
discussed above, the construction costs are not the main
culprit when it comes to high housing costs.
Construction permits remain difficult to obtain though
the government is currently making progress in making the process more transparent. Bureaucracy can add
time and costs to the construction process, and these are
passed on to the final homeowner. Working on shortening
the time required to obtain a construction permit can help
reduce housing costs.

Developer finance

Client deposits represent a large source of funding
for housing development. Though sources of housing
development finance are poorly reported on, one study revealed that formal construction finance only represented 28 percent of total funding going towards housing
construction. The majority of the funding comes instead
directly from unregulated off-plan sales representing a
major consumer risk issue, as there are large risks associated with households engaging with fraudulent developers (see Figure 6.

Though developer finance is an issue in Ghana, developers agree that their major constraints lie in the high
cost of housing. Developers have capacity to expand their
activities but face a limited mortgage market and high offtake risks. High prices of available land force developers to
build homes that are today only accessible to a minority of
higher-income Ghanaian households.
In addition to limited access to land, developers lack ac-

Figure 6 Distribution of sources of finance for real estate developers

CLINI DLPOSU 41%
OTHERS SOURCES OF INCOME 9%

Loans 28%

OWN FUNDING 22%

Source: Challenges of Real Estate Development in Ghana from the Developers’ Perspective, 2015

18

Foreclosure rights were restored by the Home Mortgage Finance Act (2008) but remain difficult to implement
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Developers rely on their own equity to fund developments, thereby constraining developers’ capacity to
build housing at scale. Some developers have opted to
engage in rent-to-own schemes in order to mitigate offtake risk. These schemes, though promising, tie up developers’ equity and impede the development of large projects.
However, developers now benefit from a certain number of tax incentives: a 5-year tax exemption for new
private developers, stamp duty exemptions, a reduction in
corporate tax from 2519to one per cent for the first 5 years
on income derived from letting for sale of low cost affordable residential units approved by the Ministry of Works
and Housing, and tax benefits for those who invest part of
their profits in real estate development20. New buyers are
also exempted from stamp tax for the purchase of a house
built by a developer. While these incentives may work to
encourage engagement by developers, whether they are
effective in addressing the housing gap is questionable for
the following reasons: (a) the bottleneck appears to lie in
offtake rather than in the construction sector (see the discussion above), (b) it is uncertain whether such benefits
are passed on to home-owners, and (c) due to the underlying macroeconomic challenges faced by the government
efficient targeting of fiscally costly benefits is paramount.
The United Nations Office for Project Services or
UNOPS recently launched an initiative to attract foreign
investment into the housing sector21and has committed
to develop 200,000 units. UNOPS22 has partnered with
Sustainable Home Solutions, an international developer,
to begin to work on a first project of 6,500 houses. It is
unclear if they have secured the land for their investment.
Furthermore, there is a major risk that the housing built
may not be able to be sold (offtake risk) due to the extremely small size of the mortgage sector.
Ghana Home Loans, though traditionally a mortgage
lender, has ventured into construction finance since receiving its banking licence. GHL works with Bijou Homes
(part of the Appolonia development) to not only offer finance but also advice on how to reduce costs and mitigate
offtake risk.
Though pension funds could be a source of construction finance, it appears that SSNIT is pulling out of
the housing sector after a series of poor investments.
Other pension funds could be interested in diversifying
their investments as real estate remains a popular sector
among pension funds in Sub-Saharan Africa.
By assuming a contingent fiscal liability, the President
was recently (March 2019) able to announce the deve-

lopment of 11,000 affordable housing units in coordination with a Brazilian developer, Messrs Construtora.
Under this agreement, the government will provide free
land and infrastructure as well as (possibly) a sovereign
guarantee on offtake. In effect the government is assuming
the offtake risk, a sizeable contingent fiscal obligation. The
developer will source its own financing. It is unclear how
the developer was selected. Prices will likely be set around
US$20,000 to US$30,000. Despite efforts to lobby the
government and significant local developer capacity, large
housing projects often go to foreign companies without
following due process. In order to promote the local economy, achieve better value and mitigate corruption risks,
all government housing projects should be open to international and local markets through a tendering process.
Ghana’s Real Estate Association (GREDA) has organized
its members to lobby for change and require the government to make large housing projects accessible to local
developers.
Though the Ministry of Works and Housing proclaimed
that its intention was to build 200,000 housing units in
2019, this figure seems optimistic and the actual number built was likely be closer to 5,000. This is probably
for the best as demand for new homes at current prices is
limited, so significant developments need to take place in
order to absorb a large number of mortgages. The Ministry
of Finance seems aware that the demand side and offtake
risk are major issues facing large-scale housing development and is eager to launch the National Housing Fund
(see below) in order to unlock demand.
Government has begun work on setting up a Real Estate Investment Trust (REITs) scheme with the banks
that have been selected to participate in the National
Housing and Mortgage Fund. REITs could provide an alternative offtake mechanism for developers and support
the development of the local rental market. Government
intends to promote REITs that will buy and rent out houses
priced appropriately for low-income households, likely
at below US$40,000. The proposed REIT scheme has a
rent-to-own feature, whereby the homes will be rented for
20–30 years, with a portion of rental payments serving as
equity, and the homes eventually bought at residual value using either lump sum pension (tier 2 contributions) or
savings. The goal is to promote homeownership for new
entrants into the workforce who cannot afford a mortgage
down payment. REITS are also expected to receive special
tax treatment if they participate in the scheme. REITS sometimes require high rents in order to be investment-worthy (and therefore they do not solve affordability issues).
This is something the government should be vigilant about
from the outset.
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Ghana Investment Promotion Centre, http://www.gipcghana.com/invest-in-ghana/doing-business-in-ghana/cost-of-doing-business/taxes.html
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Arku, G. (2009). Housing policy changes in Ghana in the 1990s. Housing Studies, 24(2), 261e272.
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Landmark 100,000 affordable homes initiative for Ghana moves forward, 24th January 2019, UNOPS, accessed May 11th 2019 from https://
www.unops.org/news-and-stories/news/landmark-100-000-affordable-homes-initiative-for-ghana-moves-forward
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Under the first phase of the National Housing and
Mortgage Fund that is currently being piloted, the government is providing liquidity at concessional rates to
banks (2%) to match and on-lend to developers that
meet the National Housing Commission’s key criteria. As
per CAHF’s 2019 yearbook, subsidized mortgages are
currently available at GCB Bank Limited, Stanbic Bank and
Republic Bank, and the mortgage rates offered are the
lowest in the market (at 12% with Stanbic Bank and 11.9%
at Republic Bank). The policy framework mandates that
the APR on construction finance loans should not exceed
5% of the blended rate, and that the APR on mortgage
finance loans should not exceed 3% of the blended rate.
The blended rate consists of the National Housing and
Mortgage Fund rate (2%) and the participating banks’
market rate (91-day T-bill rate plus 3%).
Though the Fund could stretch affordability on the demand
side, subsidies offered to developers through concessional financing rates run the risk of quickly depleting avai-

lable public funding and not being passed on to the final
homeowner and should be avoided. The government
would be well-advised to remove supply-side subsidy features of the scheme.
Ghana Infrastructure Investment Fund (GIIF), a government-sponsored but commercially operated investment fund, has been given the mandate to invest
in the construction of affordable housing. Though no
specific funding has been allocated to GIIF, GIIF could become a promising vehicle to promote affordable housing.
By allocating subsidized funds through the banks, the
Housing Fund may end up subsidizing developers rather
than homeowners, as banks are ill equipped to monitor
the costs of construction and ensure that the subsidy is
transmitted to the final households. With sufficient technical capacity, GIIF might be in a better place to ensure
that state resources are better targeted, such as in lessening the burden of mortgage payments in the early years
of mortgages.

Challenges on the demand side
The Ghanaian housing value chain is constrained by the
high cost of housing, low incomes, and limited availability of housing finance. Today, Ghana only has around
4,000 residential mortgages outstanding, representing
a very low volume given the large housing deficit. Hou-

sing finance represents the smallest lending sector and
accounts for less than 1% of bank’s loans (PWC, 2019)
(see Table 4). Mortgages currently represent less than one
percent of Ghana’s GDP and few households have access
to housing finance.

Table 4 Composition of industry loans and advances by sector.
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Agriculture,foresty & fishing

4.2

3.9

4.1

5.7

17.5

Mining & quarrying

3.1

3.6

3.1

2.5

4.2

Manufacturing

11.4

10.0

8.8

10.7

11.5

Construction

8.7

9.5

8.9

7.8

7.3

Electricity,gas & water

12.5

14.1

12.4

7.4

3.6

Commerce & finance

24.4

24.9

24.5

24.0

16.7

Transport,storage & communication

4.3

4.3

8.5

7.9
19.2

6.5

Services

19.7

19.2

19.5

Miscelaneous

11.5

9.7

9.5

13.9

10.3

0.2

0.9

0.8

0.9

0.9

100.0

100.0

100.0

Housing
Total industry
Source: Ghana Banking Survey, PWC, 2019
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100.0

21.5

100.0

Housing costs and income levels limit the
growth of the mortgage market

in urban areas and less than 5 percent of households in
rural areas can afford the cheapest home currently available on the market. High mortgage rates and short tenors
further exacerbate affordability levels (Figure 7).

Most Ghanaians cannot afford the cheapest house. Ghana’s low income levels mean that only 10% of households

Figure 7 Income distribution and housing affordability in urban and rural areas of Ghana
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PPP$23 001 - PPP$40 000
PPP$12 001 - PPP$23 000
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PPP$3 601 - PPP$5 000
PPP$2 401 - PPP$3 600
PPP$1 601 - PPP$2 400
PPP$801 - PPP$1 600
<PPP$800

Population:

PPP$61 438

Urbanisation rate:

PPP$15 851

29 400 000
3.41%

Cost of cheapest
100 000 GHS
newly built house PPP$66 667
Urban households

7.37

1PPP$: 1.5 Ghanaian cedi
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Average annual household income needed for the cheapest newly built house by a formal developer,2017
Average annual household income using expenditure, 2017 (PPP$)

Source: Center for Affordable Housing Finance in Africa, 2019
Surveys with housing developers have also noted low incomes as being the primary hurdle facing the expansion of the mortgage market (Table 5).

Table 5 Challenges in the Ghanaian mortgage market from the developer’s perspective.
OPINION

FREQUENCY

PERCENTAGE

Weak legal and institutional framework

3

6.0

Lack of long term funding

9

18.0

Unstable economy

9

18.0

Low income levels

19

38.0

Inadequate collateral/foreclosure procedures

2

4.0

Attractive investment alternatives

8

16.0

Total

50

100

Source: Challenges of Real Estate Development in Ghana from the Developers’ Perspective, 2015

Most households rely on their savings and choose to build
their homes incrementally due to the low level of their incomes, the absence of appropriate low-income housing
supply as well as lack of access to mortgages at affordable
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interest rates. A survey conducted in 2012, showed that
only 3% of homeowners interviewed had acquired their
home via a mortgage product (see Figure 8).

in Ghana

Figure 8 Modes of housing acquisition by households.
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Source: Demand for Residential Mortgages in Ghana, 201423

Few mortgage products available
Few banks offer mortgage products. Currently, only 5
of Ghana’s 29 commercial banks officially offer mortgage
loans as a dedicated product—conventional mortgage
loans, home improvement and home completion loans.
Most banks, however, offer mortgage products to their
own staff. Current estimates of the total nationwide
mortgage portfolio may be around US$ 200 million.

on the limited market rate information, the risk spread
on residential loans appears to range between 700 and
1300 basis points. It would appear that Ghanaian banks
regard mortgage collateral as of negligible value, and are
treating mortgages as consumer loans predicated on the
borrower’s ability to repay from income with little regard
for the value of the underlying asset.

•

As Cedi-denominated mortgage loans have their rates
reset at short-term intervals (e.g. every six months),
the risk premium associated with such loans can be
approximated by comparing quoted interest rates (of
around 27.5 percent against the yield on short-term
treasury securities (of around 14.25 percent), implying
a large 1300 basis points credit risk premium for residential loans. In effect, banks regard security in the
form of real estate as being of similar quality to any
other form of collateral they might be provided with in
connection with their lending to SMEs.

•

The risk spread on dollar-denominated loans is around
700 basis points. This is derived by comparing the interest of 11% on a 10-year Ghanaian USD mortgage
with the interest of around 4 % on a similar mortgage
in the United States.

Mortgage interest rates in Ghana are high and currently
average around 30% for loans in local currency putting
the financing costs out of reach for the majority of the
population. Tenors are usually around 15 years or shorter. Over a 15-year period, with an interest of 30% the
household would pay over 4.5 times the original value of
the house when including financing costs.
Mortgages are available in foreign currency at lower
rates. Though many real estate transactions are performed in US dollars, only a small fraction of the population
earns a salary in US dollars. Rates are typically variable in
local currency but fixed in US dollars, adding a further advantage to households earning in foreign currencies who
can plan ahead and budget for fixed monthly payments
over the course of their mortgage. Other advantages include lower interest rates in US dollar.

Mortgage rates are subject to high risk premiums. Based

23

Clearly the risk-premium associated with dollar-denominated loans is a good deal lower than the risk-premium on
cedi-denominated loans. There are multiple explanations
for this difference:

Data from field survey undertaken in 2012. https://www.researchgate.net/publication/309391442_Demand_for_Residential_Mortgage_in_Ghana_Nature_Constraints_and_Implications
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•

•

•

The small size of the cedi-mortgage-loan market combined with weaknesses in the property registration
and foreclosure regimes (which of course impact all
loans irrespective of the currency in which they are denominated) discourages banks from pricing mortgage
loans in a different way from their SME loans.
Banks’ risk-aversion reduces their willingness to take
on long-term credit risks in any currency. However,
providing dollar-denominated loans shifts the currency risk from lenders to borrowers.
Market-segmentation due to the availability of dollar-denominated loans for housing—as institutionalized by Ghana Home Loans—whereby bank customers with higher incomes and associated better
credit are given access to dollar-denominated loans.

Sources of mortgage funding
Most banks rely on short-term deposits in order to fund
their long-term mortgages. This substantially limits the
volume of mortgage they can issue due to the risk of unsustainable maturity mismatches.
Banks have implemented ‘save to loan’ products which
enable them to secure longer-term deposits. Ghana
Home Loans has implemented a 12- to 24-month saving
scheme to enable borrowers to qualify for a mortgage, thereby enabling the bank to tap into longer-term funding24.

In the past, some banks went to the capital markets to
raise long-term finance. The Home Finance Bank (now
the Republic Bank of Ghana) issued mortgage bonds (the
house bonds) to raise US$2.55 million in 1996, US$2.70
million in 1999 and US$4.23 million in 2001. The bank
managed to issue 30-year bonds to one of its main
shareholders and Ghana’s largest pension fund managers,
the Social Security and National Insurance Trust (SSNIT).
The Home Finance Bank also listed bonds on the Ghana
Stock Exchange (GSE) where they were to be sold to the
general public.
Ghana Home Loans, a primary mortgage lender, which
recently received its full banking license, has relied
heavily on external DFI funding. GHL currently holds
60% of the total national mortgage market or a total of
around 2,000 loans. As of June 2019, GHL had raised over
US$ 85 million from the DFIs listed in the table hereunder, all denominated in US dollar. Most of GHL loans to
households are in US dollars, even though only 30 percent
of their clients earn in foreign currency. The high difference
in interest rates (14 percent in US dollar vs 25 percent in
Cedi) makes US dollar loans more attractive to customers
who may not see the currency risk as an immediate concern
and fail to account fully for its effect on the effective cost of
the loan. With the maturity on lines of credit averaging 10
years, GHL is able to provide 15-year loans to households.

Table 6 Ghana Home Loans Creditors as of June 2019
Creditors

Amount (in millions of US$)

Tenor (in years)

AfDB

15

5-7

OPIC

33.5

15 to 20 years

FMO

5.3

10

8

10 years

3.7

5-7

8

5-7

Proparco

5.3

5-7

GHIB

6.7

5-7

Total

85.7

IFC
Shelter Afrique
DEG

Source: Center for Affordable Housing Finance in Africa, 2019
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“GHL Bank launches ‘Save-to-Own’ mortgage product”, March 7th 2018, accessed May 8th 2019 from https://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/business/GHL-Bank-launches-Save-to-Own-mortgage-product-632209
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GHL recently went to the local capital market to diversify its funding sources—with limited success. The Ghana Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) approved
for GHL to issue up to US$100 million in domestic medium-term notes. Despite this high prospective issue volume, GHL’s expectations fell short. In 2016, GHL issued
two tranches of only US$1 million and the cedi equivalent
of US$4 million respectively, on the Ghana Fixed Income
Market (GFIM). The reason that this issuance had a lower
than forecast uptake was due to the higher rates offered
by treasury bills at the time (25 percent over 91 days) compared to GHL’s offering (8 percent over 5 years). GHL’s experience on the capital markets highlights how difficult it is
for the mortgage market to take off without a more stable
macroeconomic environment, under which government
debt does not crowd out private sector investment.

In order to collect deposits and access new sources
of funding, GHL recently obtained a banking licence.
However, it could not meet the minimum capital requirements and is seeking to merge with FNB (replacing its previous major shareholder, Abraaj, which owns 96 percent
of the bank). The process has slowed down GHL’s operations, and no new mortgages have been issued since October 2018 and GHL has been slow to engage in the pilot
Housing Fund. If GHL succeeds in its merger, it will remain
housing-focused and be able to collect deposits (including
housing savings schemes) in order to raise liquidity in local
currency, though this will not resolve the issues arising due
to the maturity mismatch between its liabilities and assets.

Box 1: Case Study: Ghana Home Loans
Although today Ghana Home Loans (now GHL Bank) has only a small lending operation, its existence,
evolution, and survival represent both a case study in Ghana’s challenges of obtaining long-term housing
finance and a testament to the entity’s inherent value for the future.
GHL was founded in 2006 as a DFI-endorsed initiative, one of several in that era to be launched in the
developing world,25 and during its formative years relied exclusively on dollar-denominated “patient” DFI
capital. It rapidly gained a substantial market share, put in place a professional management team and
sound financial and IT systems, and innovated several financial products (including a dollar-priced loan to
domestic Ghanaians).
Realizing that non-deposit financing was no longer available, management then pivoted, and in 2017
completed a licensing and rebranding as GHL Bank Ltd., still with the same management team. Access to
deposits kept the entity liquid but unfortunately put it back in the same short-tenor box as other Ghanaian
residential finance institutions.
As Ghana Home Loans is Ghana’s primary mortgage provider, the DFIs and GoG should take steps to
assure its continued survival as its main shareholder (Abraaj) is being liquidated and the bank’s future is
under question.
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For instance, South Africa Home Loans (https://www.sahomeloans.com/) and Saudi Home Loans (https://www.saudihomeloans.com/
home?lang=en).
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Pension funds could become a major source of longterm funding. Ghana’s pension regulations have enabled
pension funds (Tier 2 and Tier 3) to invest in mortgage
markets. However, these regulations restrict the amount
of any one fund which can be invested into a single type of
real estate asset to 10% and into eligible corporate notes,
which seems relatively low compared to other pension
funds in Sub-Saharan Africa. Unfortunately, after making
a series of poor investments in housing, SSNIT is now in
the process of pulling out of the housing sector.

The National Pension Act 766 as amended allows for
the use of tier 2 and 3 contributions as a collateral for
mortgages26. Pension funds do allow their members to
either use their savings as a guarantee (Tier 2) against
their mortgage or take out a portion of their savings to use
as a down payment (Tier 3) on their primary residence.
However, the scheme is not yet streamlined, and banks
still face confusion in accessing these funds. Banks and
pension funds need to work together in order to ensure a
streamlined process.

Government intervention
The government recently launched the pilot phase of its
Housing Fund. Faced with a sizeable housing deficit and an
evident challenge in housing affordability, the government
launched a pilot housing fund as a demand-side pumppriming measure. Specifically, the pilot sets aside US$
7.5 million (40 million Ghanaian cedi), to be lent to banks
at an explicitly concessionary rate of 2%, to be blended
50%-50% with market financing, and on-lent to either
(a) homebuyer households taking out mortgages, or (b)
developers for construction finance. The Government has
thus far selected five banks to pilot the initiative (including
Ghana Commercial Bank, Stanbic, and Republic Bank),
and expects to originate around 1000 new mortgages.
Homeowner model. The pricing/LTV is as follows under
the current model:
Traditional down payment, 80% loan-to-value (LTV).
Loans are priced at cost of funds (based on 91 day T-bills)
plus 300 basis points of spread, resulting in an effective
blended rate of 13%, with tenors up to 20 years. Because
rates can be reset every quarter, the government cannot be
sure that households will be able to afford higher interest
rates, so adoption of this pricing model may be associated
with contingent fiscal liabilities.
Household eligibility for the Housing Fund blended loans

is currently available only to public servants, who have
stable formal income and where the government is in an
unusually good position to evaluate their creditworthiness.
Construction finance model. Banks can also use the
housing funds to make construction loans, on the same
blended rate basis, but the Government has indicated they
will have a 500 basis point spread over the Cost of Funds,
in other words an additional 200 basis points for the risk/
underwriting complexity of assessing a development
or construction project. However, subsidies allocated to
construction finance are harder to track and it is difficult to
ensure that they are passed on through the sales price to
the final homeowner.
REIT model. Government has also begun promoting
REITs as a vehicle to encourage rent-to-own schemes.
It has partnered with GCB Securities to establish the
first Affordable Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) to
purchase properties and rent them at affordable rates to
public sector workers for a period of 15 to 20 years, after
which they can pay a residual value to own it. The REIT
has identified properties at TDC Community 22 Affordable
Housing Enclave for the pilot phase.

Box 2: REITs 101
Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) are special purpose vehicles that allow both institutional and retail investors to pool their funds to invest in real estate assets. REITs are formed for the sole purpose of
owning income-producing property, either by investing in portfolios of mortgages or commercial properties through the purchase of shares. The shareholders of a REIT, in turn, earn a share of the income stream
produced by the investment portfolio. REITs gain liquidity and transparency by being listed on the stock
exchange. The key players in a residential rental REIT scheme- which is effectively what is being implemented in Ghana- are outlined below.
1. Sponsor (usually an investment house), which forms the REIT, raises the money from investors, buys
properties from developers, and then becomes a multi-property landlord.
2. Management company, which rents and maintains the houses. Hired by REIT and is chosen by Sponsor. Often affiliated with the Sponsor. (Some REITs self-manage for tax-related reasons.)
3. Investors, who want annual equity-like returns from net revenues.
4. Developers, who build properties and sell them to the REIT, for cash.
5. Households, who are renters.
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Section 103(2) of the National Pension Act, 2008 (Act 766) allows for pension-secured loans.
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It is unlikely that the REIT scheme would work in
Ghana’s current context without continued government
intervention. Several conditions—none of which exists in
Ghana—need to be in place for REITs to be commercially
viable and successful. These include: capable developers
who are committed to long term management of rental
stock (most developers would rather build for-sale
properties and exit the investment after offtake), sufficient
REIT-compatible assets (i.e. large-scale rental housing that
is well managed), strong securities regulation with a vetting
process in place for public listings on the stock exchange
(to promote investor confidence), strong consumer
protection for shareholders (again, to promote investor
confidence), and a deep pool of institutional investors or
private individuals who want to invest in income producing
real estate. REITs tend to do best in property markets that
have reached significant scale and maturity. It may take
some time for Ghana’s real estate market to achieve the
conditions listed above.
The government plans to modify and expand the
Housing Fund after its pilot phase. Pilots are times of
experimentation and the programme is being initialized
and will evolve:
• Income and underwriting criteria are being defined.
The current policy framework proposes a credit rating
scheme which would assess the credit worthiness of
the borrower and adjust rates accordingly, especially
if the borrower agrees to have their salary directly
debited. Credit rating schemes improve efficiency and
assist in granting formally employed people access to
finance through pay-slip based rating. In the medium to
long term, the system could be expanded into informal
markets by basing ratings on payment history.
• Mortgages can be issued for approved housing only.
The National Housing Committee, which is chaired
by the Minister of Works and Housing, is setting the
standards for approved housing.
• Banks might be assigned specific target clientele
groups. Government cited the Trades Union Congress
(TUC), Judicial Council, Ghana Medical and Dental
Council, and the National Association of Teachers as
selected groups of public servants. In the medium to
long term, the programme can be expanded to nongovernment employees, but it is a good starting point
for now.
• The price points of the financeable homes are
currently being determined, but the minimum price
is not expected to exceed 140 thousand Ghanaian
cedi (US$24,205). This price should be revised from
time to time to take into account inflation and other
macroeconomic factors.
• Government also intends to pass legislation (National
House and Asset Ownership Act) that will enable
mandatory contribution of workers towards house
ownership or rental payments under the rent-toown scheme. The plan is to exempt 5–10 percent of
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income from taxes, ceding part of the total 35 percent
income exceptions under the Pension Act. It will also
work with the Securities and Exchange Commission
for dedicated funds to be set-up or positioned for this
purpose.
If the programme is successful, the funding is expected to
be tripled (i.e. up to potentially US$20 million or GHS120
million). If the programme is allowed to expand, it is
recommended for the Government to dial back the blend
of concessionary funding, and as discussed earlier, make
the scarce resources at its disposition go further. This
is important because the programme is likely to have
the effect of crowding out any other types of mortgage
lending, the fiscal costs will be large, and continuously
rising, and the access to subsidized credit will be politically
hard to reverse.
In conclusion, the Housing Fund can be seen as a shortterm intervention designed to achieve a variety of
short-term but potentially enduring objectives:
• Provision of subsidized, low-interest financing of
mortgages, although with significant fiscal costs.
• Encouragement to commercial banks to enter the
mortgage marketplace.
• Expansion of the rent-to-own model, thereby allowing
lower income households access to the property
ladder.
• Generation of useful data on latent mortgage effective
demand, and in the process, increase in consumer
awareness especially among the important bellwether
civil-service workforce.
• Because of the foregoing, expand the markets
for mortgage finance broadly and interest more
households.
• Given the potentially significant fiscal costs of the
Housing Finance scheme, it will be imperative to create
the conditions to phase down the pump-priming pilot
while focusing on developing and designing support
to affordable housing that provides a better (higher
leverage, more cost-effective) solution for the medium
term.
In designing a more focused approach, the government
could consider deploying the Housing Fund for
mortgages or REITs only. The support provided to
mortgages could also specifically target providing relief
in the first years of the mortgage when the repayment
burden is largest to mortgagees. Construction finance
does not seem to be a major constraint in the market and
developer production capacity is only limited by offtake.
Funnelling the full fund towards mortgages will enable the
government to better track the subsidy while lessening the
offtake challenges faced by developers. Nonetheless, over
time the government will need to consider how to address
the potentially sizeable fiscal costs associated with the
Housing Fund.
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Housing microfinance faces similar constraints
Around 90% of houses in Ghana are self-built and
housing microfinance can be an important tool
in promoting access to safer and better quality
housing. Despite its potential, the sector seems to be
underdeveloped and NPLs in the microfinance sector are
very high. The sector is currently undergoing significant
reforms and over 300 licenses have recently been revoked
in an effort to increase soundness and stability.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that a majority of
consumer loans are applied to housing repairs, yet few
specialized products exist in the market. Though there
are still over 16827 microfinance institutions in Ghana,
only three offer dedicated housing products. These three
institutions only offer housing products to clients who
have demonstrated their creditworthiness and none
advertise them broadly. The primary reasons for the lack
of housing microfinance products are the lack of access to
long-term funding and high interest rates making products
unattractive or unaffordable for customers.
Microfinance institutions are subject to tougher
prudential regulations than the banking sector and
face greater difficulties in meeting liquidity requirements,
thereby lessening their ability to lend long-term.
Habitat for Humanity attempted to partner with
microfinance institutions to launch housing products in
2012 but pulled out in 2015 due to major macroeconomic
changes. A dramatic downturn in the economy, coupled
with a doubling of the benchmark lending rate (from
12.25 to 25 percent) between 2011 and 2015, drastically
changed the financial environment28. Thus, when the two
financial institutions (one bank and one savings & loans
company) with which the project had been working were
due to launch their housing microfinance products in 2014,
the risk premium of launching a new financial product
had substantially increased. This, together with other
factors, led to uncertainty as to when the product would
be launched and the project was subsequently closed in
Ghana.

Regulatory issues
The Government of Ghana has recently adopted a number
of regulatory changes in order to strengthen the banking
sector and expand access to housing finance.
A new National Housing Policy has been adopted. In

2015, the government adopted a new housing policy
including the development of a Housing Fund to fund both
mortgages and housing construction. The Fund is currently
in its pilot stage. If current macro-economic conditions
persist, the business model adopted by the Fund will
be fiscally costly and is likely to be unsustainable in the
medium to long-term.
A Credit Bureau exists but only services around 10
percent of Ghanaian adults. High levels of income
informality and the lack of available credit histories
means that banks are unable to underwrite the majority
of Ghanaian households. Informal households seek credit
from microfinance institutions instead. Strengthening the
credit bureau is critical to enabling banks and MFIs to issue
a greater number of mortgages and other types of housing
loans.
Foreclosure laws have been enhanced but remain
an issue. The rise in non-performing loans, which took
place in 2018 led to many foreclosures. Foreclosure was
made easier by the Home Mortgage Finance Act of 2008
and the Borrowers and Lenders Act of 2008. However,
foreclosures can still take up to 7 years to complete due
to the slow judicial process and lack of clarity over the
Lender Borrower Act. The Ghana Real Estate Association
(GREDA) is currently lobbying for a new foreclosure act
that is specific to the housing sector in order to enable
banks to bypass courts and foreclose on property. The
Bank of Ghana is also currently working on passing a
new law, which would make foreclosure easier. Enforcing
efficient foreclosure procedures is critical to the growth of
the mortgage market. Without such enforcement actions,
mortgages will continue to be perceived as poor collateral
and loans will be subject to high risk premiums. More
efficient foreclosure processes can contribute towards
bringing down mortgage interest rates in Ghana and
should be prioritized.
The Bank of Ghana has implemented new capital
adequacy regulations in accordance with Basel II. The
Bank of Ghana is changing the way lenders calculate
their capital-adequacy levels as the regulator seeks to
strengthen the industry. Residential mortgages have
received a risk weight of 35 percent minimum. This weight
is fairly low compared to commercial mortgages (100
percent risk weight) but high relative to government T-bills
(0 percent risk weight). This accommodation in terms of
a lower risk-weighting for qualifying mortgage (see Box
2), is unlikely to have much positive impact in encouraging
mortgage lending while the government continues to issue
large quantities of zero-weighted treasury bills.
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Bank of Ghana, March 2019
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Impact of Ghana’s economic slowdown on Habitat’s Building Assets, Unlocking Access project.
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Box 2: New risk-weighted ratios for residential mortgages
Claims fully secured by mortgages on residential property that is, or will be, owned and occupied
by the borrower, or that is rented, is a qualifying residential mortgage loan risk weighted at 35%
if it meets all requirements below:

a. Loan-to-value ratio (LVR), defined as the total loan exposure divided by the property market
value net of realizable costs, is equal to or less than 80%.

b. The loan amount in domestic currency shall be fully secured by a mortgage on the residential
property that is fully developed

c. The mortgage must be enforceable in all jurisdictions, which are relevant at the time of execution of the credit agreement, and must be properly filed and registered.

d. The residential property must be occupied by the borrower or rented by the borrower to a
third party.

e. The bank must be satisfied that the risk of the borrower is not dependent on the performance
f.
g.

of the underlying property serving as collateral but rather on the capacity of the borrower to
repay the debt from other sources.
The property is valued at origination by a Qualified Certified Valuator and thereafter revalued
every three years or more often if there is evidence of impairment.
The property must be adequately insured by a licensed insurance company.

Claims secured by mortgage that do not satisfy requirements of paragraph are non-qualifying
mortgage loans and shall be risk weighted at 100%. All residential mortgage loan with a currency mismatch will attract a risk add-on of 20 percent. As part of the supervisory review process,
the BoG will periodically evaluate the quality of residential mortgage portfolio held by individual
banks, regarding their default experience, and the development of the property market in Ghana
to determine whether the quality of the portfolio across the industry should warrant a higher risk
weight than that assigned.
Risk weights for residential and commercial mortgage loans
Source: Bank of Ghana, 201829
Claims secured by residential property

Risk weights

Qualifying residential mortgage loan fully secured with LVR 80% or less

35%

Non-qualifying mortgage loan

100%

Risk add-on for currency mismatch

+ 20%

Claims secured by commercial property

29

Risk weights

Qualifying commercial mortgage loan

100%

Non-qualifying commercial mortgage loan

150%

Risk add-on for currency mismatch

+ 20%

https://www.bog.gov.gh/privatecontent/Banking_Supervision/Basel%20II%20-%20BOG%20CRD%20Final%2027%20June%202018%20%20
Basel%20Committee%20BSD.pdfLinks are unavailable
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The Bank of Ghana has announced the adoption of Basel
III’s net stable funding ratio (NSFR) introduced in 201830.
The NSFR is a prudential liquidity rule aimed at limiting
excess maturity transformation risk. The adoption of this
new measure is likely to limit banks’ capacity to use shortterm deposits to fund long-term mortgages. Up until
now, banks have not been constrained by any maturity
matching regulation.
In 2017, the Government31 announced that it planned to
reform regulation of pension to support the engagement

of the pension funds in contributing to mortgage, housing
construction and infrastructure financing. The reforms
would enable banks to issue securities on the Ghana Fixed
Income market at an estimated rate of GHS300 million per
month. Currently, a maximum of 35 percent of pension fund
assets can be invested in bank securities and 10% in real
estate. The regulator could consider assigning a separate
asset class (aside from broader real estate transactions) to
residential housing to promote investment into the sector.

Assessment of funding issues
For Ghana’s housing ecosystem, the problem is not liquidity per se, but rather the terms of that liquidity —namely,
the loan tenor and the interest rate —or more precisely,
the interval over which the interest rate will be fixed, rather
than variable and tied to Ghana’s volatile inflation and sovereign rates. As presented throughout this report, the
funding/liquidity problems principally affect the demand
side and are choking off growth in the mortgage industry.

to high risk premiums. Foreclosures can currently take up
to 7 years and banks incur a high cost in the process. This
high risk exposure forces interest rates upwards in both
US dollar and Cedi lending.

Demand-side funding issues

Instead, mortgage lenders have come to rely on DFI
funding to secure long-term debt. Though GHL raised
US$ 5 million in medium-term notes, it has raised far more
from foreign investors (around US$ 85 million). Up to
now, the DFIs’ capital inflows have fertilized the nascent
mortgage industry, but their willingness to do so is finite
– and possibly tapped out. Furthermore, DFI funding has
been denominated in foreign currency forcing banks and/
or households to take foreign exchange risk.

As banks rely primarily on short-term deposits to
fund their mortgage lending, their ability to lend longterm is severely limited due to the associated maturity
mismatch. This is entirely sensible from the important
perspective of protecting the safety and soundness of
the banking system, and protecting depositors and their
savings. The consequence is to place a hard cap on
banks’ capacity to expand long-term assets (mortgages)
while drawing on short-term liabilities (deposits). In
other countries, banks tap the capital markets to liquefy
their portfolios with tenor-matched and risk-matched
instruments, but this option is limited in Ghana.
To the extent that capital markets investors have an
appetite for longer-tenor investments, residential
mortgages are crowded out by high-yield zero-risk
Ghanaian Treasury securities. Treasury bills offer high
returns crowding out the capacity of the private sector to
issue corporate notes.
In addition, weaknesses in the property registration
and foreclosure regimes discourage banks from pricing
mortgage loans in a different way from their SME loans.
Foreclosures remain difficult to enforce, despite reforms,
making mortgages a weak form of collateral and leading

Furthermore, the pool of funds available to institutional
investors, potentially large-scale buyers, appears to be
small.

Taken together, these four factors make for a bleak picture
of future Ghanaian residential lending expansion.

Supply-side funding issues
Compared with the demand side, the supply side is
relatively well positioned, as developers seem to have the
will and the capacity to undertake large-scale projects.
Efforts to increase access to mortgages by lowering
rates and lengthening tenors, could decrease offtake
risks for developers and encourage them to produce
at larger scale. Indeed, lower rates and longer tenors
proposed by the new government-backed National
Housing Fund, can expand affordability greatly without
having to target current housing prices. Table 7 shows that
the monthly income required to buy a home under current
conditions is US$3,200 but would be reduced by almost
half under the new mortgage scheme.

30

Settor Amediku, “Was Basel III necessary and will it bring about prudent risk management in banking?”, Bank of Ghana, Working Paper, February
2011

31

“Gov’t plans GH¢300m monthly debt issuance for pension funds”, July 3rd 2018, accessed on May 22nd 2019 from https://www.myjoyonline.
com/business/2018/July-3rd/govt-plans-gh300m-monthly-debt-issuance-for-pension-funds.php
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Table 7 Affordability analysis
Current
conditions

NHF
conditions

Mortgage rate

25%

13%

Mortgage tenor

15 years

25 years

US$50,000

US$50,000

Monthly mortgage payment

US$1,065

US$565

Monthly income required

US$3,200

US$1,690

Housing price

Source: Affordable Housing Institute, 2019

If offtake can be secured, commercial banks should
have no trouble financing developers who rely mostly
on their own equity and client deposits today.
In order to expand affordability beyond the beneficiaries
of the Housing Fund, efforts should be undertaken
to lower housing prices more generally. Lowering the
cost of delivery via a land bank (government entity, which
manages and allocates state-owned land for housing
projects) is an unexplored but promising option, as land
costs can make up more than 20% of the cost of the home
in urban areas. A government-led supply-side initiative
can expand the marketplace of buyers by bringing down
the cost of a finished and serviced home and enabling
less affluent households to pay cash from their family
resources. A government land bank is a logical possibility
to explore. It is further appealing because (a) the resources
are non-cash and off budget, (b) land held in inventory
does not depreciate in value, in fact it appreciates in real
terms, (c) land can be delivered to a developer via a PPP
arrangement in ways that enable the government to take
back control if the developer fails to perform and also
to share in the upside of a successful development (by
splitting profits if the project is successful), yielding more
proceeds that can be redeployed into future transactions.
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Current government initiatives: The National
Housing Fund
The Government launched the National Housing Fund
and should use outcomes and feedback from the pilot
phase to inform subsequent phases. Though the fund
could provide much needed long-term and low-cost
funding to the banking and developer sectors, the high
levels of subsidies constitute a significant potential fiscal
liability. While incentives in the form of subsidies may work
to encourage engagement by developers, whether they are
effective in addressing the housing gap is questionable, as
the bottleneck appears to lie in offtake rather than in the
construction sector (see the discussion in the Government
intervention section of this report).
In the longer term, the government wishes to create a
mortgage refinance facility, which could be a sustainable
alternative to the National Housing Fund. However,
the country’s macroeconomic conditions would need to
stabilize first in order for bonds issued by the facility to be
competitive and the funding to be attractive to banks (see
also Box 5 below).

in Ghana

Assessment of current
recommendations

government

The new National Housing Strategy provides a break
from past programmes, which were prone to inefficiency and /or corruption. The Government seems aware that
state-run housing programmes and housing banks have
been a major waste of resources and the new strategy focuses on partnerships with the private sector instead.

•

Recommendation 1: Support macroeconomic and regulatory environment improvements

•

Long-term residential-finance interest rate stability.

Not only is Ghana’s structural inflation high, the Government of Ghana’s borrowing needs have led to
high interest rates even on sovereign treasury securities, which are by definition the safest form of lending
in any currency. The combination of high rates with no
credit risk, and plenty of volume of such paper, demotivates lenders’ interest in residential lending either as
an asset class or as a business to develop. Mortgage
rates are unlikely to decrease without major changes
to the yield curve. In order for mortgage rates to become affordable, government borrowing would need to
slow down and inflation to remain stable and within
single digits.
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and

Enable mortgage lending by improved perfection of
title and transfer of title. Land issues continue to be the

fundamental hurdle to real estate investments in Ghana. Aside from crippling mortgage lending for home
buyers, the cost of new housing production today is
higher than it should be because developers have to
spend time and money reducing the risk of adverse
claims on property they intend to buy and develop.
The housing market cannot thrive without a properly
functioning, digitized and accessible land title registry.
Land tenure must be ensured for all including customary owners. Upgrading the land registry will, in time,
reduce the number of land disputes and make security of tenure a reality in Ghana. Property registration
needs to be streamlined, access to land titles provided
for all, and faster land dispute resolution implemented.
As an example (see Box 3), Rwanda implemented a
very successful programme which regularized and digitized all land in the county in a matter of years. The
project’s success stems from commitment at the highest levels of government, an efficient land title regularization process, which was decentralized and
applied across the country and finally the adoption of
open-source software to ensure a state of the art land
registry available to all online.

Though the Government expects the macroeconomic
environment to improve gradually over time, policymakers understand that measures need to be taken
today in order to reduce the affordable housing deficit. These initiatives, though costly at first, could turn
into more sustainable programmes if inflation stays stable
and government borrowing (crowding out) decreases. The
government also seems aware that these initiatives will
require constant revisiting and tweaks in order to avoid
some of the pitfalls subsidy programmes often bring.

The housing market’s effectiveness and affordability
depends on the macroeconomic and regulatory environment. In Ghana today, the housing market is being
held back because, among other things, sovereign interest rates are high and mortgages are considered a poor
form of guarantee. Though programmes can be implemented to try to reduce housing costs, the housing market
will only reach the potential that Ghana needs if there are
fundamental improvements in at least three areas:

strategy

•

Narrow risk spreads through improved foreclosure
and asset-repossession laws and practice. Risk, mea-

sured in basis points of spread, is normally thought
of the probability of default multiplied by the loss if
a default occurs. When the cost to repossess is high
and the risk of repossession failure is hard to quantify, that risk spread magnifies. To prevent this, banks
have to perceive, based on their own experience, that
a mortgage is good, efficiently collectable collateral.
This perception can be strengthened by enabling faster, cheaper and more efficient foreclosure processes
to enable banks to foreclose within a matter of months
(instead of years) in the case of default. (Naturally, at
the same time consumer protection measures need
to also be put in place in order to protect borrowers
against unscrupulous or exploitive banks that might
try to foreclose and in the process deprive borrowers
of their hard-earned equity in their property.)

in Ghana

Box 3 Land regularization programme in Rwanda32
Rwanda, through its Land Tenure Regularization
Programme (LTR), managed to regularize land tenure
across the entire country in a short timeframe and is
a model of success for the rest of Africa. Land had
long been a source of dispute and conflict in Rwanda. In the aftermath of the genocide, there was a lack
of clarity over legal status and rights to land, with
landowners returning to Rwanda to find their land
occupied by others. The Government took a strong
stance against land insecurity and implemented the
programme in two main phases:
Phase I was a 3.5-year programme, which ran from
2005 until 2009. The main objective of the programme was to develop and test a feasible approach
to LTR in Rwanda, leading to the development of a

32

Strategic Roadmap. This was a comprehensive document, which set out the Rwandan government’s
plans for land management and administration, with
LTR as the main component. The SRM was adopted
by the cabinet in March 2008, and largely defined
the scope of the second phase of the programme.
Phase II ran from 2010 to 2013, with two primary
objectives. First, to register all land in Rwanda for the
first time. This required surveying all land parcels in
Rwanda and providing land titles to all rightful claimants nationwide. This meant registering 7.9 million
parcels, later revised to 10.3 million, through a oneoff, low-cost, community-based LTR process over
five years. This process occurred in 8 steps:

Rwanda Land Tenure Regularization Case Study, Dr Polly Gillingham and Felicity Buckle, March 2014
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Table 8 Land title registration process

Demarcation of land using aerial photography6 to produce an index map

Landowners were encouraged to make themselves available to
identify the boundaries of their land, preferably in the presence of
their neighbors so they could verify the boundaries were accurate.
The boundaries were then marked on an aerial photograph.

Adjudication and recording details

Details of the claim were written in the adjudication record book,
with the land owners name and names of other people with an interest in that land. Landowners need to bring with them their ID card
and other documents and/or witnesses that they may have to support their claim to the land.

Issuing claims receipts

A claims receipt is provided for each land holding to confirm that
a claim has been made. The land holder signs this to confirm they
have identified their land parcel(s) in the presence of witnesses. It is
countersigned by the Chairperson of the Land Cell Committee and
a parasurveyor, both of whom verify the claim was properly made

Recording objections and disputes

If anyone has an objection to or disputes the claim to land they
should bring this to the attention of the Adjudication Committee. If
the dispute cannot be resolved on that day, the dispute will be entered in a separate dispute record book. The disputant is given an
objection receipt, and the dispute referred to local judicial authorities.

Publication of Records

The objections and corrections period (60 days) allows for the adjudication record and index map to be inspected by the public and any
further corrections or objections made. The record and maps were
posted at the Sector or Cell office in the registration area.

Mediation Period

Sixty working days. If a claim is contested during the mediation period, the claimants and the other contesting party present their case
to local judicial authorities (abunzi). Their decision is final and the
land is assigned to the rightful owner

7

Final Registration

Final records are submitted to the District Land Bureaux (DLBx) for
checking and posted to the Office of the Registrar for registration
and titling. Any claims still in dispute cannot be registered until a
ruling has been made

8

Title Issuance

If no dispute has been made, or any disputes have been resolved,
the claimant can collect their lease from the Cell Office for a fee of
RwF1000 (approximately UK£1)

1

2

3

4

5

6

Source: Rwanda Land Tenure Regularization Case Study, Dr. Polly Gillingham and Felicity Buckle, 2014

Second, the programme sought to support the design and implementation of the new Land Administration
System. Traditionally, the creation of digital land records has required significant investment in licensed
commercial software packages. The programme instead adopted a mix of commercial software and open
source solutions. While the GIS unit used predominantly commercially licensed software, the Land Tenure
Regularization Support System and Land Administration Information System were developed solely using
open source solutions. The programme was the first large-scale land registration programme to demonstrate the use of open source software for data processing, and is the first of its kind to use the technology
for systematic registration. The use of Open Source software provided the cost-effective option for data
processing required for such a large-scale programme.
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Recommendation 2: Optimizing the effectiveness of the Housing Fund

(a) the loss if a default occurs, and (b) the probability of default. Each month’s payment contains a
small portion of repayment of principal, and that
is equity build-up even if the home does not appreciate in value. Additionally, people who make
payments on their home get into the habit of continuing to make those payments, so they continually
become not just financially invested, but also emotionally invested. As a result, the later the payment,
the lower the lender’s risk.

Getting banks and developer programmes ready now,
could ‘prime the pump’ and ensure that the housing sector
fully takes off once the macro-economy improves. In order
to get these institutions ready to succeed, the following
measures are recommended in the short term:
1.The Housing Fund will need periodic assessment and
updates in order to reach full potential. The government
should be conscious that it is only a short-term solution,
which can help promote housing affordability at considerable fiscal costs. The Fund may have a role to play on preparing the growth of the housing market once the macroeconomic environment stabilizes by:

iii. Interest subsidies are often used in times of high

inflation/ interest rates, which in well-governed
countries are temporary and abate. As the macro

economy improves, inflation decreases and stabilizes, so the notional interest rates should decrease
on their own, and borrowers would be able to refinance their loans more cheaply. If they have an
embedded and non-declining interest subsidy,
they may be demotivated to do so, whereas if the
subsidy automatically steps down, borrowers will
seek out replacement financing.

a. Encouraging banks to engage in the mortgage mar-

ket by offering them concessional liquidity. By working with a number of banks, the Fund will support
the banking sector in gaining experience working in
the affordable housing space, which can be leveraged
later on.
Focusing solely on mortgage financing or the support
of REITs. While mortgage subsidies are passed on
directly to the final homeowner, subsidized construction finance is harder to monitor and may not result in
cheaper homes. Due to the high fiscal costs of the programme, the government should focus on expanding
the mortgage market alone.
Expanding the proposed credit rating scheme to cover
both formally and informally employed households.
The latter can eventually be rated through payment
history rather than salary.
Phase out subsidies throughout the lifecycle of each
mortgage. Given fiscal constraints, it is important that
subsidies are targeted and used judiciously. Indeed,
providing interest subsidies for a mortgage is often
expensive and inefficient. As mortgage payments are
normally fixed over the lifetime of the mortgage, the
amortization burden is heaviest on the borrower in
the early years of the life of the mortgage. It is worth
exploring whether subsidies could be provided only
for the first few years of a mortgage when household
liquidity constraints are most pressing. Several rationales for phasing out the subsidy can be considered:

b.

c.

d.

i.

Household incomes tend to rise over time while
debt service is a constant payment. Therefore a re-

gular monthly debt service payment becomes progressively ‘cheaper’ as a percentage of household
income. For households that work for government
agencies, where employment security is high and
the rises in salary are predictable, the GoG could
design a specific subsidy-phase-out schedule tied
to annual salary increases.

ii. The lender’s effective risk decreases every month
debt service is timely paid. The lender’s risk is both

33

Most significantly, the phase-out of an interest subsidy
needs to be governed by a formula that borrowers understand and will think is fair and equitable, not just when they
receive the loan initially but over time. For that reason, successful subsidy stepdown programmes are simple, predictable, and not tied to changes beyond the borrower’s
control. (Thus a subsidy that decreases if the household
gets a pay rise is both more comprehensible and more acceptable to a borrower than one which changes based on
adjustments in government-estimated inflation or government’s own borrowing rates.)
e. Eventually replacing the Fund with a more sustainable solution such as a mortgage refinance facility.

Box 4: Example of subsidy phase-out in
Fiji33
In an effort to assist the people of Fiji with more
opportunities for home ownership the Housing
Authority launched the “Toso Mai” home
loan package, which provides mortgages
at favorable terms. The Reserve Bank of Fiji
supports the scheme by providing the Housing
Authority with cheap liquidity. However, the
subsidy is gradually phased out according to
the income of the household.
The “Toso Mai Dua” mortgage is available for
households earning less than US$25,000 a
year and offers an interest rate of 3.95% for
the first 12 months, 4.95% for the next 48
months and thereafter will reach market rate
today estimated at 7.50%.

http://www.housing.com.fj/housing-authority-launches-new-toso-mai-package/
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At the moment, high levels of government borrowing
and high interest rates make the development of a
mortgage refinance facility unfeasible. However, as
the macro economy improves, this solution may become more viable and should be considered as a tool to
provide long-term liquidity to banks.

Box 5: Liquidity facility: mortgage refinance companies
Mortgage Refinance Facilities have been a popular mechanism to provide long-term funding
to mortgage providers across Africa. Examples
currently exist in Kenya (KMRC), West Africa
(CRRH-UEMOA), Nigeria (NMRC), Egypt and
Tanzania.
The Kenya Mortgage Refinance Facility (KMRC)
is a liquidity facility, which connects banks and
SACCOs (credit unions) to the capital markets.
By bundling mortgages together from various
financial institutions, refinance facilities can
reach scale and obtain attractive rates on the
capital markets. This solution can help deepen
mortgage markets by providing long-term liquidity to financial institutions.
In West Africa, CRRH-UEMOA operates at a regional level and refinances over 50 banks in the
region. As each country’s mortgage market is
still small, the facility manages to create volume
by bundling mortgages from all eight countries.
This is facilitated by the fact that the WAEMU
region share the same currency, the CFA franc.
Mortgage refinance facilities should however be
implemented with caution as bonds issued by
the facility may run the risk of slow uptake and/
or obtaining uncompetitive rates.

Recommendation 3: Land bank and/or development finance fund
On the supply side, the government should take into
consideration different measures to help decrease the cost
of housing including:

a. Creating a land bank to enable the government to
both keep track of all government-owned land and
enable better allocation of land to housing projects.
Government-owned land with well-established titles can be made accessible at concessional rates to
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developers through open procurement. Housing public-private partnerships can also be considered to
further reduce costs and share offtake risk between
the government and the private sector.
A land bank is different from the registry of deeds as it only
covers government-owned land and takes a more active
role in its development. A land bank could be focused on
allocating land for all government projects or for housing
only (as in the case of Al Omrane in Box 5).

Box 6: Example: Land bank: Al Omrane,
Morocco
El Omrane manages land under the Moroccan
government’s slum relocation programme.
The entity acquires land, develops infrastructure and makes it available to developers under a competitive process. Developers are
restricted by a certain number of rules (i.e.
sales price of home, number of homes, quality
of homes etc) and must build housing for slum
dwellers. So far, the programme has enabled
more than 400,000 households to relocate
from slum dwellings to formal housing units.

a. Creating a specialized development finance
fund, either independently or through GIIF. This
fund would enable the Housing Fund to focus on
mortgage development and would provide local
currency financing to developers. If the financing
is to be subsidized, the fund should be given the
technical capacity to ensure that the subsidy is
passed on to the final homeowner.
Recommendation 4: Development of housing public-private partnerships
Housing public-private partnerships (PPPs) are an efficient way to transfer risk from the government to the private sector, while lowering the costs of private developers.
However, many PPP projects are poorly structured and
negotiations between the developer and the government
fail before construction even begins. It is therefore important for the government of Ghana to not only structure
PPPs properly but go through rigorous and transparent
selection process in selecting the developer.
PPP structures come in many shapes and forms. Below
is a simple PPP structure under which the government of
Ghana would provide land and infrastructure but the private developer would be in charge of financing, offtake
risk and construction. The government can still have some
control on who is eligible to purchase the homes, especially if the land and infrastructure are provided at no cost.
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Table 9 Division of contributions between public and
private sector
No. Development cost

Government

Private
developer

1

Titled land

√

2

Infrastructure
provision

√

3

Site design

√

4

Permits and
approvals

√

5

Financing

√

6

Construction

√

7

Offtake risk

√

8

Performance
guarantee

√

9

Beneficiary
approval

√

Box 7: Key benefits of the SPV
It can be difficult to secure project finance unless the
land is owned by the borrower, in this case the private
developer. If the land is owned by the SPV, that entity becomes the borrower and can pledge its property
as collateral for the development or construction loan.
Collateralized lending is strongly preferred by development/ construction lender as it provides an enforceable first lien with the ability to take over control and
complete the property if things go wrong.
Meanwhile, the GoG does not want the land to be
owned directly by the private developer, because if the
property is uncompleted the GoG can face difficulty recovering possession of the land.

•

•

Source: Affordable Housing Institute, 2019
In order to create a properly structured PPP, the government of Ghana should follow best practices in the design
and development of the partnership. A practical sequence
of actions is as follows:

Banks are used to collateralized lending with judicially enforceable counterparties. A legally formed
SPV is a more judicially enforceable entity than
(say) direct government ownership of the land.
Private capital will be less comfortable when the
enforcement is directly against the GoG.
Likewise, the formation of an SPV enables the
non-developer parties (government or development lenders/ equity investors) to require the private developer to contribute financial assets (e.g.
cash, letter or credit) to the SPV, where that collateral can be ring-fenced as security for this development and not entangled in a corporate developer’s aggregate balance sheet or borrowings.

1. Land identification, entitlement, and delivery. The
GoG identifies a suitable site and establishes clear title
(if that is not already present).

2. Formation of proposed PPP SPV. The GoG drafts the

paperwork for and/or forms the development entity
as a PPP-style special purpose vehicle (SPV) under
applicable Ghanaian law, becomes the SPV’s initial
sole owner and controlling party, and creates the basic governance and articles of organization to define
the potential future relationship of an incoming private
company or consortium as development partner. This
will enable prospective developers to understand the
entity they will be joining.

3. Securing and commencement of trunk infrastruc-

ture provision. It is economically risky to start largescale residential construction unless there is reliable
offtake, and for private homes to be sold, they must
have serviced land. It is critical that the GoG be committed to the infrastructure delivery, if not having
already completed it, since residential construction
typically proceeds expecting utility provision to keep
pace. If the pace of infrastructure delivery stalls, even
in the best case the project will face higher interest
costs; in the worst case, the transaction becomes infeasible and the banks pull the financing. As a varia-
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tion to direct government delivery, some private sector
developers may be willing to undertake the trunk infrastructure themselves.

4. Announcement of the PPP; invitation to provide

design and feasibility concepts. The Government invites bids from international and local developers to
come in and offer site plans and costs according to
preset parameters. The bidding process occurs in two
phases: an initial Request for Information under which
developers are preselected and later a Request for
Proposals under which preselected developers must
submit site plans, designs and costs.

5. Initial selection of winning developer/ design and

alternative developer/ design, followed by negotiations. In this model, the winning developer/ design

team is selected and given an exclusive period (say, 90
days) to negotiate from that designation to an overall
Development Agreement specifying all material aspects of the winning design not fully specified in the
proposal.

•

If the winning group cannot come to terms with
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•

the GoG in the exclusive period, the GoG then
proceeds to the alternative developer/ design,
which gets its own exclusive period.
If both negotiations fail, Step 4 should be repeated
with a reopened competition.

6. Upon execution of the Development Agreement, ad-

mission of the private developer into the SPV, which is
controlled by the Government.

7. Establishment and confirmation of suitable offtake
mechanism. One way or another, offtake of the com-

8.

pleted homes will depend on demonstrating sufficient
financeable demand in the marketplace. Ideally, the
developer would secure (a) substantial off-plan-sales
with large enough down payment/deposits to make
the risk of cancellation low, (b) offtake-commitment arrangements with retail finance institutions (mortgage),
or (c) purchase commitments from bulk purchase entities (e.g. pension funds which might acquire the units
and then rent them out).
Only when these steps are completed, can the PPP be
announced and construction can begin.

Conclusion

A

lthough the shortage of long-term housing finance
represents an urgent problem in Ghana today, the
volatile macroeconomic environment, combined with
weaknesses in the institutional, legal and regulatory environment, place constraints on the extent to which local
financial resources can be mobilized to close the housing
gap . Instead, the prospects of spurring and nurturing
long-term housing finance in Ghana depend on bringing
down the cost of borrowing steadily and introducing stability into the yield curve, and acting on that assumption,
by taking the steps now that create conditions for rapid
but controlled expansion of long-term housing finance as
macroeconomic developments stabilize.
In the meantime, some measures are worth considering
in order to bring down both mortgage and housing costs.
The development of a land bank, properly procured and
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structured housing PPPs (through international tenders
and well-designed contracts) and more effective enforcement of property rights can go a long way in bringing
down housing costs. Stronger foreclosure regulations can
cut risk premiums and considerably reduce mortgage interest rates. The Government’s National Housing Fund,
if implemented correctly, could also go some way in lengthening tenors and reducing rates. On the other hand, if
fiscal costs are to be kept under control, the likely impact of
the Fund will be constrained. Government should proceed
with caution and use lessons learned from the current pilot
phase to inform future phases.
Properly designed, these combined-value-chain initiatives
can have a massive multiplier effect in addressing the current affordability gap and decreasing the housing deficit.
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Executive summary

1

Infrastructure projects in Ghana have largely been
financed by the Government, though there has been
recognisable progress in privately financed infrastructure,
with a reported investment of US$8.5billion over the past
30 years. Currently, Ghana should expect about US$1.1
billion annually in investment from the private sector
through 2026 with a potential increase of almost 150%
if reforms to the environment for private investment in
infrastructure are undertaken successfully. Ghana’s high
debt levels, which limit the Government’s ability to borrow
to finance infrastructure projects, strengthens the case for
an increase in privately financed infrastructure.
Delivering infrastructure with private funding in Ghana
Public-private partnerships (PPPs) are an important
vehicle for financing infrastructure. While some
infrastructure has been privately financed since the 1990s,
Ghana began the formalisation of the PPP process in 2003,
and issued “Policy Guidelines for the Implementation of
PPPs in Ghana” in 2004. However, without the explicit
support of the Government in the form of a PPP policy
statement and limited dissemination, the guidelines did
not lead to significant improvements in the delivery of
PPP projects. Only in 2011 did the Government enact a
PPP policy, establish a PPP unit and publish a PPP project
pipeline. Efforts to enact a PPP law have so far been
unsuccessful and coupled with the Ministry of Finance
(MOF)’s Public Investment Division (PID) challenges in
coordinating PPPs across all ministries, departments and
agencies (MDAs), the PPP regime has been unsustainable.
There have been shortcomings in project preparation,
procurement and safeguards management, with private
partners frequently being engaged by single sourcing.
While the private sector has contributed to the financing of
these sole-sourced projects, the non-competitive process
results in long-term challenges, not least discouraging
excluded investors, achieving less value for money, and
controversies arising from non-transparently negotiated
contracts. Likewise, in the electricity sector, inadequate
planning, shortcomings in project preparation and sole
sourcing has contributed to overcapacity and power
purchase agreements (PPAs) with unsustainably high
tariffs backstopped by guarantees from the Government.
The Government is currently rationalising the commercial
agreements and putting in place measures to avoid a
repetition of past mistakes including mandating that all
new PPAs will be competitively procured.

1

While the Government is undertaking reforms in the
electricity sector, it appears to be moving towards
blended finance rather than PPPs as the preferred
mechanism to deliver infrastructure. The drawback
associated with this approach is that blended finance
arrangements rely on the issuance of government debt
and guarantees, current and contingent liabilities the
Government can ill afford.
Ghana requires a strong enabling environment for
PPPs, with effective legislation, strong institutions, and
processes that are adhered to. Lessons can be drawn
from Kenya, which published its PPP policy in 2011, the
same year as Ghana, and has made remarkable progress in
completing these reforms. These include enacting its PPP
law in 2013, developing PPP regulations and establishing
a strong pipeline of PPP projects. As a result, Kenya has
managed to attract major international infrastructure
developers, investors and construction companies. This
example demonstrates how the Ghanaian Government
could mobilize significantly more private investment on
better terms by implementing a set of legislative and
institutional reforms (see Case Study 2).
Issues and challenges in the long-term financing of
infrastructure
Apart from the financing of IPPs and specific
transportation sector projects in ports and airport
terminals, few infrastructure projects have been
financed with private sector involvement. The key issues
and challenges militating against long-term financing of
infrastructure are:

•

the absence of a legal framework for PPPs

•

inadequate funding of the project preparation process
and capacity in the MDAs to develop bankable PPP
projects

•

the absence of sufficient authority of the PPP unit, the
PID, which remains institutionally weak and struggles
to drive the PPP process and ensure adherence to the
PPP policy

•

the lack of progress in developing the PPP pipeline of
projects, with few projects moving from one stage to
the next over the past five years

This note was co-authored by Abdul Oladapo and Michael Fuchs. Other contributors to the paper are Afua Ayew Entsuah, Makaio Witte and Yanis
Kuehn Von Burgsdorff.
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•

•
•

complexity in the policy of the PPP process, which
provides an institutional framework and approval
process that appears to hinder, rather than help, the
project preparation and implementation process
the bypassing of competitive and transparent
procurement processes in conflict with the provisions
of the PPP policy and the Public Procurement Act
high costs, unsustainable tariffs and operational
inefficiencies leading to financial difficulties and the
high debt burden in the electricity sector

Sources of finance for infrastructure in Ghana
Private sector financing of infrastructure has largely
been provided by international lenders and investors
with the limited participation of local financiers.
Multilateral development banks and bilateral development
finance institutions (DFIs) have provided most of the debt
financing, with some participation by a limited number
of international commercial banks. The involvement of
domestic financial institutions is restricted due to their
inability to offer long-term loans. This is a direct result of a
number of factors: local financiers’ own limited availability
of long-term deposits or other sources of funding; the lack
of a long-term yield curve in local currency and the inability
to appropriately price long-term commitments; small
obligor limits due to their relatively small asset-base; and a
lack of experience and capacity in this type of transaction.

Ghana’s pension fund constitutes a potentially important
source of infrastructure investment capital. With about
US$5.3 billion under management (recent annual growth
of over 30%), about US$420 million can be unlocked
for infrastructure financing based on current regulatory
guidelines. The National Pensions Regulatory Authority
is open to pension funds investing in infrastructure, but
investment opportunities need to be put in place to attract
pension fund investment managers, and the capacity of the
fund managers to invest in alternative or non-traditional
assets needs to be further developed. The insurance sector
has assets amounting to about US$1 billion (recent annual
growth of over 20%) with about US$100 million being
potentially available for infrastructure based on current
regulatory guidelines.
In recent years, sponsors of infrastructure projects have
increasingly taken recourse to raising funds through
infrastructure bonds. Increasing domestic long-term
finance in infrastructure requires not only overcoming
various financing barriers applied to different types of
domestic commercial lenders, but it also depends on the
Government expanding the supply of projects that target
local currency finance. The following table provides a
summary of the recommendations.
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Summary of recommendations
Issues

Recommendations

Electricity tariffs are not cost-reflec- Eliminate subsidies in electricity tariffs. Introduce
tive, undermining financial sustaitariff indexation with annual/periodic increases
nability in the electricity sector
Requires political will and carefully designed comReduced government subsidies
munication strategy to ensure public buy-in
and contingent liabilities open fiscal
space.

•

Public Utilities Regulatory Commission
Ministry of Energy

Ministry of Finance
All government entities

•
•
•
•

Ministry of Finance
Presidency
Cabinet
Parliament

•
•

Ministry of Finance
Ministries, departments and agencies

Develop framework for dealing with unsolicited
proposals. PPP bill has been revised (March
2020) to include provision which subjects unsolicited proposals to competitive procurement and
provides for government oversight over the project
preparation process. It needs to be finalised and
enacted Requires buy-in and commitment to implement from the Presidency, Cabinet, Ministries,
Departments and Agencies, and Parliament

•
•
•

Ministry of Finance
Presidency
Cabinet

Increase funding to recently operationalised project development facility to increase availability of
funding for PPP project preparation

•

Ministry of Finance

Earmark funding from the national budget, which
public sector agencies can draw upon to recruit
the required expertise for PPP project preparation. Completing the implementation of the Public
Investment Management (PIM) System will help
achieve this

•
•

Ministry of Finance
Ministries, departments and agencies

Structure financing of new projects with a local
currency component Ensure that project revenue structure is in local currency, cost reflective,
indexed and able to meet funding obligations

•
•

Ministry of Finance
Ministries, departments and agencies
Infrastructure developers

Settle outstanding liabilities.

Sector ministries do not follow the
PPP framework and processes set
in the PPP policy, which has no legal backing. This limits the development of bankable projects.

Enact PPP law to strengthen the legal and institutional framework

Cancellation of competitive procurement process and single sourcing
of private investors deters early
stage investors and financing from
international institutions

Private investors for projects should be procured
through a competitive process

Most projects are funded in foreign
currency, displacing local banks.
Perception that foreign exchange
funding is cheaper compared to
local currency funding—which may
not be the case for long maturities

•

•
•

Payment delays by government
entities to power generating companies cause banks to accumulate
non-performing assets.

Limited public funding constrains
the development of a pipeline of
bankable projects

Responsible authority

Eliminate subsidies to reduce risk of renewed debt
build-up

Establish an independent PPP regulator with
responsibility for setting tariffs Requires buy-in
and commitment to implement from the responsible authorities and ministries, departments
and agencies

Requires buy-in and commitment to implement
from the Presidency; Cabinet; ministries, departments and agencies; and Parliament
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Lack of funding and capacity for
project development activities on
the private sector side

Local banks depend largely on
short-term deposits and other
funds, which are not suitable for
long-term infrastructure projects

Establish private-sector-led project development
facility to undertake the activities required to get
privately sponsored projects to financial close. This
will attract:
• Local investors as co-developers
• Local banks providing 3- to 5-year tenor
loans in local currency for construction phase:
construction finance facility could also be established, see below
• Infrastructure bonds post-construction

•

Create infrastructure guarantee facility to give
tenor elongation and/or credit guarantees to local
lenders. Requires the appropriate partnership (e.g.
Ghana Infrastructure Investment Fund and GuarantCo)

•

Ghana Infrastructure
Investment Fund

Establish a construction finance facility, which
unlocks the funds local banks have available.
Post-construction, the projects will be refinanced
during the operations phase, thus unlocking the
funds institutional investors have available

•

Ghana Infrastructure
Investment Fund

•
•
•

Private sector champion
Private equity funds
Infrastructure developers
Donor organisations

This paper, which focuses on economic infrastructure2 in general, is organized in two parts. The first part addresses
issues generic to infrastructure development, and subsequent sections are devoted to specific issues relating to
the energy sector and transport sectors. These sectors have been chosen because they typically provide stable and
predictable income streams leading to a track record of projects that have successfully been delivered with private sector
investment and financing globally and in Ghana. Each sector will have different financing needs, as well as access to finance due to differences in the types of assets (moveable or immovable) and the forms and currency of revenue collection
(directly from users or from an off-taker)3. Depending on the infrastructure type, the revenues generated could be in local
currency (electricity or toll roads) or foreign exchange (ports and airports).

2

Economic infrastructure is often defined as the essential facilities and services upon which the economic productivity of society depends. This would
include the power, water and sanitation, transport and ICT sectors. They are more likely to generate investment returns and attract finance. Social
infrastructure such as hospitals, schools and prisons are typically provided to meet social needs and are not considered in this paper.

3

For example, for a toll road, the consumer could pay the service provider directly or the government could provide an availability payment to
the service provider. In the case of an independent power project, the off taker pays the service provider for the power that it will distribute to its
consumers.
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Background
Infrastructure finance overview

that there is a significant appetite among private sector
investors for investing in emerging markets in general,
and Ghana in particular. However, if the authorities were
to successfully undertake improvements to the enabling
environment for private investment in infrastructure, the
country could expect on average US$2.7 billion per year
in private investment up until 20266 . Access to long-term
finance, including from the interested private sector, will
be critical to closing Ghana’s annual infrastructure funding
gap of US$7.3 billion7

While infrastructure projects in Ghana are largely financed by the Government, there has been an increase
in privately financed infrastructure. A larger portion of
infrastructure is still being financed by the Government,
but there has been recognizable progress in terms of privately financed infrastructure. InfraCompass, a tool developed by the G20’s Global Infrastructure Hub to measure
a country’s capacity to deliver infrastructure projects reports total infrastructure investment of US$8 billion over a
5-year period between 2011 and 2015. Of this, 36% was
reported as privately financed infrastructure4. Similarly, the
World Bank5 reports that 21 PPP projects have achieved
financial close since the 1990s and are in the implementation phase, with a total investment of US$8.5 billion.

The Ghanaian Government’s ability to borrow to finance infrastructure projects is constrained by the high
level of Government borrowing. This goes to further
strengthen the case for an increase in privately financed
infrastructure. Ghana’s debt-to-GDP ratio was already
relatively high at end-2019 when comparing with peer
countries (see Figure 1)—at 63% of GDP—and was expected to reach 77% at end-2020 due to the Covid-19
crisis.

There is private sector investor appetite for infrastructure transactions in Ghana. Castalia (2016) reasons that
Ghana can reasonably expect, on average, $1.1 billion
per year in investment from the private sector up until
2026, based on its recent history of private investment in
infrastructure and conditions at the time. It is also noted
Figure 1: General government debt (% of GDP)
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4

http://infracompass.gihub.org/ind_country_profile/GH

5

https://pppknowledgelab.org/countries/ghana: Accessed on 16 August 2020.

6

To estimate this growth rate, Castalia considered the following: (i) the history of private financing of infrastructure in Ghana, (ii) feedback from several
investors and lenders operating in or interested in Ghana including their appetite for investment in the country, and barriers to investing, (iii) global
estimates of private finance available for investment, and (iv) the budget and capacity of the Ghana Infrastructure Investment Fund to finance projects.

7

Castalia (2016) Ghana Infrastructure Financing Gap Analysis: Final Report; Report to the Ministry of Finance, Ghana.
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Delivering infrastructure with private funding in Ghana
Public-private partnerships are a potentially important
source of funding in helping to meet infrastructure and
basic service needs. In addition to leveraging public funds
with private capital, PPPs can offer improved accountability and efficiency in the use of resources. By bundling
together project preparation, construction and service delivery, PPPs can also serve to strengthen innovation and
foster long-term efficiencies.

without the explicit support of the Government in the form
of a PPP Policy Statement and they were not widely disseminated among the ministries, departments and agencies
(MDAs)8.
Only in 2011 did the Government enact a PPP policy,
establish a PPP unit and publish a PPP project pipeline.
But this did not result in a sustainable PPP regime. After significant delay in 2011, the Government published a
PPP policy and established the Public Investment Division
(PID) within the Ministry of Finance (MOF) as the central PPP unit. The PID published a pipeline of PPP projects
(see Figure 2), but there has been limited progress in getting the projects across the line, with 31 projects in preparation and only 2 in operation (further details in Annex 2).

While the private sector has participated in the financing of infrastructure since the 1990s, Ghana began the
formalization of the PPP process only in 2003. The “Policy Guidelines for the Implementation of PPPs in Ghana”
were prepared by the Ministry for Private Sector Development, and were finalized and received Cabinet approval in
2004. However, these guidelines did not lead to improvement in the delivery of PPP projects, as they were issued
Figure 2: Ghana PPP project pipeline
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8

It would eventually have been necessary to follow up on such a policy statement with passage of supporting legislation. However, the Government’s
initial support of the policy statement was weak, and there has not subsequently been follow up in the form of passage of supporting legislation.

9

Ministry of Finance previously Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning.
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The Ministry of Finance’s Public Investment Division
has been unsuccessful in coordinating PPPs across all
MDAs. While the intention was to follow up on the publication of the PPP policy with the enactment of a PPP
law, efforts to enact the law have been unsuccessful. The
outcome has been to rely on the PPP policy framework as
the basis for undertaking PPPs, without the reinforcement
that would be provided by PPP legislation and regulations
in determining how PPPs are to be prepared, procured and
approved. The policy framework applies some good practices from other countries, but it lacks the authority of a PPP
law and implementing regulations. As a result, the MDAs
have considerable room to chart their own course, and the
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quality controls typically provided by a central PPP unit
are absent. This results in costly and unnecessarily convoluted and prolonged decision-making as well as procurement delays. These, in turn, have resulted in the waste of
scarce public resources, eroded private sector confidence,
and undermined public support for PPPs. Uncertainties in
the project cycle and gaps in information-sharing between
agencies have contributed to shortcomings in preparation,
procurement and safeguards management. The case of
the Accra Kumasi Highway PPP project (see Case Study 1
below) illustrates what can happen when PPP best practices are not followed.

in Ghana

Case Study 1: Accra Kumasi Highway PPP
The Accra Kumasi Expressway PPP project
was one of the projects assessed by the World
Bank’s Public Private Infrastructure Advisory
Facility (PPIAF) for possible development in
the early 2000s, and in 2004, the Ministry of
Roads and Highways issued a Request for
Proposals. However, following the World Bank’s
due diligence, it is understood that the preferred
bidder was rejected. An unsolicited proposal was
then submitted by Arterial Toll Roads Company
Limited (ATRCL), a joint venture between
US, Canadian and Egyptian companies10,
for the widening of the highway into a dual
carriageway—two lanes in each direction.
As Ghana’s first PPP highway project, ATRCL
was awarded the concession by the Government
in 2005. The project included the construction
of 141 km of dual carriageway with rest areas,
toll plazas and intercity bus integration, with the
idea of reducing average travel times from 5½
hours to 2½ hours. The estimated construction
cost in 2011 was US$400m, to be undertaken
over four years, and the concession was for 30
years. Tolls were to be charged at GHS 1 for 20
km, which was the same rate as on the existing
Accra-Tema toll road.
However, a decade after the concession was
awarded, the project was yet to be constructed11.
Although several factors contributed to the delays
in the finalization of the concession agreement
and project implementation, the absence of a
competitive tender process was a significant one.
Concerns were raised by Parliament, primarily
relating to the absence of a competitive-tender
process. To address this, an inter-ministerial team
was constituted to review the project. The team
highlighted the lack of competitive tendering,
along with the inadequacy of the business
case. The Government had undertaken limited
preparatory work for the project, relying instead

on the business case developed by ATRCL,
the unsolicited proposal proponent. In addition,
the validity of the business case could not be
established through competitive tender, because
the Government negotiated directly with ATRCL.
In response to this, the Government appointed
independent advisors to develop viability studies
for the project. If the project was found to be
viable, it would run a competitive procurement
process12.
However, in 2018, the Ghana Highways
Authority
signed
a
memorandum
of
understanding with Khato Civils13 , after another
unsolicited proposal. A feasibility study costing
US$15.6 million is being undertaken by Khato
Civils, the prospective concessionaire14, with the
Government reportedly responsible for one-third
of the cost15.
The protracted period and non-transparent
process surrounding the preparation of this
highway project shows some of the many
drawbacks associated with unsolicited tenders.
After spending over a decade negotiating and
attempting to get approval for a concession, the
project has still not been implemented. Rather
than commit funding to undertake the required
project preparation activities and conducting
a competitive procurement process, the
Government has twice taken the route of pursuing
unsolicited proposals, leading to lengthy and
inconclusive procedures and the wasteful use of
government resources. In fact, in the case of the
latest unsolicited bid, the reported contribution
of Government to the cost of the feasibility
study appears to be significantly higher than the
typical cost of conducting all the activities that
would normally be associated with the project
preparation activities. These include the costs of
conducting a competitive procurement process.
Again this underscores a key disadvantages of
single-source arrangements.

10

Cambridge Economic Policy Associates Ltd (2015) Mobilising Finance for Infrastructure: A Study for the UK Department for International Development
citing Peter Brocklebank (2014) Private Sector Involvement in Road Financing.

11

Peter Brocklebank (2014), Private Sector Involvement in Road Financing, Africa Transport Policy Program Working Paper No. 1, available at https://
openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/21572.

12

World Bank/PPIAF (2017) Policy Guidelines for Managing Unsolicited Proposals in Infrastructure Projects, Vol. 3 citing Peter Brocklebank (2014), Private Sector Involvement in Road Financing, Africa Transport Policy Program Working Paper No. 1, available at https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/
handle/10986/21572.

13

https://city-press.news24.com/Business/under-fire-sa-company-khato-civils-expands-into-rest-of-africa-20190806 (accessed 19 December 2019).

14

https://city-press.news24.com/Business/under-fire-sa-company-khato-civils-expands-into-rest-of-africa-20190806 (accessed 19 December 2019).

15

Mentioned in confidence by a number of industry practitioners.
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The negative impacts of inadequate project preparation
and the bypassing of a competitive procurement process
are also evident in the electricity sector. Inadequate
project preparation and sole-sourced independent power
plants (IPPs) have led to overcapacity and high tariffs,
reflecting the foreign currency-denominated power
purchase agreements (PPAs) backstopped by guarantees
from the Government. The Government aimed to increase
installed power generation capacity from about 2,000
MW in 2010 to 5,000 MW by 201516to meet increasing
demand and become a major power exporter by 2015.
Demand in 2010 was about 1,400MW and projected to
grow at 10% annually, but existing plants were unable
to meet generation capacity due to rising fuel supply
shortages. Without a more thorough analysis that would
include crucial issues such as, the optimal generation
mix, the tariff structure, the sustainability of fuel supply,
potential transmission and distribution bottlenecks,
pricing, and infrastructure requirements to export power,
the Government proceeded with the procurement of a
large number of IPPs. While IPP transactions addressed
the power supply deficit in the urban areas, they came at
an enormous cost, with the Government paying capacity
charges for unused power—thus further reducing
government resources available for investment in
infrastructure. These IPPs were established without the
required enabling institutional framework being in place.
The sustainable way to manage the process of attracting
private sector investment would have been to create an
enabling environment with sector laws, strong institutions
with responsibility for regulation of the sector, efficient
utilities empowered to deliver electricity and charge cost
reflective tariffs. Only then would the authorities be in a
position to undertake well-founded investment planning
and run a rational, competitive process to procure IPPs on
a competitive and transparent basis.
The Government is currently rationalizing commercial
agreements in the energy sector and putting steps
in place to avoid a repetition of past mistakes. In
October 2019, the Government established a steering
committee17within the Energy Sector Recovery Task Force,
to oversee the collaborative, bilateral consultation process
between the Government and each IPP and gas supplier.
The aim is to help the Government and its energy sector
partners achieve a managed transition towards more
balanced, long-term relationships and sustainable energy
partnerships. In addition, the sector MDAs have been
formally instructed18:

•
•
•

to suspend all ongoing negotiations of PPAs, and any
other long-term take-or-pay contracts for power or
gas until further notice
that the Government has placed a complete
moratorium on the signing of new PPAs, gas supply
agreements and put-call option agreements
that all future PPAs and take-or-pay contracts shall be
subject to competitive and transparent procurement
procedures, and Government will, henceforth, not
entertain or accept any unsolicited proposals.

While the Government has acknowledged the
challenges in the power sector and is taking steps
to address them, it appears to be moving away from
using PPPs as an important mechanism to deliver
infrastructure. The reforms in the energy sector appear to
be extensive and reflect the Government’s understanding
of the steps needed to rectify the current situation.
However, rather than PPPs, the Government appears
to be adopting blended finance as its key approach to
finance infrastructure projects .19Blended finance is an
important mechanism for mobilizing private capital. It
involves combining concessional public finance with nonconcessional private finance, and is used in transactions
that are not financially viable but that have high economic
returns and social impact. The drawback associated with
this approach is that blended finance arrangements rely on
the issuance of government debt and guarantees, current
and contingent liabilities the Government can ill afford,
or on grants from donors or development institutions
that are limited in availability. Blended finance requires
projects to be well designed and well prepared. It is best
introduced in infrastructure projects through PPP-type
arrangements, to benefit from private sector expertise and
ensure that the private sector makes expected returns on
its investment. Thus, to reap the benefits from blended
finance arrangements in infrastructure projects, reforms to
the PPP environment will be essential.
A number of shortcomings that could hinder the future
growth of PPP activity in Ghana have been identified. In
June 2018, the World Bank published a report identifying
improvements to the legislative, institutional, financial,
fiduciary and technical framework that would strengthen
the PPP environment20. The PPP framework’s ability to meet
key performance indicators was rated “unsatisfactory” due
to multiple challenges to the PPP model. This included
the tendency to call for expressions of interest in projects
before the relevant due diligence was carried out, and the

16

Ministry of Energy, Ghana (2010) National Energy Policy. Available at https://www.greengrowthknowledge.org/national-documents/ghana-national-energy-policy (accessed 6 January 2020)

17

https://business.com.gh/2019/10/ofori-atta-unveils-committee-to-review-take-or-pay-agreements-et-al/ (accessed 5 January 2020)

18

Ministry of Finance of Ghana, The Budget Statement and Economic Policy of the Government of Ghana for the 2020 Financial Year, November
2019, Accra. Available at https://www.mofep.gov.gh/sites/default/files/news/2020-Budget-Highlights.pdf (accessed 8 December 2019)

19

Ministry of Finance of Ghana, The Budget Statement and Economic Policy of the Government of Ghana for the 2020 Financial Year, November
2019, Accra. Available at https://www.mofep.gov.gh/sites/default/files/news/2020-Budget-Highlights.pdf (accessed 8 December 2019)

20

World Bank, Implementation Completion Report for Ghana PPP project.
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financed with bank loans or bonds21. According to the
Jubilee Debt Campaign, a UK-based coalition advocating
for relief of unfair debt in developing countries, the risk of
a poorly constructed PPP transaction being costly for the
Government is especially great where the government
guarantees payments for the use of a facility or a service.
This underscores the need for a strong PPP enabling
environment with effective legislation, and strong
institutions and processes that are adhered to. Together
these will enable creation of a pipeline of bankable
infrastructure finance projects.
Lessons can be drawn from Kenya’s PPP experience.
Kenya has, over the years, consistently implemented
the reforms required to create the enabling environment
for PPPs. A pipeline of bankable projects and financing
arrangements that should unleash private capital to
finance infrastructure projects through PPPs is being
finalized (see Case Study 2).

failure to resolve key issues until after a private partner is
appointed. Another point of concern was the cancellation
of competitive tender procedures and their replacement
with sole-sourced concession agreements, which were
deemed problematic both in terms of transparency and
public value. While funds have been successfully raised to
execute sole-sourced projects in Ghana, this has resulted
in more challenges over the long term: discouraging other
investors, achieving less value for money, and extensive
controversies associated with the implementation of solesourced contracts.
Evidence suggests that poorly constructed PPP
transactions are more expensive than government
investment in infrastructure. Research carried out for
the European Parliament in 2014 showed that poorly
constructed PPPs are sometimes the most expensive
way for governments to invest in infrastructure, at times
costing twice as much than if the investment had been

Case Study 2: Kenya’s PPP experience
To address Kenya’s infrastructure requirements, the
Government of Kenya (GoK) has been looking at
alternatives to public procurement of infrastructure
investments, and made infrastructure development
through PPPs a priority. The GoK issued the National
PPP Policy Statement in 2011, enacted the PPP Act in
2013, and subsequently developed PPP regulations
for national and sub-national governments. A PPP
unit was also established under the National Treasury
to promote and oversee the implementation of the
PPP programme. Like Ghana, Kenya benefited from
World Bank support in developing its PPP legal and
institutional framework, and a PPP project pipeline.
As of November 2019, a strong pipeline of PPPs
had been developed, comprising 80 projects in
the transport, power, water and education and
healthcare sectors, with 31 of these regarded as
frontrunner projects. In terms of the progress in each
of these frontrunner projects, 1 project was under
construction, 11 projects had reached commercial
close, 8 projects were at the contract negotiation
stage, 4 at tender stage, 5 ready for tender, 1 had
a completed feasibility study and 1 had a feasibility
study under preparation22.
Kenya has made progress in developing its local
currency domestic capital markets and has the basic

preconditions for mobilizing institutional investors
into infrastructure projects, including: (1) domestic
institutional investors (pension funds, insurance
companies) with sizeable assets under management
and with interest in investing in infrastructure projects
alongside local banks, if suitable capital market
vehicles can be set up, and regulatory constraints
and institutional risks are addressed; (2) financial
regulators committed to enabling infrastructure
finance through mobilization of resources on the
domestic capital market; (3) ongoing reforms aimed
at improving the efficiency of sovereign debt markets
designed to both reduce the risks of potential
crowding out of investments in infrastructure,
and provide a reliable pricing benchmark for the
issuance of long-term to be used in the financing of
infrastructure investments; and (4) strong interest on
the part of international institutional investors.
Reflecting the strengthened enabling environment
and the quality of projects in the pipeline, Kenya’s
PPP transactions have attracted major international
infrastructure developers, investors and construction
companies. These are reforms Ghana now also
needs to undertake to become attractive to private
sector investors.

21

https://oxfordbusinessgroup.com/analysis/cooperative-effort-updated-legal-framework-public-private-model-will-help-state-continue-spread-risk

22

https://business.com.gh/2019/10/ofori-atta-unveils-committee-to-review-take-or-pay-agreements-et-al/ (accessed 5 January 2020)
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Using Kenya as a model, the Ghanaian Government has
every reason to change course and thereby attract significantly more private investment on better terms. Kenya
published its PPP policy in 2011, the same year as Ghana,
and has made remarkable progress in creating the ena-

bling environment required to attract the private sector.
This has enabled it to complement government efforts to
close its infrastructure deficit, aided by the enactment of its
PPP law in 2013, the development of PPP regulations and
a strong pipeline of PPP projects.

Issues and challenges in the long-term financing of
infrastructure
PPP framework and processes
Apart from the financing of IPPs and specific transportation sector projects in ports and airport terminals, few
infrastructure projects have been financed with private
sector involvement. As outlined in the previous section,
limited success to date in attracting private investment to
the financing of infrastructure can largely be attributed to
the absence of a formal PPP framework.
In addition to the absence of a legal framework for PPPs,
several other challenges associated with the enabling
environment constrain the capacity to develop a pipeline of bankable projects. These challenges include, but
are not limited to, inadequate project preparation (including the absence of a programmatic approach to particular
sectors23 ), the limited authority and capacity of the PPP
unit (the PID of the Ministry of Finance) as well as a lengthy procurement process. Interviews with stakeholders
indicated that project preparation in Ghana was slowed by
unclear priorities and weak inter-ministerial cooperation,
the limited availability of funding for project preparation,
and the lack of a regulatory framework.
Inadequate funding of the project preparation process would appear to be an important factor obstructing progress. During interviews with the PID, it was
acknowledged that there is inadequate funding for project
preparation activities. While an US$8 million project preparation facility24 was established to address this issue in
May 2019, line ministries seemed to be unaware of the
availability of such funding, the facility had not yet been
operationalized. The PID subsequently confirmed that the
facility is now operational, albeit with limited funding25 .
Plans for creating this facility have been in the works at
least since 201126 , and delays in finalizing the facility seem
to give the impression that the Government is not strongly
committed to a competitive PPP process or to supporting

the PPP unit27.
Bringing projects to financial close depends on setting
up suitable funding during the project development and
construction phases. Project preparation is the Government’s responsibility and includes feasibility assessments
to determine if a project is bankable, and the implementation of a procurement process that ensures the competitive
selection of private partners. Project development costs are
the costs borne by the private sector partners in structuring a project to secure the required equity investment and
secure debt to finance the private sector’s contribution.
While there vvvare project development facilities, which
private investors can draw upon in the early project development stage, the scarcity of funding required to support
the process of bringing projects to financial close remains
a serious constraint. Providers of funding for early-stage
project development include InfraCo Africa (sponsored by
the UK Department for International Development) and
the African Finance Corporation, headquartered in Lagos
28
. While the PID’s US$8 million project preparation facility
will provide funding for project preparation activities, the
Ghana Infrastructure Investment Fung (GIIF) funds project
development activities at the private sector end that can
enable projects to achieve financial close.
Project preparation activities are costly: they depend
on inter-ministerial coordination and specialist expertise that is often missing in the public sector. Therefore
there is a need for earmarked funding, which public sector
agencies can draw upon to recruit the required expertise.
Project preparation and development costs together represent a large investment by the Government, as well as
the private sector, and together they can range from 3–5%
of total project costs. The following examples (Case Study
3) show the consequences of incomplete project preparation, political interference and sole-sourcing. Early project
preparation is a very risky phase in which the private sector rarely invests and even less when there is insufficient
information and government commitment.

23

This relates to organizing, where possible, a series of sector projects such as UK has implemented in the highways sector rather than a single “oneoff” transaction.

24

The PID advised that the $8 million Project Development Facility (PDF) has been designed as a revolving fund where funding utilized for project
preparation activities get repaid on financial close. The government is to provide the seed fund with development partner support.

25

Stakeholder meeting with the Ministry of Finance on 4th March 2020.

26

Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning, Ghana (2011) National Policy on Public Private Partnerships (PPP): The Ghana PPP policy highlighted
plans to create the Project Development Facility, Viability Guarantee Scheme and Infrastructure Finance Fund.

27

While establishing the facility is a positive step, given Ghana’s infrastructure financing needs, the size of the project preparation facility would need
to be considerably expanded to address the scale of required project preparation activities.

28

The Ghanaian Cenpower IPP was supported by InfraCo Africa and AFC.
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Case Study 3: The Takoradi Port Integrated Terminal
Case Study 3: The Takoradi Port Integrated Terminal
In 2018, the Government of Ghana endorsed
the sole-sourced concession agreement issued
by the Ghana Ports and Harbours Authority
(GPHA) for the Takoradi Port Integrated Terminal. The Government entered a 25-year concession agreement with Ibistek Limited, a Ghanaian firm, for the development and operation
of a container and multi-purpose terminal at the
Port of Takoradi. Before the sole-sourcing of the
concession, a competitive tender process had
attracted several reputable and well-qualified
bidders. It would appear that the competitive
tender of this terminal project, which was unilaterally terminated by the GHPA, and would have
been supported by the World Bank’s PPP Project, would have offered better value for money
and transparency. Yet this sole-sourcing process
proceeded, even though the Minister of Finance
had directed GPHA to suspend the sole-sourced
concession for the Takoradi Port Integrated Terminal at no cost to the Government in December
2017.
Cancelling such competitive procurement processes, which appears to have become the norm
in the port sector in Ghana, sets an unfortunate
precedent and deters investors from bidding for
similar transactions. An earlier case was in 2015,
when the GPHA signed a 35-year agreement
with the Meridian Port Services (MPS) for the
Tema Port Expansion project. This agreement
also followed the unilateral cancellation of an international competitive tender, which effectively
set a precedent for sole-sourcing other PPPs,
and was reinforced by GPHA’s subsequent action on Takoradi Port.
It is important to note that despite sole-sourcing
the transaction, MPS successfully raised financing with the International Finance Corporation

(IFC) as lead arranger. The package included
US$195 million funded by the IFC and $472
million from three commercial banks—the Bank
of China, the Industrial and Commercial Bank of
China and Standard Bank, as well as the Netherlands Development Finance Company. Likewise,
the Takoradi Port Integrated Terminal project,
which was awarded to Ibistek, has evolved from
a 25-year container and multi-purpose terminal concession agreement between Ibistek and
GPHA and is being financed with equity from
Ibistek, the Ghana Infrastructure Investment
Fund (GIIF) and other equity investors. GIIF has
committed US$90 million to the project and is
leading the process of structuring and raising
debt for the project.
While financing has been successfully raised
to execute these sole-sourced projects, the
non-competitive process results in long-term
challenges, as it discourages other investors,
achieves less value for money and results in
controversies arising from non-transparently
negotiated contracts. In 2019 an inter-ministerial committee expressed concerns on the
process of sole sourcing MPS as the concessionaire for the Tema Port Expansion and recommended that the contract should be substantially reviewed to make the terms favourable to
GPHA and the Government29. In addition, labour
unions30 , a member of parliament31 and local political leaders32 have made calls for the contract
to be reviewed and stated that the award of the
project to MPS without a competitive process
would have a negative impact on government
revenues.

29

https://www.modernghana.com/news/923662/ministerial-committee-raises-concerns-about-tema.html (accessed 7 January 2020)

30

http://www.ghanaiantimes.com.gh/review-tema-port-expansion-project-organised-labour/ (accessed 7 January 2020

31

https://www.modernghana.com/news/762128/mp-calls-for-probe-into-tema-port-expansion-contract.html (accessed 7 January 2020).

32

https://www.portstrategy.com/news101/world/africa/call-for-tema-port-expansion-probe (accessed 7 January 2020)
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In the absence of sufficient authority—as could appropriately be established through the enactment of PPP
legislation—the Public Investment Division of the MOF
is institutionally weak and struggles to drive the PPP
process and ensure adherence to the PPP policy. The
Ministry of Energy maintains its infrastructure transactions (mainly IPPs) do not need to follow the PPP process
coordinated by the PID. Hence, it obtains MOF approval
from the Economic Research and Forecasting Division, a
process that was in place before the creation of the PID
and publication of the PPP policy. Efforts by the PID to assume the exclusive authority to oversee adherence to the
PPP process have been unsuccessful. Likewise, GPHA’s
enabling law gives it the powers to operate the ports and
partner with the private sector to achieve this. GPHA
views the PID and other approving bodies as impediments
which can be bypassed as per their law. The first transportation PPP is the Tema Port signed in 2004. Post-creation
of the PID, the Tema Port Expansion (2016) and Tema Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Terminal (2017) transactions
closed without the PID’s involvement. More telling is the
signing of a concession agreement for the Takoradi Port
Integrated Terminal between GPHA and Ibistek in 2017,
which followed the unilateral cancellation of the competitive procurement process supported by the World Bank
PPP Project that had attracted several reputable and
well-qualified bidders. For the PPP process to work, a PPP
law needs to be enacted, and the PID must be granted
strong powers.
The PPP pipeline of projects has largely remained the
same over the past five years, with few projects moving
from one stage to the next. The Ghana PPP Web Portal
managed by the PPP Unit lists 32 projects (last updated in
2018). The PID advised that there are currently 33 projects
in their pipeline with only 2 in the implementation33 phase
, having achieved financial close in 2012 and 2018. It is
important to note that the two projects in the implementation phase are information technology projects that should
typically be delivered as service contracts rather than as
PPPs. Other projects are at the feasibility or procurement
stage with limited information available on the website.
The PID’s list of projects contains both solicited offers that
represent projects prepared by the Government, which are
competitively offered to the private sector, and unsolicited
offers to develop a project by the private sector. As noted
above, the lack of funding for the project preparation process is the main constraint limiting the progress of the PPP
project pipeline.

33

The PPP policy provides an institutional framework and
approval process which appears to be hindering rather
than helping the project preparation and implementation process. Even for those line ministries and authorities that have followed the PPP policy, there has been
limited progress. They generally look to the PID to facilitate finance for project preparation. Apart from projects
that have secured support from the World Bank for PPP
project preparation, few projects are going through the approved process prescribed in the PPP policy framework.
Instead, many line ministries have signed memorandums
of understanding with private companies that have submitted unsolicited offers to fund project preparation and
raise the project financing without a competitive procurement process. The PID has indicated that a challenge in
the PPP process is the substandard quality of project preparation work, which delays approval from the PID, and
this stems from both government project preparation and
private sector development efforts. The process of approving PPPs involves the PID, the PPP Approval Committee,
the Cabinet and in some cases, Parliament (see Figure 3).
In 2015 and 2017, the PPP Approval Committee met only
once in each year, thus further protracting the period required for project approval.
Identifying and preparing PPP projects typically takes
about 18 months in jurisdictions with a mature PPP
framework in place, where the central PPP unit coordinates the process and provides approvals at the key
stages. The Ghana PPP process needs to be reviewed and
simplified to shorten the time taken to prepare projects.
Simplifications could include:

•

Reducing the number of stages, e.g. eliminate pre-feasibility studies in projects below US$100 million

•

Assigning approval authority for all stages until full
feasibility to a strengthened PPP unit

•

Eliminating approval by the PPP Approval Committee
and Parliament, leaving the Cabinet to approve the
procurement process and award of contract based on
advice from the PPP unit.

https://www.modernghana.com/news/923662/ministerial-committee-raises-concerns-about-tema.html (accessed 7 January 2020)
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Figure 3: The Ghana PPP process
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
Stage 4

Tasks

Responsible institution(s)

Timeline

Project Identification

MDAs/MMDA* supported by
PAU shall identify PPP in line
with NIP, PIP, GSGDA

In line with PIP and NIP
schedule

Preparation of Pre-Feasibility Study/
Concept paper/Business Case

MDAs/MMDAs and/or supported by consultants or appropriate group

Within 60 working days
after Project Identification
(1) or prior to (1)

Approval for Pre-Feasibility / Concept Paper – Approval 1

PMUs of MDA or the appropriate authority

After completion of (2)
or after (1) with already
prepared (2) within 10
working days

Approval for Pre-Feasibility / Concept Paper to MOFEP-PID

PMUs of MDA or the appropriate authority

After 3(a)

Registration of project and co-current
review of re-feasibility study

Stage 5

Screen of PPPs to ensure consistency with
NIP, PIP, GSGDA
Verify & justify the use of PPP option

MOF-PFA/DMD/Legal/Budget
After 3(b) within 35 days

Financing scheme & PPP type
Ensure compliance of PPP process
Stage 6

MOFEP approval of pre-feasibility & Project viability

MOF–PFA/DMD/Legal/Budget/
Approval Committee

Requesting for full feasibility after 5 above

Contracting Authority

MOFEP Review and Approval of full Feasibility Report

MOF– PFA

Subject to thresholds of Project Cost up to
GHc50,000

Approval Committee

Depends on submission
by Contracting Authority

Within 30 working days

Subject to thresholds of Project Cost above
Cabinet/Parliament Approval
GHc50,000

Within 60 working days

MMDAs approval ceiling
Stage 7

*District Assembly not exceeding –
GHc0.5m
*Municipal Assemblies not exceeding –
GHc 1m

General Assembly of the MMDA

Depending on MMDAs
Schedules

MOF-PFA

Within 25 working days

*Metropolitan Assemblies not exceeding –
GHc 2m
Procurement

Stage 8

Procurement for any prospective bidders
and Review of project documentation –
draft PPP Agreement/Concession
Procurement Procedure
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*Design fair, transparent, competitive,
cost-effective procurement process
*PPP procurement activities shall be undertaken under the Public Procurement Act Contracting Authority
and scope of the PPP Law

Depends on submission
by Contracting Authorities

*Involve the use of local content and Transfer of Technology
Procurement

Depending on MDAs/
MMDAs Schedules

Contracting Authorities submit evaluation
report

Contracting Authority

Depends on submission
of the evaluation report
by Contracting Authorities

Review & Recommendation of Evaluation
Reports

MOF/AG/MDAs

Minimum 10 days

PPP Agreements/Concession – Final Approval

Approving Authority – Approval
Committee/Cabinet/Parliament/
MMDAs (as may be necessary)

Minimum 30 days

*Note: See the list of acronyms for the full names of agencies involved.
Source: Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning, Ghana (2011) National Policy on Public Private
Partnerships (PPP).
PPPs as a form of public procurement do require a
competitive and transparent procurement process to
provide confidence and achieve value for money. Trust
in the procurement process has been repeatedly undermined by sole-sourced and negotiated deals across the
ports, railways, highways, water and energy sectors. As
illustrated in Case Study 4, a competitive procurement
process should result in cost savings, leading to increased
value for money. Following competition rules as contained
in Ghana’s Public Procurement Act 2003 as amended by
the Public Procurement (Amendment) Act 2016, government entities are obliged to achieve the objective of the
law, which is to secure a judicious, economic and efficient
use of state resources in public procurement and ensure
that public procurement is carried out in a fair, transparent
and non-discriminatory manner. This also applies to PPP
projects as stated in the PPP policy “until the PPP law is

enacted, PPP projects shall be guided by this policy and
to the extent applicable existing procurement regulations”

.34 In addition to requiring that all PPP projects be subject
to a competitive process to obtain value for money and
increase efficiency, the PPP policy also specifically states
that unsolicited proposals should be subject to a competitive process.

34

Case Study 3: The Takoradi Port Integrated
Terminal
A study commissioned by the OECD in 2003
on the benefits of transparent and competitive procurement processes referred to the
following examples of cost-saving benefits
achieved:

•

Guatemala’s Ministry of Health reported
savings of 43% in the purchasing of medicines through the strengthening of transparency and procurement procedures.

•

In Colombia, the Ministry of Defence
achieved 47% savings in the procurement
of military goods through improvement
of transparency and procurement procedures.

•

Following an expenditure pattern of 17%
of the health budget on pharmaceuticals
as a result of the lack of pricing and drug
information, and non-transparent procurement procedures, Nicaragua established a

Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning, Ghana (2011) National Policy on Public Private Partnerships (PPP); p. 11
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•

transparent procurement agency. Accompanied by the effective implementation
of an essential drug list, the Government
was able to control drug costs significantly. Within one year, the pharmaceutical
budget decreased from US$21 million to
US$13 million.
In Bangladesh, a substantial reduction in
electricity prices was achieved due to the
introduction of transparent and competitive procurement procedures. The electricity prices achieved are less than 3 cents
a kilowatt-hour, roughly half the price of
directly negotiated deals in Indonesia.

Source (OECD, 2003)
Efforts are still ongoing to enact the PPP law, which
will provide the enabling legislation required for a sustainable PPP regime and address the shortcomings of
current PPP policy. As reported by the PID35 , the current
draft (March 2020) of the PPP bill has the following revisions and requirements:

•

The 18-step process contained in the PPP policy has
been rationalised into 3 broad stages with clear identification of what needs to be done in each phase before
proceeding to the next.

•

The approval levels have been streamlined to reduce
the complexity of the approval process for PPP feasibility reports and the procurement stage.

•

The establishment of an infrastructure credit guarantee facility to be managed by GIIF to provide credit
guarantees to local lenders. This facility is modelled
along the lines of South Korea’s Infrastructure Credit
Guarantee Fund, Nigeria’s InfraCredit or the UK’s Guarantees Scheme for Infrastructure Projects.

•

A framework for unsolicited proposals, which will require the project proponent to sign an MOU, submit a
feasibility study within a 12-month period at no cost
or risk to government, and subject the proposal to a
competitive procurement process.

•

Value for money has been included as a guiding principle for PPPs with information on how this should be
demonstrated.

Enacting the PPP law has the potential to kick-start
PPPs if it is complemented with adequate funding of
the project preparation process and capacity-building
within the relevant government agencies. The PPP policy will be superseded when the law is enacted. The government is also institutionalising the legal and regulatory
framework to guide and enforce public investment management operations in Ghana and operationalizing a Public
Investment Management System (PIMS), which will centralise and strengthen governance of all projects whether
through public investment or PPPs. This is to ensure that
they are robustly prepared before proceeding to the investment stage. An important part of the PPP framework
is that consumers are satisfied that the tolls/tariffs that
they are paying are just and equitable. This problem has
led to many PPP projects facing rejection by the public (as
has been the case in the toll-roads project in South Africa). The establishment of an independent PPP regulator
with responsibility for setting tariffs according to accepted
methodologies through a consultative process could be
considered as part of the revised PPP framework.
While this paper focuses on economic infrastructure36
in general, the following sections are devoted to specific issues relating to the energy sector and transport
sectors. These sectors have been chosen because they
typically provide stable and predictable income streams
leading to a track record of projects that have successfully
been delivered with private sector investment and financing, both globally and in Ghana. While this section covers
infrastructure more generally, each sector and subsector
will have different financing needs as well as access to finance due to differences in the types of assets (moveable
or immovable) and the forms and currency of revenue collection (directly from users or from an off-taker)37. Depending on the infrastructure type, the revenues generated
could be in local currency (electricity or toll roads) or foreign exchange (ports and airports).

35

Stakeholder meeting with MOF on 4th March 2020 follow-up call with PID on 6th April 2020.

36

Economic infrastructure is often defined as the essential facilities and services upon which the economic productivity of society depends. This
would include the power, water and sanitation, transport and ICT sectors. They are more likely to generate investment returns and attract finance.
Social infrastructure such as hospitals, schools and prisons are typically provided to meet social needs and are not considered in this paper.

37

For example, for a toll road, the consumer could pay the service provider directly or the government could provide an availability payment to
the service provider. In the case of an independent power project, the off taker pays the service provider for the power that it will distribute to its
consumers.
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The electricity sector
High costs, low tariffs and operational inefficiencies
have created financial difficulties in the electricity sector. The electricity sector’s financial difficulties mainly
stem from: (a) the high cost of fuel used by thermal power
plants; (b) gas supply shortages; (c) high payments for installed capacity; (d) high distribution losses; (e) low revenue
collections by the Electricity Company of Ghana (ECG);
and (f) nonpayment by government entities38. Due to these
factors, electricity sector revenues from tariff collection do

not cover operational costs, and to continue in operation,
the sector entities have had to resort to expensive external debt. For example, the Volta River Authority has for
many years relied on short-term financing on the domestic market to cover operating costs, including fuel. As of
March 2017, the sector had accumulated US$2.3 billion of
net debt39 and the cost of servicing had become a financial
burden. Case Study 5 looks at the genesis of Ghana’s electricity sector challenges.

Case Study 5: Ghana’s IPP projects
To address a power supply deficit, the
Government of Ghana signed Takoradi 2 as its
first IPP in 1997. It achieved financial close in
1999. Further IPPs started coming on stream
in 2008, first with Sunon-Asogli Gas Fired
Power Plant, and subsequently 3 emergency
power producers during 2014 to 2017. These
projects were contracted without a competitive
procurement process. In addition, ECG signed
43 PPAs all without a competitive process
which, if implemented, were projected to result
in 1,900MW excess by 2019.

The Energy Sector Levies Act (ESLA) Bond Programme
is addressing the sector’s net debt, but intra-sectoral
debt remains a burden. ESLA Plc was set up as a special
purpose vehicle in 2017, sponsored by the Government,
to issue debt securities to refinance and repay the energy
sector’s debt and payables. As some debts are not covered by ESLA (for example, ECG’s debt to Ghana Grid Company Limited of about US$200m), there is still a lot to be
done to address the debt problem. First, tariffs need to be
raised to become cost-reflective to prevent accumulation
of new debt, and second, a debt restructuring programme
needs to be established to clear outstanding debts.
The Government has outlined a programme to address
the problems in the sector and is implementing some
of the proposed measures. The objectives of the Govern-

The resulting excess capacity would cost the
sector up to US$680 million per year in capacity
payments not required. The Government is
currently reviewing the PPAs and rationalizing
the projects that have not yet commenced.
Conducting detailed project preparation would
have resulted in more thorough analysis
of the sector and improved preparation of
proposed solutions. Rather, inadequate project
preparation and direct negotiations has led
to overcapacity and high tariffs in the foreign
currency denominated PPAs backstopped by
guarantees from the Government.

ment’s turnaround programme are to: (a) restore financial viability, (b) improve sector planning and investment
decisions, (c) improve the regulatory framework, and (d)
expand access to remote communities. One of the measures being implemented is rationalizing the PPAs and this
will come with the penalties associated with cancelling
contracts. The Government will need to conduct a detailed
assessment of the cost of proceeding with the contracts as
they are against cancelling them and replacing the needed
power when there is a demand in the future.
Tariff increases in 2015 reduced growth in electricity
demand. Growth in electricity demand in 2016 was lower
than originally forecast, as consumers responded to higher
prices by rationalizing their consumption. Following a 47%
increase, the average electricity tariff was GHS 0.8 at the

38

Stakeholder meeting with MOF on 4th March 2020 follow-up call with PID on 6th April 2020.
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Economic infrastructure is often defined as the essential facilities and services upon which the economic productivity of society depends. This
would include the power, water and sanitation, transport and ICT sectors. They are more likely to generate investment returns and attract finance.
Social infrastructure such as hospitals, schools and prisons are typically provided to meet social needs and are not considered in this paper.
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end of 2016 (US$ 0.1). Residential tariffs are progressive
with a lifeline rate of GHS 0.3 ($ 0.07) for consumption up
to 50 kWh per month40. Commercial tariffs are significantly higher than residential tariffs due to the cross-subsidies
provided to the residential consumers. There is anecdotal
evidence that industrial and commercial consumers have
begun to use diesel generators, which may work out to be
cheaper on a marginal cost basis than the grid power at
higher consumption levels. The Government also intends
to install solar panels on the roofs of government buildings
to reduce grid power consumption. Reduced consumption will likely reduce the revenues of utilities, increase
the financial challenges they face, and increase capacity
charges payable to the IPPs.
Tariffs were reduced in 2018 and increased in 2019 indicating the challenges of maximizing revenue and managing political stakeholders. In 2018, the Public Utilities
Regulatory Commission (PURC) announced electricity tariff reductions (effective 15th March 2018) of 17% for residential and 30% for commercial consumers. Then tariffs
were increased again by 11% in 2019, effective in 1st July
2019, with the aim of increasing revenues, sustaining the
financial viability of the utility service providers and ensuring the delivery of quality services to customers. However, also effective from July 2019, the PURC eliminated the
maximum demand charge levied to industrial customers,
which implied a reduction in their bills. Going forward, the
PURC needs to develop a clear tariff design plan, which
provides the optimal balance between cost recovery, demand-supply stability, sustainability and political drivers.
Here the establishment of an independent PPP regulator (as part of the revision of the PPP framework) with
responsibility for overseeing the setting of cost-reflective
tariffs according to accepted methodologies through a
consultative process would work to support the efforts of
the sector regulator in setting tariffs.
Resolving the sector debt issues, rationalizing the PPAs,
achieving optimal tariffs and addressing distribution
challenges could usher in opportunities for private participation in the future. In the past, the long-term finance
used for the IPPs was mainly provided by multilateral and
bilateral development banks. This is for two principal reasons. First, these institutions are able to lend long-term
(at least up to 12 years and often in excess of 15 years)
albeit in foreign currency. Second, with their development
mandate, they are able to accept a higher risk profile than
commercial institutions.

Expanding domestic lending to the infrastructure sector can be achieved by providing financial products that
enable banks to lengthen the tenor of their loans by
bringing in a highly rated third party that is willing to
underwrite or guarantee the later years of the bank financing. Local commercial banks in developing countries,
including Ghana, are often unable to provide long-term finance for infrastructure projects because they do not have
long-term funding sources and therefore tend to be severely restricted by their internal asset liability committee
policies or by prudential regulations from lending on the
longer term. This is a substantial hurdle for these institutions in their efforts to participate in long-term infrastructure finance, which therefore is dominated by international financial institutions. Having access to long-term
refinancing on the local capital market an infrastructure
take-out facility would be able to enter into an agreement
with infrastructure projects to lengthen the maturity of
outstanding project debt and thereby lessen the amortization burden of infrastructure projects.41A successful
example of such a facility is InfraCredit in Nigeria, which
has facilitated the refinancing of some 6 infrastructure
projects. Bonds issued with the guarantee of InfraCredit
benefit from a first-loss guarantee provide by GuarantCo
established by Private Investment Development Group
(predominantly funded by the British Government). The
advantage of this guarantee is that the Nigerian pension
funds find the infrastructure bonds issued with InfraCredit’s guarantee to be sufficiently secure to attract their investment. The Ghana Infrastructure and Investment Fund
(GIIF) has expressed its willingness to become involved
in the provision of tenure elongation products and the revised PPP bill (March 2020) includes the establishment of
an infrastructure credit guarantee facility to be managed
by GIIF to provide credit guarantees to local lenders.
Likewise, moving from foreign currency priced PPAs to
local currency, albeit with appropriately indexed and
cost reflective tariffs, may encourage funding by local
lenders in some transactions. Local banks are typically
unable to raise foreign currency debt at competitive rates
for on-lending to projects. In as much as project construction and maintenance costs are partially denominated in
local currency, structuring transactions with a component
of the revenue in local currency would reduce the risks associated with project financing and provide opportunities
for local currency financing. Case Study 6 showcases a
recent transaction in local currency and a tenor elongation
product.
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World Bank (2018) Ghana PPP Project - Implementation Status & Results Report
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https://www.gktoday.in/gk/takeout-financing-scheme/ Accessed on 19 December 2019
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Case Study 6: Local currency PPA and tenor elongation
An example of the type of product that enables
domestic lenders to extend their tenors is a guarantee product offered by GuarantCo. This product, which facilitates access to domestic bank
financing, was offered to the Togolese Kekeli Efficient Power Project (“Kekeli”). Kekeli consists of a
new 65 MW natural gas–fired power plant and an
associated 1km transmission line. The total project
cost was US$350 million. The guarantee package
has introduced a local-currency component into
the financing package that mitigates foreign-exchange risk (a benefit which is passed through to
consumers in the form of more conducive tariffs),
and develops the capacity of the local lending
market in long-term project finance.
To introduce a local currency component into IPP
project financing and develop local bank lending
capacity, GuarantCo provided a XOF 14.2 billion
(US$23.8 million) Liquidity Extension Guarantee
(LEG) to finance the construction of a 65MW natural gas-fired thermal plant. The LEG facilitated
lengthening the tenor of loans offered by domestic
banks to 14 years, thereby providing long-term finance where it was otherwise unavailable.
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The transaction is GuarantCo’s first guarantee in
Togo and the first LEG to extend the maturity of
a transaction with a 7 year tenor to 14 years enabling the infrastructure transaction to be financed
mainly in local currency.
Local currency financing of XOF 65.4 billion was
arranged by the West African Development Bank
(BOAD) and Oragroup from institutional and commercial lenders including BOAD, AFC, Orabank
Togo, BIA Togo, NSIA Benin and Banque Atlantique Togo, thereby helping to develop the regional financial market.
The principal developer and investor is Eranove
Group with the Government taking a stake in the
project through its shareholding in Kifema Capital,
an investment company whose shareholders include the Togo Invest sovereign wealth fund, and
national financial institutions CNSS, INAM and
CCIT. Kifema Capital provided 25% equity capital
to the project company.

in Ghana

The transport sector
Most transport projects, whether publicly or privately
financed, require significant government planning and
support to be effectively implemented and maintained.
Transportation infrastructure covers the framework of services required to move people and goods over land (rail
and roads), air and water. The need for access to large
amounts of land and space to build transport facilities also
makes investment in the sector expensive, long-term and
politically sensitive. Capacity needs to be built not only to
accommodate today’s travel demand, but future travel demand as well. The majority of transport projects are part
of a wider network, which often creates huge interdependency between individual projects and what happens
elsewhere on the transport network. This interdependency risk means that the actions of one party can lead to financial losses of another. For example, a private toll road
operator will be negatively affected, if the Government
decides to build a free parallel alternative route, or a port
operator may not be able to handle as much cargo, if customs is run inefficiently.
All transport projects require long-term debt to be
amortized over the project’s long life in order to make
the user fees affordable. Depending on the type of
transport project and the project’s revenue sources (e.g.
as between local vs. foreign currency), the financing requirements and availability of private finance will vary.
Many transport projects have high investment costs with
back-ended project revenues (i.e. higher revenues do not
occur until much later). Thus, repayment of the debt over

a longer term reduces the periodic payment that need to
be made, and hence the project revenues required to cover the payments. There may well also be a financial viability gap that requires some form of Government subsidy.
Limited availability of Government support in the form of
investments and guarantees may constrain private sector
participation. Just as in the power sector, to ensure success, a sound enabling environment is essential: sound
sectoral and PPP policy-frameworks, strong regulatory
and legislative processes as well as well-defined and enforceable contractual obligations.
The Government is actively exploring financing transport projects through PPPs. Due to increased transportation demand and the costly investments required for
transport infrastructure improvements, the Government
has looked to PPP options in the port, railway, and road
subsectors. World Bank-supported PPP transactions that
gathered momentum were mostly in the transport sector
and included port, highway, railway and inland port projects. However, none of the eight projects, which have an
estimated total investment value of US$3.4 billion42, have
reached financial close due to delays in the PPP process.
Using PPPs may not be the only mode of raising finance
for infrastructure outside the Government’s balance
sheet as is required to close the infrastructure deficit.
An alternative to PPP might be to encourage SOE’s to raise
long-term debt, as presented in Case Study 7

Case Study 7: State-owned enterprises (SOEs) raising long-term finance
The airport operator and manager Ghana Airports
Company Limited (GACL) successfully raised
private capital for the construction of its flagship
project (Terminal 3) at Kotoka International Airport
(KIA).
The KIA Terminal 3 project is a part of GACL’s
capital investment programme that entails the
construction of a new terminal at KIA, the only
international airport in the country, and the
rehabilitation of other regional airports managed by
GACL. The Terminal 3 project is a design and build
operation undertaken by the Turkish construction
company Mapa Construction MNG Holding
(Mapa İnşaat ve Ticaret). The total investment
of US$400m includes renovations to the GACLowned regional airports. In September 2015, the
African Development Bank (AfDB) approved a
US$120m loan with a tenor of up to 15 years for
the project. Remaining costs were financed partly
by AfDB and partly through corporate loans from
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other DFIs and commercial banks. The Ghana
Infrastructure Investment Fund provided US$30m
of the total debt.
The debt raised by GACL took the form of a
corporate loan with some project finance features
including ring fencing of GACL’s revenues (in
agreement with the International Air Transportation
Association) and setting up a debt service reserve.
This transaction provides an alternative to PPPs
where an SOE or other government entity enjoys
a stable, reliable revenue-stream and has the
management capacity to structure a project and
raise long-term private capital backed by ring
fenced project revenues.
The development banks provided debt at LIBOR +
5%, while the commercial banks initially provided
debt at LIBOR + 8.5%. This higher interest rate
was eventually negotiated down to the same level
as the interest rate charged by the development
banks.

https://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/business/Terminal-3-debt-chokes-Ghana-Airports-Company-Limited-728636. Accessed 1st December 2019
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Sources of finance for infrastructure in Ghana
Private sector financing of infrastructure during the
past two decades—predominantly in the energy and
transportation sectors—has largely been provided by
international lenders and investors. The involvement of
local sources of funding has been limited. Historically, the
principal source of long-term debt for infrastructure projects in developing countries has been funding provided
by the multilateral and bilateral development finance institutions. Some progress has been made to encourage participation by a limited number of international commercial
banks participating as lenders in a few of the infrastructure projects (when supported by the appropriate risk mitigation instruments). However, in all cases, the multilateral development banks and bilateral DFIs have provided
most, if not all, of the debt financing required by these projects. These institutions offer long-term financing in foreign currency, and are willing to take on the political risks
associated with infrastructure investments due to their
development mandate and mission. Given the size of the

Figure 4: US and
Ghana inflation
rates (1999 to
2019)

infrastructure gap and the availability of bankable projects
in competing countries, it is important that the Ghanaian
authorities recognize the need to mobilize and leverage
alternative—not least private sector—sources of finance
and local capital market instruments to finance infrastructure needs. If denominated in local currency, an additional
advantage of such funding is that it will also better mirror
the income stream of local infrastructure assets. With international banks lending in US$ at LIBOR + 8.5% (circa
10.5%) and local banks at BOG Policy Rate + 10% (circa
26%), the difference in inflation rates between the US and
Ghana over the past 20 years (Figure 4) would negate the
perceived ‘cost-saving’ associated with foreign currency
funding. Figure 5 further illustrates that the cost of foreign
currency borrowing is similar in pricing to local currency
borrowing when taking currency depreciation into consideration. On balance the benefits of local currency funding,
not least avoiding currency risk, outweigh the marginal reduction (of about 2%) in effective interest rates.
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The participation of domestic financial institutions
is restricted due to their inability to offer long-term
loans as a result of their own limited sources of longterm funding, and a lack of experience and capacity in
transactions. Consequently, there is very little domestic
capacity for lending to infrastructure projects. Other
reasons for the limited involvement in long-term lending
by domestic commercial banks include:
the lack of a long-term yield curve in local currency and inability to appropriately price long-term commitments;
the lack of expertise in project and structured finance both
in underwriting and monitoring/oversight of transactions;
small obligor limits due to the relatively small asset-base
of Ghanaian banks.
Due to the long-term nature of their liabilities, institutional
investors, such as insurance companies and pension funds,
are rather better suited than banks as long-term lenders to
infrastructure projects. The value of institutional investors is
that they seek long-term investment opportunities in order
to match their long-term liabilities. Further development
of the corporate bond market (public or private project
or corporate bonds) could potentially also strengthen the
availability of funding in local currency. As mentioned
above, the facility established by InfraCredit in Nigeria
provides the tenor extension and security enhancement
(through a first loss guarantee) that is required to attract
investment by institutional investors. While InfraCredit is
able to support the issuance of project bonds benefiting
from the secure income-stream generated by brownfield
projects, the scope of tenure extension offered by
InfraCredit is restricted to the refinancing of already
operational projects. The challenges associated with
extending the scope of such activities is constrained by the
familiar challenges associated with establishing a pipeline
of bankable projects and financing their construction.
Despite the clear socioeconomic benefits, there is
a lack of institutional investment in infrastructure.
Pension funds and sovereign wealth funds (SWFs) can
potentially play a critical role in supporting investments
in infrastructure through their ability to pool stable, longterm savings and direct these savings into appropriate
investments. Various pension funds throughout Africa
have grown substantially in recent years. In 2013, 10
African countries had approximately US$380 billion in
assets under management. A number of African countries
have established SWFs. In 2016, for example, the total
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assets under African SWFs were approximately US$157
billion.
Ghana has a three-tier pension fund system, which
constitutes a potentially important source of
infrastructure investment capital. The first tier is the
mandatory pay-as-you-go fund which consists solely of
SSNIT with holdings of over GHS 9.2 billion. The second
tier is mandatory and privately managed, currently with
about US$1.12 billion under management. The third tier is
comprised of voluntary contributions. Overall, assets under
management represented GHS 22.2 billion ($4.6 billion) at
end-2018 or a 7% increase from the previous year.
The National Pensions Regulatory Authority (NPRA)
is open to pension funds investing in infrastructure
and has set the guidelines that sanction investment in
infrastructure assets. In its annual report (2014), the NPRA
commits to encouraging pension funds to invest in more
diversified sectors, including real estate and infrastructure.
Investment guidelines for tier 2 and tier 3 pension funds
issued by the NPRA allow a maximum of 10% in private
equity funds, 10% in real estate investment trusts and
real estate funds, and 5% in foreign securities, but caps
cumulative investments across the three categories at
15% of the funds’ portfolios. For the main tier one fund,
SSNIT, its four listed asset classes are equity, fixed income,
real estate and economically targeted investments. While
infrastructure is not included as a separate asset class, it is
one of the sectors included in the category of economically
targeted investments. SSNIT has significant commercial
and residential real estate holdings, but has as yet made
only one large investment in infrastructure, as presented
in Case Study 8.
While SNITT targets a level of investment in alternative
or non-traditional assets of 5% of its asset base, actual
investments have been much smaller. In 2017, six such
investments represented 1.8% of total investments45.
Under this asset class, SNITT has maintained a small (less
than 2%) shareholding in the Pan-African Infrastructure
Development Fund, full ownership of the CENIT Energy
power plant, a 12% ownership share in an urban public
transit company (Metro Mass Transport) and has also
invested in social infrastructure in the health sector,
including hospitals, clinics and abattoirs to ensure sanitary
cooking conditions.

SSNIT, ‘Investments’, https://www.ssnit.org.gh/about-us/investments/ (accessed 19 July 2018)
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Case Study 8: Ghana pension fund investment in infrastructure
SSNIT has full ownership of CENIT Energy Limited, which developed, owns and operates
the 126MW Tema CENIT Thermal Power
Plant. This plant is connected to the national
grid and commenced commercial operations
in 2012.
SSNIT’s investment faced significant challenges when the debt-ridden ECG was unable
to meet its obligations. To resolve this pending default, the Government restructured the
ECG’s energy debt in 2017 (using the powers
provided by the Energy Sector Levies Act) by
issuing a long-term bond as a special-purpose vehicle to be serviced by energy sector levies.

Investment opportunities need to be created to attract
pension fund investment managers and the capacity
of the fund managers to invest in alternative or nontraditional assets needs to be further developed. Under
the 5% target adopted by SSNIT (tier one funds) combined
with the maximum guideline of 10% investment in private
equity for tier 2 and 3 funds, a total of up to US$420
million could be unlocked for investment in infrastructure.
Pension funds in Ghana are an important potential
source of funding for infrastructure. The Government has
committed to encourage the establishment of private
equity funds by removing VAT on the management fees
of private equity funds46 so as to align with international
practices. The NPRA could also increase the opportunities
for pension fund investment in infrastructure assets by
including private debt funds as an investment category for
pension funds.
The insurance sector is relatively well regulated by the
National Insurance Commission (NIC), but it is very
small, with assets amounting to only about US$1 billion,
albeit growing at over 20% annually. The NIC provides
guidelines on investment for the industry to ensure the

While this reduced the exposure associated
with SSNIT’s investment in CENIT, the ESLA
bond does not resolve the underlying stateowned enterprise inefficiencies that led to
debt accumulation and eventual default within the electricity sector. As a result of this
unfortunate experience SSNIT’s investment
policy has become more cautious.
In addition to its equity investment, SSNIT
also provided 10-year debt to CENIT at 500
basis points above the interest rates paid on
two-year Ghana Government bonds44.

diversification of the investments undertaken by insurance
companies. For life insurance companies, the guidelines
stipulate the following investment ceilings: up to 30%
in listed stocks, 20% in unlisted stocks (10% for nonlife
insurance companies), 20% in mutual funds, 10–30% in
investment properties (0–20% for nonlife), and up to 10%
in investments approved by NIC47 . This indicates that
insurance companies could provide a potential funding
source amounting to US$100 million, which although
smaller than pension funds is still significant.
In recent years sponsors of infrastructure projects have
increasingly taken recourse to raising funds through
infrastructure bonds. Issuance of such bonds has the
potential to crowd in pension and insurance funds. Looking
to Nigeria, the establishment of InfraCredit in 2017 to derisk infrastructure bonds has achieved early successes
as presented in Case Study 9. Replicating this model in
Ghana has the potential to increase project bond issuance,
and GIIF is in discussions with GuarantCo with a view to
establishing a similar facility in Ghana48 .
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“Mobilizing Finance for Infrastructure: A Study for the UK Department for International Development”, Cambridge Economic Policy Associates.
August 2015. Available at https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/57a0897fe5274a31e00000e8/61319-DfID_1_Synthesis_Report_Final.pdf
(accessed: 11 December 2019)
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Ministry of Finance of Ghana, The Budget Statement and Economic Policy of the Government of Ghana for the 2020 Financial Year, November
2019, Accra. Available at https://www.mofep.gov.gh/sites/default/files/news/2020-Budget-Highlights.pdf (accessed 8 Dececember 2019)
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World Bank (2011) Towards Better Infrastructure: Conditions, Constraints, and Opportunities in Financing Public-Private Partnerships – Evidence
from Cameroon, Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, and Senegal
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Interview with the Ghana Infrastructure Investment Fund on 31st May 2019
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Case Study 9: InfraCredit guarantee mechanism
InfraCredit, a “AAA” rated infrastructure credit
enhancement facility was established by
the Nigeria Sovereign Investment Authority
in collaboration with GuarantCo, a Private
Infrastructure Development Group company.
It connects infrastructure as an asset class
to the long-term local currency debt capital
markets in Nigeria attracting pension and
infrastructure funds.

‘AAA’ long-term national scale rating by GCR
and Agusto & Co. The Viathan Bonds are the
first corporate infrastructure bonds issued in
the Nigerian debt capital market with a tenor
of 10 years, extending the yield curve for
corporate debt issuances. The Viathan Bonds
was subscribed by 16 institutional investors
comprising at least 12 pension funds and 2
insurance companies.

Its first guarantee was issued to Viathan
Group through Viathan Funding Plc, a special
purpose vehicle established to raise debt
capital. InfraCredit enabled it to access the
debt capital markets issuing a NGN 10.0bn
(US$32 million) 16.0% Series 1 Senior
Guaranteed Fixed Rate Bond Due 2027 (the
“Viathan Bonds”) backed by the irrevocable
and unconditional guarantee and accorded

InfraCredit’s guarantee has also supported
North South Power’s 2019 issuance of
a NGN8.5billion (US$27 million) 15-Year
Corporate Green Infrastructure Bond in
Nigeria. The bond was 160% subscribed with
firm commitments from fifteen institutional
investors including eleven pension funds.
Source: https://infracredit.ng/

Increasing domestic long-term finance in infrastructure
requires not only overcoming various financing barriers
applied to different types of domestic commercial lenders,
but it also depends on the Government expanding the
supply of projects that target local currency finance. The
development of innovative financial products to support
the domestic market in the short term should be considered in parallel with the changes needed to enable the
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domestic financial sector to be able to increase the longterm finance of infrastructure assets in the medium to long
term. Further, increasing the supply of domestic long-term
finance in local currency implies that there is a demand for
these sources of funds in the form of a pipeline of bankable
projects. Creating such a pipeline is predominantly in the
hands of the Government.

in Ghana

Annex 1
S/N

PROJECT

INDICATIVE
VALUE

Financial
Close

ENERGY
1.

Kpone IPP Project

US$900 million

2014

2.

Concession of Electricity Company of Ghana

US$580 million

2019

3.

Bridge Power

US$953 million

2016

4.

West African Gas Pipeline Company Ltd

US$590 million

2005

5.

Sunon-Asogli Gas Fired Power Plant

US$560 million

2007

6.

Amandi Energy Power Plant

US$552 million

2016

7.

Takoradi 2 and 3

US$550 million

1999

8.

Takoradi 2 Thermal Power Expansion

US$440 million

TBC

9.

Karadeniz Powership Aysegul Sultan

US$200 million

2016

10.

Karadeniz Powership Osman Khan

US$0 million

2017

11.

Kumasi Compost Plant

US$43 million

2014

US$1500 million

2016

TRANSPORTATION
12.

Tema Port Expansion

13.

Tema LNG Terminal

US$350 million

TBC

14.

Tema LNG Import Terminal

US$550 million

550

US$700 million

2012

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
15.

ACE (African Coast to Europe) submarine communications cable
phase1

16.

Western Corridor Fibre-Optic Project

US$42 million

2018

17.

Ghana Telecoms Second Divestiture (Vodafone Ghana)

US$900 million

TBC

Desalination plant in Accra

US$126 million

TBC

WATER
18.
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S/N

PROJECT49

STAGE

TRANSPORTATION
1.

Liquid Bulk Terminal

Preparation

2.

Modern Pedestrian Footbridges

Preparation

3.

Eastern Railway Line Project

Preparation

4.

Boankra Inland Port

Preparation

5.

Natural Resources Enclave Road Project

Preparation

6.

Establishment of a National Airline

Preparation

7.

Accra-Takoradi Road Dualisation PPP Project

Preparation

8.

Takoradi Port Multi-Purpose Terminal

Preparation

9.

Accra - Tema motorway project

Preparation

10.

Takoradi Port Dry Bulk Terminal Project

Preparation

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
11.

Martey-Tsuru Community Development

Preparation

Asutsuare Bulk Water Project

Preparation

WATER
12.

REAL ESTATE
13.

Mallam Atta Market Project

Preparation

14.

Accra City Corner PPP Project

Preparation

15.

Development of Makola Annex 2 & Kwasiadwaso Market

Preparation

16.

Development of Accra Convention Center Project

Preparation

17.

Makola Market Project

Preparation

18.

Securities and Exchange Commission Office Accommodation Project

Preparation

19.

Development of Proposed Public Market Project at Kantamanto

Preparation

20.

Operation and Management of 35 Rural Technology Facilities (RTF)

Preparation

21.

Redevelopment of Salaga Market

Preparation

22.

Redevelopment of Tuesday Market

Preparation

23.

Development of PWD & Kwasiadwaso Market

Preparation

24.

Redevelopment of London Market

Preparation

25.

Model Markets Project

Preparation

49
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26.

Development of Sports and Residential / Camping facilities at the National Sport
College

Preparation

27.

Mixed Commercial Development Project for Public Procurement Authority and
Internal Audit Agency

Preparation

28.

Construction of an Office Complex for Office of the Head of the Local Government Service

Preparation

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
29.

Foreigner Identification Management System

Operation

30.

Registration of Nationals Management System

Operation

HEALTHCARE
31.

Urology / Neprology Center of Excellence

Preparation

32.

Korle – Bu Teaching Hospital Diagnostic Centre Project

Preparation

AGRICULTURE
33.

Accra Plains Irrigation Project
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